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1

General introduction
This chapter is partly based on fragments of:
This thesis is the result of work done within the NWO ToKeN project: Intelligent Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). The project’s name is Eidetic. According to Webster’s dictionary [162], Eidetic means: “marked by or involving extraordinarily accurate and vivid recall especially of visual images”. The latter should be achieved by intelligent CBIR techniques. Intelligence is the ability to learn, understand, or deal with new or trying situations [162] (e.g., images). CBIR techniques use image processing techniques with the aim to describe the content of the image material. We will approach the latter from both the perspective of human vision and of computer vision.

1.1 Human vision versus Computer vision

Par excellence, humans can function well in complex environments, which provide them with a range of multi-modal cues. So far, entities that comprise artificial intelligence can not function properly if at all in such an environment. Therefore, human intelligence and, moreover, human cognitive capabilities are the baseline for the development of intelligent software applications, such as CBIR engines.

We know that the human visual system is powerful. “It endows us with the ability to recover enormous details about our visual environment. Nevertheless, as a plethora of visual illusions demonstrates, it is far from accurate. Today we interpret many of these illusions not as an expression of the limits or failures of the visual system. Rather, they are the results of a highly developed and optimized representational process in which the visual system does not simply provide an internal one-to-one copy of the external visual world. Instead, the visual system is equipped with specific encoding mechanisms to optimize the use of precious processing resources by enhancing relevant features and providing only a sketchy representation of the less relevant aspects of our visual environment.” [266] In an ideal situation, computer vision should have similar characteristics.

From literature in neuroscience and psychology, it is known that the human visual system utilizes features such as color, texture, and shape in recognizing objects, the environment, and photos or paintings [82, 161, 216]. In addition, phenomena such as occlusion and subjective contours are topic of
research. Research on these features and phenomena is merely done in controlled experimental environments. The advantage of control to a large extent is that the influence of one factor on the percept can be examined. The drawback is that the ecological validity of such research is often questionable.

Despite its limitations, especially on the long run, fundamental research is of great importance for application centered research. With such research, principles of human information processing can be unraveled step by step. Where in human vision research, this approach is the standard, for computer vision pragmatic considerations dominate. The latter is not surprising. The core aim of computer vision in general is not to model human vision but to be inspired by human vision: An efficient approach for practical problems within a limited domain.

Let us provide two examples which illustrate the strength of human vision: (i) a painting can not be described with computer vision techniques as humans can, who can abstract from detail and ‘feel’ the expressed emotion through their senses in combination with associations derived from memory [291] and (ii) although computer vision techniques are utilized for the automatic classification of mammography images, the performance of the classifiers developed so far is far from good. Consequently, most medical imaging techniques are used as computer aided diagnosis instead of replacing the human diagnosis [248].

On the other hand, for certain tasks computer vision algorithms outperform human vision by far. When the exact percentage of a specific type of red (a R, G, B value) in an image has to be determined, a computer can provide an exact percentage, where a human can only estimate it. The latter is more complicated when a fuzzy description of a color (e.g., red) is provided and when the results are judged by humans. Then the question arises: what is red? Are certain pixels in all circumstances judged as red by humans or can they be judged as being black, for example, when the environment or the light source changes? The latter problems are denoted as the problem of color constancy [298]. The computer can determine the true color independent of environment or light source, which is impossible for the human visual system.

So, we have discussed color as feature in visual information processing. Now, let us illustrate the influence of patterns or texture on the perceived color, where we define pixels as “any of the small discrete elements that to-
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together constitute an image (as on a television or computer screen) [162]”. For example, a square perceived as orange can exist without orange pixels. It can be generated by regularly alternating red and yellow pixels (so called dithering), which create the orange percept, as is known from computer graphics and human perception studies. In contrast, from a physics/engineering point of view, the R, G, and B channel of a CRT tube tell us that 66.6% of the square is red and 33.3% is green. Moreover, the pattern is a texture and will, in principle, be analyzed as such by image processing techniques. However, should this be preferred or should one conduct image processing at a higher level, abstracted from the pixel-level and, with that, perhaps mimicking the human percept. This simple example illustrates that it is eminent that the gap between the physical phenomena and the human percepts need to be bridged. This is especially of importance for computer vision and CBIR techniques.

In computer vision, color and texture features are also utilized for shape extraction. Hereby, the representation of both features is of paramount importance. Until now, the results are promising but far from good. In addition, shape extraction is computationally expensive and, therefore, not usable for real time image processing and computer vision tasks. Humans are able to detect shape and process it with a high accuracy. In most cases, the human visual processing system works perfectly. However, it can be tricked. For example, artists such as Escher were able to deceive the human visual system.

But let me illustrate the beauty of the human visual system. In 1658, Pascal [186] described that humans can see mirror symmetry at a glance [282, 286]. A broad range of fundamental research toward symmetry perception has been conducted; e.g., see Van der Helm and Leeuwenberg [273]. However, until now, no algorithm has been presented that completely describes the process of human symmetry recognition outside a controlled experimental setting; as Liu and Collins [145] stated: “choosing precisely which candidate is preferred by human perception is an open problem”. As a consequence, the phenomenon of human symmetry recognition in natural object images (e.g., that contain a face), is hard if possible at all for computer vision.

In addition, humans can recognize objects that are occluded, without any problem. It is a fundamental issue in perception research. Thus far, the stimulus domain has been restricted to stylistic 2D line drawn stimuli [62, 133, 275]. Only in the last five years attempts have been made to extend occlusion
research to the domain of natural object images. The ease with which humans recognize occluded objects is in sharp contrast with the problems such tasks reveal for computer vision.

So, despite the rapid evolvement of computer vision techniques, human vision is still superior in most aspects. Intrigued by the efficiency of human vision, on the one hand, we aim at adopting principles of human vision for computer vision and for CBIR techniques. On the other hand, image processing and CBIR techniques can and should be improved. So both from computer vision and human vision point of view, CBIR should be approached.

1.2 Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR)

In 1992, Kato [122] introduced the term content-based image retrieval (CBIR), to describe his experiments on automatic retrieval of images from a database by color and shape features. Since then, CBIR arose as a new field of research.

CBIR is the application of computer vision to the image retrieval problem; i.e., the problem of searching for images in large image databases, using their features. Most image retrieval engines on the world wide web (WWW) make use of text-based image retrieval, in which images are retrieved based on their labels, descriptions, and surrounding text. Although text-based image retrieval is fast and reliable, it fully depends on the textual annotations that accompany images. Consequently, it requires every image in the database or on the WWW to be well annotated or labeled.

As Smeulders, Worring, Santini, Gupta, and Jain [240] noted in 2000 “CBIR is at the end of its early years” and is certainly not the answer to all problems. Vuurpijl, Schomaker, and Van den Broek [284] sustained the statement Smeulders et al. with judging that CBIR systems “are far from mature”. They continue with an explanation, which contains a quartet of arguments: (i) CBIR techniques still yield unacceptable retrieval results, (ii) they are restricted in the domain that is covered, (iii) they lack a suitable user-interface and (iv) are mainly technology-driven and, subsequently, require the use of domain knowledge to fulfill their information need [213, 224]. They emphasize their view with: Although many papers in the literature describe a (partial) solution, most comprise a small number of objects for a very limited do-
main. [284].

Vuurrpil et al. [284] also describe a change in research perspective with respect to CBIR systems, from computer vision and pattern recognition to other disciplines such as cognitive science and psychology. For example, Rui, Huang, and Chang [213] and Jørgensen [118] emphasize that it is of paramount importance to consider the human in the loop. Using knowledge about the user will provide insight in how the user-interface must be designed, how retrieval results may be presented, and it will categorize the typical information needs present with the general public [99]. Hence, in the line of research as discussed in this thesis the human is constantly in the loop of technological development.

### 1.3 Fields of application

Already a decade ago, Gudivada and Raghavan [89] identified twelve fields of application in which CBIR can prove its usefulness:

- crime prevention
- the military
- intellectual property
- architectural and engineering design
- fashion and interior design
- journalism and advertising
- medical diagnosis
- geographical information and remote sensing systems
- cultural heritage
- education and training
- home entertainment
- WWW searching

We will discuss three of these fields of application: (i) the WWW, since it is in general considered to be CBIR’s field of application, (ii) professional databases
in which dedicated CBIR techniques are applied, and (iii) photobooks, as an application for customers.

### 1.3.1 The World Wide Web (WWW)

In 1945, Vannevar Bush described an application of electronics, which he named MEMEX [37, 176]. Bush envisioned how the user would be able to jump from one piece of information to another, facilitated by ingenious association and indexing techniques. This should result in a total experience of opinions and decisions of ourselves, of our friends, and of authorities. Within this, the concept of the WWW was already apparent. In 1966, Douglas Engelbart introduced hyper-text. With that he gave birth to Bush’ dreams. Therefore, Engelbart is considered to be the founder of the Internet and the later arisen WWW [289]. In the early 1970s, as part of an Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) research project on “internetworking”, the Internet became truly operational.

The contrast of nowadays Internet with the Internet as it was at its launch is enormous. More and more digital multi modal information sources are used; especially, images dominate the WWW with an average between 14.38 [169] and 21.04 [120] images per page. In principle, CBIR can be conducted in order to retrieve these images from the WWW. However, CBIR on the unrestricted WWW suffers from time, computational, and storage (or space) complexity. A substantial effort has to be made before all three notions of complexity currently present are tackled.

### 1.3.2 Databases

Where the WWW is beyond the scope of current CBIR techniques, they can and are employed for databases. This is no different for the research presented in this thesis. Among other domains, the NWO ToKeN projects conduct research on the domains of cultural heritage and medical applications. In both domains, a general interest toward cognitive science, artificial intelligence, image processing, computer vision, and CBIR is present.
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1.3.2.A Databases of museums

The Dutch Rijksmuseum states: “Research is the basic premise of all museum activity, from acquisition, conservation and restoration, to publication, education and presentation. In general, this research involves the object or work of art in the museum as being a source of information.” [201] However, how can these sources of information be efficiently accessed and enhanced? The Rijksmuseum has made their collection accessible through a web-interface [202]. Their current interface provides the means to conduct ‘classical’ information retrieval; i.e., text-based search. Other recent initiatives are, for example, described in [58, 87, 96, 214, 265]. Large projects have been initiated in the last 5 years; e.g., by the Council on Library and Information Resources - Washington, D.C. [181, 182, 196].

In general, modern information retrieval techniques provide excellent results [97, 98] when two premises are satisfied: (i) a well annotated database is available and (ii) good choice of keywords is made, which both fits the query in mind and the keywords present in the database. In a professional environment, using a limited database, such an approach can be highly successful. In contrast, in most situations, no well annotated databases are present in an unrestricted domain, which are queried by non-professionals, using non-optimal keywords.

The general public does not know the style of a painter, the period he lived in, and how his paintings are named. Not seldomly, a visitor does not even know his name exactly. How to approximate a name, using keywords? It is possible, but by no means accessible to the general public. Within such a scenario, the user will not be able to access the data.

A professional will utilize his knowledge and query using his knowledge about the artist (e.g., name and country of residence), the object (e.g., title, material(s), technique(s)), the dates, the acquisition method, and possibly will be able to use his associations. Detailed queries can be defined resulting in retrieval results with a high precision. However, how to find objects that evoke the same atmosphere or trigger the same emotions? How to find objects with a similar expression although created using other techniques on different materials? Systems that can answer such questions should be considered as being truly intelligent. Regrettably, such systems are far out of science’s reach.
1.3.2.B Medical databases

Medical images have often been used for retrieval systems. Subsequently, the medical domain is often cited as one of the principal application domains for content-based access technologies. For example, in the radiology department of the University Hospital of Geneva alone, the number of images produced per day in 2002 was 12,000, and it is still rising.”[165]

The rapid development in medical imaging is illustrated by the broad range of literature that has been published in the last decade [107, 132, 165, 230, 239, 248, 251, 276, 296]. Moreover, a still increasing number of medical image databases is available through web-sites [46, 241]. More and more, CBIR techniques are used to access these databases efficiently.

For a broad range of image types, in various medical domains, CBIR techniques are employed: dermatological images [218, 222], cytological specimens [160, 163], 3D cellular structures [10], histopathologic images [113], histology images [259], stenosis images (within cardiology) [177], MRIs (Magnetic Resonance Images) [92, 207], CT brain scans [143], ultrasound images [136], high resolution computed tomography (HRCT) scans of lungs [236], thorax radiographies [1], Functional PET (Photon Emission Tomography) images [39], and spine x-rays [5, 146]. Subsequently, a range of CBIR systems has been introduced, most of them dedicated to a specific type of medical images, see Table 1.1. These CBIR systems are already applied for professional databases. However, more general techniques should be developed and CBIR systems should be used more frequently, also outside the medical domain.

1.3.3 Photobook

More than a decade ago, one of the early CBIR systems was launched [189]: Photobook (see also [190]). Its name illustrates its intended domain of application: photo-collections. Nowadays, a still increasing, vast amount of people has a digital photo/video-camera. The ease of making digital photo’s led to an explosion in digital image and video material. The exchange of these materials is facilitated through both Internet and mobile telephones. In addition, the costs for storing them have declined rapidly in the last years.
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Table 1.1: An overview of various image types and the systems that are used to retrieve these images; adopted from [165].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image types used</th>
<th>Names of the systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRCTs of the lung</td>
<td>ASSERT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional PET</td>
<td>FICBDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spine X-rays</td>
<td>CBIR2, MIRS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pathologic images</td>
<td>IDEM, I-Browse, PathFinder, PathMaster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTs of the head</td>
<td>MIMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mammographies</td>
<td>APKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Images from biology</td>
<td>BioImage, BIRN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatology</td>
<td>MELDOQ, MEDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast cancer biopsies</td>
<td>BASS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varied images</td>
<td>I2C, IRMA, KMed, COBRA, MedGIFT, ImageEngine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The exploded amount of digital image material is transported and stored on CDs, DVDs, and hard disks. In contrast, only a decade ago everybody used paper photobooks to manage their photo-collection. The need emerged for digital photobooks and, subsequently, a range of them were developed and computers and their operating systems were adapted to facilitate in handling (e.g., processing and browsing) multi-media information. However, where in paper photobooks people wrote small texts and placed dates accompanying photos, in their digital counterparts this effort is not made. Not in the last place, this will be due to the vast amount of digital images compared to analog ones, made in the recent past. The latter is due to the fact that (i) people tend to take an image without hesitating and (ii) there are no developing and publishing costs. As a consequence, the amount of digital photo’s in private photo collections is much larger than with their analog counterparts.

Since the digital image collections are not or poorly annotated, text-based image retrieval cannot be applied. Manual searching is a frequently used alternative but becomes less attractive with the increasing size of the private, digital photo collections. In “How do people organize their photographs?”, Rodden [209] describes a research with the aim “to gain some insight into how computer-based systems to help people organize these im-
ages might be designed.” In the years before and after Rodden’s suggestions, a few methods for browsing through photo collections have been proposed. Already in 1994, Gorkani and Picard [86] proposed to utilize “Texture Orientation for Sorting Photos at a Glance”. In 1997, Ma and Manjunath [150] launched “NeTra: a toolbox for navigating large image databases” (see also [151]). Shneiderman and Kang [235] proposed “Direct Annotation: A drag-and-drop strategy for labeling photos”. Despite the effort made, no full-grown solution has been introduced; so, the need for the development of adequate CBIR techniques was stressed.

The WWW and large professional databases (up to a lower extent) suffer from a computational burden, due to the large amount of (high quality) image material. No such problems are present with private image collections. Where private image collections can be too large for manual searching, they are small compared to most professional databases. So, CBIR systems can provide a substantial contribution in managing private photo collections.

1.4 The envisioned approach

CBIR is mostly approached by experts in the field of image processing. More recently, experts in cognitive science and artificial intelligence conducted research toward CBIR systems. The research described in this thesis envisioned a multi-disciplinary approach in which methods and techniques from both worlds of science are united.

The research presented in this thesis started with fundamental research: categorization of color stimuli by participants in an experimental setting. Statistics, as frequently used in social sciences were used to analyze the results. The analysis of the experimental data continued with a range of techniques as used in artificial intelligence and image processing. A new texture analysis technique will be introduced utilizing human color processing scheme and combining two image processing schemes. Next, human and artificial texture classification were compared to each other.

In the last phase of this project, color and texture analysis were exploited for image segmentation and shape extraction. All techniques were combined in one efficient human-centered object-based image retrieval engine.
During several phases in the research, techniques and methods were evaluated within a newly developed CBIR-benchmark. These evaluations were conducted by humans; hence, the humans were almost continuously in the loop of the development of the CBIR techniques.

1.5 Outline of the thesis

In the previous pages, we provided a broad overview of central concepts and introduced the perspective from which this research was done. The research itself, followed by a general discussion, is presented in the remaining part of this thesis. It comprises a range of research methods; e.g., fundamental research, image processing techniques, and evaluation of techniques, methods, and algorithms. Across these methods five lines of research can be distinguished, concerning: (i) color categories, (ii) benchmarking techniques, (iii) texture analysis, (iv) image segmentation and shape extraction, and (v) techniques for Euclidean distance transforms. We will now provide a brief overview of these five lines of research and subsequently, of the chapters in which they are presented.

1.5.1 Research line 1: Color categories

Most research that will be presented in this thesis, is related to color. Therefore, we will start with discussing this feature in Chapter 2. In the first part of this chapter, color histograms, color quantization, and color spaces are discussed. In the second part of this chapter, an overview of another view on color: 11 color categories is provided.

In Chapter 3, a questionnaire and two experiments which sustained the use of 11 color categories in a computer environment is discussed. From the experimental data, Color Look-Up Table (CLUT) markers came forth, which can be considered useful for modeling human color categorization. The complete table of CLUT markers is available as Appendix A. In Chapter 4, image processing techniques are introduced, which are applied on the CLUT markers. The latter two chapters provide the ingredients for an efficient human-centered color space segmentation, as described in Chapter 5.
1.5.2 Research line 2: Benchmarking Content-Based Image Retrieval techniques

Since the aim of this project was to develop intelligent CBIR techniques, we choose to validate the color space segmentation, as described in Chapter 5, in such a setting. For this purpose, a CBIR benchmark is developed, as is described in Chapter 6. Moreover, the benchmark provided the means to take the human in the loop of development.

In “The utilization of human color categorization for content-based image retrieval” (Chapter 7), the CBIR benchmark is applied: seven different CBIR engines were tested, each defined by a combination of a color quantization scheme (or color categorization) and a distance measure. In Chapter 8: “Utilizing color categories and color distributions”, we present a second CBIR benchmark. A large group of users participated in this benchmark. A new distance measure, based on the 11 color categories quantization scheme, was introduced, providing additional color information.

1.5.3 Research line 3: Texture

In the third line of research, texture analysis methods are studied. Most texture description methods are designed for the Intensity (gray value) domain of images. An overview of Intensity-based texture descriptors is provided in Chapter 9.

With the rise of color photo’s and color television, in the second half of the 20th century, the interest in colorful texture analysis grew. However, in practice most texture analysis methods were still developed for the Intensity dimension only. This was due to the computational burden when analyzing image material in a 3D color space and due to the complexity of the phenomenon color. In the last decade, a few color-based texture analysis methods were developed; Chapter 9 provides an evaluation of them.

In Chapter 10: “Parallel-sequential texture analysis”, the feasibility of image classification by way of texture was explored. Hereby, a range of color quantization schemes and color spaces were utilized. Moreover, the parallel-sequential texture analysis was launched, which combines global color analysis with texture analysis, based on color.
As was indicated in Section 1.1, human vision can be taken as baseline for CBIR/computer vision techniques. In Chapter 11, a study is discussed in which an attempt is made to measure up to human texture classification. In this research, we compare artificial texture analysis and classification techniques with human texture classification.

### 1.5.4 Research line 4: Image segmentation and shape extraction

For image segmentation, frequently texture is utilized. Using local texture and color features of image material, an image can be segmented. If needed, the shape of objects can be approximated, using the segments found.

The development of a human-centered object-based image retrieval engine is discussed in Chapter 12. Coarse color image segmentation was applied, using the agglomerative merging algorithm. The CBIR benchmark, as introduced in Chapter 6, utilizing the intersection distance measure, was used to evaluate the engines developed. Based on 15 features (i.e., the 11 color categories and 4 texture features), the center objects of images were analyzed and images with comparable objects were retrieved. In “Human-centered object-based image retrieval” (Chapter 13), the coarse image segmentation techniques of Chapter 12 were adapted for shape extraction. Using pixelwise classification based on the 11 color categories, followed by smoothing operations, the shapes of objects were extracted. Next, the Vind(X) shape matching algorithm was applied for shape matching. Four CBIR engines were applied on the same data-set, exploiting: (i) color and texture of the object versus complete images, (ii) color and texture of the object, (iii) shape, and (iv) color, texture, and shape combined.

### 1.5.5 Research line 5: Euclidean distance transforms

This research line concerns the field of computational geometry. Within this research line, the Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transform was launched. This line of research ran in parallel with the other research lines. In Chapter 4, distance mapping is discussed in general and FEED more specific, for binary as well as for multiple class data (such as the 11 color categories). In
Chapter 5, FEED was applied in order to bridge the gap between (limited) experimental data concerning the 11 color categories and a quantization of color space based on it (cf. Chapter 3 and 5), such that it can be applied for CBIR purposes.

The paper in which FEED was initially launched, can be found in Appendix B. A substantially faster parallel (timed) implementation (tFEED) was introduced a few months later, see Schouten, Kuppens, and Van den Broek [227]. A dimension independent description of the FEED algorithm is defined in Schouten, Kuppens, and Van den Broek [226], accompanied with the launch of an implementation of FEED for 3D data: 3D-FEED.
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Color representation
Abstract

In this chapter, general color concepts are introduced, which will be used in the remainder of thesis, for color analysis, colorful texture analysis, shape extraction, and CBIR. First, the color histogram is described: a discrete function that quantizes the distribution of colors of an image. Next, several color spaces and their color quantization schemes are discussed. In addition, an alternative view on color is presented: 11 color categories. A brief history is sketched of a century of research on these color categories. Consecutively, the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, the work of Brown and Lenneberg, and the theory of Berlin and Kay, are discussed.
Color is the sensation caused by light as it interacts with our eyes and brain. The perception of color is greatly influenced by nearby colors in the visual scene. The human eye contains two types of visual receptors: rods and cones. The rods are responsive to faint light and therefore, sensitive to small variations in luminance. The cones are more active in bright light and are responsible for color vision. Cones in the human eye can be divided in three categories, sensitive to long, middle, and short wave length stimuli. Roughly these divisions give use to the sensations of red, green, and blue.

The use of color in image processing is motivated by two principal factors. First, color is a powerful descriptor that facilitates object identification and extraction from a scene. Second, humans can discern thousands of color shades and intensities, compared to about only two dozen shades of gray [84].

In this chapter, general color concepts, as used in this thesis, will be introduced. We will start with a description of the color histogram. Next, color quantization will be explained, followed by the description of several color spaces and their quantization methods. In addition, the research conducted in the last century toward an alternative view on color is presented: 11 color categories. We end this chapter, with the introduction of the distance measures that have been applied.

2.1 The color histogram

The color histogram is a method for describing the color content of an image, it counts the number of occurrences of each color in an image [298]. The color histogram of an image is rotation, translation, and scale-invariant; therefore, it is very suitable for color-based CBIR: content-based image retrieval using solely global color features of images. However, the main drawback of using the color histogram for CBIR is that it only uses color information, texture and shape-properties are not taken into account. This may lead to unexpected errors; for example, a CBIR engine using the color histogram as a feature is not able to distinguish between a red cup, a red plate, a red flower, and a red car. The latter problem is illustrated in Figure 2.1

Many alternative methods have been proposed in the literature. They include color moments [198, 254], color constants [71, 298], color signatures
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![Image of two distinct images and their color histograms](image)

Figure 2.1: Two distinct images are shown. However, when represented by their color histograms, they are judged as identical.

[125], color tuple histograms [93], color coherent vectors [94], color correlograms [75], local color regions [125], and blobs [43]. These methods are concerned with optimizing color matching techniques on a spatial level, but disregard the basic issue of intuitive color coding. In other words, the way the engine is processing color, is not related to human color processing. In our opinion, the issue of color coding (or categorization) should be stressed prior to exploring these techniques. Therefore, we will focus on color histogram based image retrieval.

2.2 Color quantization

In order to produce color histograms, color quantization has to be applied. Color quantization is the process of reducing the number of colors used to represent an image. A quantization scheme is determined by the color space and the segmentation (i.e., split up) of the color space used. A color space (see Section 2.3) is the representation of color in a three dimensional space.

In applying a standard quantization scheme on a color space, each axis is divided into a number of parts. When the axes are divided in $k$, $l$, and $m$ parts, the number of colors ($n$) used to represent an image will be $n = k \cdot l \cdot m$. A quantization of color space in $n$ colors is often referred to as a $n$-bins quantization scheme. Figure 2.2 illustrates the effect of quantizing color images. The segmentation of each axis depends on the color space used. In the next section, different color spaces and their quantization methods will be described.
Figure 2.2: From top to bottom: The original image using $256^3$ colors, quantized in 8 bins, and quantized in 64, bins using RGB color space.
2.3 Color spaces

A color space specifies colors as tuples of (typically three) numbers, according to certain specifications. Color spaces lend themselves to (in principle) reproducible representations of color, particularly in digital representations, such as digital printing or digital electronic display. The purpose of a color space is to facilitate the specification of colors in some standard, generally accepted way [84].

One can describe color spaces using the notion: perceptual uniformity [298]. Perceptually uniform means that two colors that are equally distant in the color space are perceptually equally distant. Perceptual uniformity is a very important notion when a color space is quantized. When a color space is perceptually uniform, there is less chance that the difference in color value due to the quantization will be noticeable on a display or on a hard copy.

In the remainder of this section, several color spaces with their quantization schemes will be described. In addition, the conversion of color images to gray-scale images, using the specific color space, will be described. The quantization of color images transformed into gray-scale images, is independent of the color spaces: the gray-scale axis is divided in the number of bins needed for the specific quantization scheme. In this thesis, gray-scale images were quantized in 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 bins.

2.3.1 The RGB color space

The RGB color space is the most used color space for computer graphics. Note that R, G, and B stand here for intensities of the Red, Green, and Blue guns in a CRT, not for primaries as meant in the CIE RGB space. It is an additive color space: red, green, and blue light are combined to create other colors. It is not perceptually uniform. The RGB color space can be visualized as a cube, as illustrated in Figure 2.3.

Each color-axis (R, G, and B) is equally important. Therefore, each axis should be quantized with the same precision. So, when the RGB color space is quantized, the number of bins should always be a cube of an integer. In this thesis, 8 ($2^3$), 64 ($4^3$), 216 ($6^3$), 512 ($8^3$), and 4096 ($16^3$) bins are used in quantizing the RGB color space. The conversion from a RGB image to a gray
value image simply takes the sum of the R, G, and B values and divides the result by three.

![RGB color space visualization](image)

Figure 2.3: The RGB color space visualized as a cube

### 2.3.2 The HSx color spaces

The HSI, HSV, HSB, and HLS color spaces (conventionally called ‘HSx’) are more closely related to human color perception than the RGB color space [142], but are still not perceptually uniform.

The axes from the HSx color spaces represent hue, saturation, and lightness (also called value, brightness and intensity) color characteristics. The difference between the different HSx color spaces is their transformation from the RGB color space. They are usually represented by different shapes (e.g., cone, cylinder). In Figure 2.4, the HSV color space is visualized as a cone.

Hue is the color component of the HSx color spaces. Hue is an angle between a reference line and the color point in RGB space [45], the range of this value is between 0° and 360°, for example blue is 240°. According to the CIE (Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage) [50], hue is “the attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area appears to be similar to one of the perceived colors, red, yellow, green, and blue, or a combination of two of them”. In other words,
hue is the color type, such as red or green. Also according to CIE, saturation is "the colorfulness of an area judged in proportion to its brightness". In the cone, the saturation is the distance from the center of a circular cross-section of the cone, the ‘height’ where this cross-section is taken is determined by the Value, which is the distance from the pointed end of the cone. The value is the brightness or luminance of a color, this is defined by CIE as "the attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area appears to emit more or less light". When Saturation is set to 0, Hue is undefined. The Value-axis represents the gray-scale image.

Figure 2.4: The HSV color space visualized as a cone

The HSV color space can easily be quantized, the hue is the most significant characteristic of color so this component gets the most fine quantization. In the hue circle, the primary colors red, green, and blue, are separated by 120°. The secondary colors, yellow, magenta, and cyan, are also separated by 120° and are 60° away from the two nearest primary colors.

The most common quantization of the HSV color space is in 162 bins, where hue gets 18 bins and saturation and value both get 3 bins. When hue is divided in 18 bins, each primary color and secondary color is represented with three subdivisions. In this thesis, the HSV color space is quantized in 27 \((3 \times 3 \times 3)\), 54 \((6 \times 3 \times 3)\), 108 \((12 \times 3 \times 3)\), 162 \((18 \times 3 \times 3)\), and 324 \((36 \times 3 \times 3)\) bins.
2.3 Color spaces

2.3.3 The YUV and YIQ color spaces

The YUV and YIQ color spaces are developed for television broadcasting. The YIQ color space is the same as the YUV color space, where the I-Q plane is a 33° rotation of the U-V plane. The Y signal represents the luminance of a pixel and is the only channel used in black and white television. The U and V for YUV and I and Q for YIQ are the chromatic components.

The Y channel is defined by the weighted energy values of R(0.299), G(0.587), and B(0.144). The YUV and YIQ color spaces are not perceptually uniform. When the YUV and YIQ color spaces are quantized, each axis is quantized with the same precision. The quantization schemes used for the YUV and YIQ color spaces in this thesis are: 8 ($2^3$), 27 ($3^3$), 64 ($4^3$), 125 ($5^3$), and 216 ($6^3$) bins.

To optimize color appearance, the YUV color space is often sampled. The samplings we used to construct the color correlogram are: 4:4:4, 4:2:2, and 4:1:1, where the numbers denote the relative amount of respectively Y on each row, U and V on each even-numbered row, and U and V on each odd-numbered row in the image.

2.3.4 The CIE XYZ and LUV color spaces

The first color space developed by the CIE is the XYZ color space. The Y component is the luminance component defined by the weighted sums of R(0.212671), G(0.715160), and B(0.072169). The X and Z are the chromatic components. The XYZ color space is perceptually not uniform. In quantizing the XYZ space, each axis is quantized with the same precision.

The CIE LUV color space is a projective transformation of the XYZ color space that is perceptually uniform. The L-channel of the LUV color space is the luminance of the color. The U and V channels are the chromatic components. So, when U and V are set to 0, the L-channel represents a gray-scale image.

In quantizing the LUV space, each axis is quantized with the same precision. For both the XYZ color space and the LUV color space, the following quantization schemes are used: 8 ($2^3$), 27 ($3^3$), 64 ($4^3$), 125 ($5^3$), and 216 ($6^3$) bins.
2.3.5 Toward another form of color representation

So far, we have discussed the color spaces used in our research and their quantization schemes. All research in the field of CBIR and computer vision relies on the quantization of color spaces. However, in this thesis we will introduce another approach toward color space quantization (or segmentation) (see also Chapter 5.

In the next section, we will provide a rapid guide through half a century of research on human color categories, a concept that originates from anthropology and is discussed in the field linguistics and psychology. In contrast, it was mainly ignored in the field of CBIR and computer vision. In this thesis, a full color space segmentation is presented, which is the foundation for all possible CBIR techniques, as utilized through this thesis.

2.4 Color categories: A century of research

In this part, we provide an overview of a century of research concerning human color categories. We start with the general Sapir-Whorf hypothesis in Section 2.4.1. Second, we will discuss work of Brown and Lenneberg, who studied the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis with respect to human color coding (see Section 2.4.2). Last, in Section 2.4.3, we discuss the thorough research of Berlin and Kay, as reported in 1969. Each section concludes with the discussion of recent research, including pros and cons.

2.4.1 The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis

Sapir was inspired by the work of Wilhelm von Humboldt [104], who stated: “Man lives in the world about him principally, indeed exclusively, as language presents it to him.” According to Humboldt languages differ from one another; thought and language are inseparable; and, therefore, each speech community embodies a distinct world-view.

In 1929, Edward Sapir stated in his “The Status of Linguistics as a Science” [217]: “Human beings do not live in the objective world alone, nor alone in the world of social activity as ordinarily understood, but are very much at
the mercy of the particular language which has become the medium of expression in their society.” Further, he stated: “The fact of the matter is that the ‘real world’ is to a large extent unconsciously built up on the language habits of the group.”

In addition, Benjamin Lee Whorf (1940/1956) stated in his “Science and Linguistics” [292, 293]: “We cut nature up, organize it into concepts, and ascribe significances as we do, largely because we are parties to an agreement to organize it in this way - an agreement that holds throughout our speech community and is codified in the patterns of our language. The agreement is, of course, an implicit and unstated one, but its terms are absolutely obligatory.”

One can distinguish two theories, concerning linguistic determinism, in their writings: (i) the language we speak determines the way we interpret the world around us [217] and (ii) a weaker theory, which states that language influences our representation of the world [292, 293].

However, neither Sapir nor Whorf formally described their theory nor supported it with empirical evidence. Nevertheless, the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis in the 1930s and 1940s, has caused controversy and spawned research in a variety of disciplines (e.g., linguistics, psychology, philosophy, and anthropology).

By dovetailing the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, Lucy [148, 149] and Slobin [238] have demonstrated that language can directly influence our thoughts. Through verbal limitation, grammatical focus, and structural emphasis, oral communication can pattern our very way of thinking. Cultural anthropologist Andy Clark concludes that language not only “confers on us added powers of communication; it also enables us to reshape a variety of difficult but important tasks into formats suited to the basic computational capacities of the human brain” [48]. Hence, cultures with different structural axioms result in different computational capacities.

However, through the years, more studies appeared that dispute the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis. For example, Osgood [184] found that “human beings the world over, no matter what their language or culture, do share a common meaning system, do organize experience along similar symbolic dimensions.” Similar conclusions were drawn by Schlesinger [221].
2.4.2 Human color coding

In 1954 Roger W. Brown and Eric H. Lenneberg [35] reported their influential “a study in language and cognition”. They stated “that more nameable categories are nearer the top of the cognitive ‘deck’ [35].”

Brown and Lenneberg [35] introduced their experiment with: “Sensory psychologists have described the world of color with a solid using three psychological dimensions: hue, brightness, and saturation. The color solid is divisible into millions of just noticeable differences; Science of Color [183] estimates 7,500,000. The largest collection [69, 154] of English color names runs less than 4,000 entries, and of these only 8 occur very commonly [264] (i.e., red, orange, yellow, green, purple, pink, and brown)\(^1\). Evidently there is considerable categorization of colors. It seems likely to us that all human beings with normal vision will be able to make approximately the same set of discriminations. This ability appears to depend on the visual system, which is standard equipment for the species. Whatever individual differences do exist are probably not related to culture, linguistic or extra linguistic. It does not follow that people everywhere either see or think of the world in the same way. Cultural differences probably operate on the level of categorization rather than controlled laboratory discrimination.”

They found that English color naming and color recognition are related [35]. Brown and Lenneberg [35] “guess it is that in the history of a culture the peculiar features of the language and thought of a people probably develop together.” They continue (and conclude) with: “In the history of an individual born into a linguistic community the story is quite different. The patterned responses are all about him. They exist before he has the cognitive structure that will enable him to pattern his behavior in the approved fashion. Simple exposure to speech will not shape anyone’s mind. To the degree that the unacculturated individual is motivated to learn the language of a community, to the degree that he uses its structure as a guide to reality, language can assume a formative role. [35]”

Brown and Lenneberg’s statements can be explained in favor of both the linguistic relativism [221] and the cognitive universalism [188]. Research of Lucy and Shweder [147] and Kay and Kempton [124] provided support for

\(^1\)italics are added by the author
the linguistic relativity hypothesis with respect to color memory. In contrast, based on his cross-cultural color sorting test, Davies concluded strong cognitive universalism [61].

2.4.3 Berlin and Kay’s Basic color terms

We will now discuss the research of Brent Berlin and Paul Kay’s book as described in “Basic color terms: Their universality and evolution” [15]. Their research indicates that “semantic universals do exist in the domain of color vocabulary. Moreover, these universals appear to be related to the historical development of all languages in a way that can properly be termed evolutionary. [15]” This statement was based on the data gathered from native-speaking informants of twenty languages, from unrelated language families [15].

It appeared that “although different languages encode in their vocabularies different numbers of color categories, a total universal inventory of exactly eleven basic color categories exist from which the eleven or fewer basic color terms of an given language are always drawn.”

Berlin and Kay also found that “the distributional restrictions of color terms across languages are:

1. All languages contain terms for white and black.
2. If a language contains three terms, then it contains a term for red.
3. If a language contains four terms, then it contains a term for either green or yellow (but not both).
4. If a language contains five terms, then it contains terms for both green and yellow.
5. If a language contains six terms, then it contains a term for blue.
6. If a language contains seven terms, then it contains a term for brown.
7. If a language contains eight or more terms, then it contains a term for purple, pink, orange, gray, or some combination of these.”

“Further evidence for the cross-language universality of color foci is that the location of color foci varies no more between speakers of different languages than between speakers of the same language. [15]”
Let us further adopt from Berlin and Kay [15] that “whenever we speak of color categories, we refer to the foci of categories, rather than to their boundaries or total area, except when stating otherwise.”

Independent of the cause of the universal color categories, most researchers confirm their existence. However, recently Roberson, Davies, and Davidoff [206] provided evidence, which supported that “Colour categories are not universal: Replications and new evidence from a stone-age culture”. Others such as Benson [9] simply stated: “Color categories make the world easier to live in. Granny Smith (green) and Red Delicious (red) apples belong in different categories (bins).” The majority of research reported follows Benson. Let us, therefore, adopt the opinion that color categories are, at least almost, universal. This, due to either linguistic relativism, through cognitive universalism, or through a combination of both hypotheses.

2.4.4 Quantization of the 11 color categories

The 11 color categories can be quantized into more color categories by dividing the Hue, Saturation, and Intensity values after the 11 color segmentation is complete. For example, a 70 bins quantization can be accomplished by dividing Hue, Saturation, and Intensities in 2 parts. If all 11 categories were colorful categories, the number of bins would be 88 \((2 \times 2 \times 2 \times 11)\). However, three of the color categories are gray-scales (i.e., black, white, and gray) and subsequently, Saturation is 0 and Hue is undefined for these categories (see Section 2.3.2). Therefore, for the these three categories, dividing each axes in 2 bins (or segments) does not result in 24 \((3 \times 8)\) colors but in 6 \((3 \times 2)\) colors (gray-scales). The number of categories is thus determined as follows: \(88 - 24 + 6 = 70\). In the remainder of this thesis, the 11 color categories were quantized in 11, 27 \((11 \times (3 \times 1 \times 1) - 6)\), 36 \((11 \times (4 \times 1 \times 1) - 8)\), 70 \((11 \times (2 \times 2 \times 2) - 24 + 6)\), and 225 \((11 \times (3 \times 3 \times 3) - 81 + 9)\) bins.

2.5 Discussion

In this chapter, the basic color terms used in this thesis are explained. Moreover, an alternative view on color analysis has been introduced: 11 color cat-
2.5 Discussion

egories. In the next chapter, two experiments are discussed in which the 216 W3C web-safe colors were assigned to the 11 color categories. The resulting data are the foundation of a new, human-based color space segmentation, as will be introduced in Chapter 5.

The quantizations as discussed in this chapter, will be utilized for texture analysis purposes, as will be shown in the second half of this thesis, starting with Chapter 9. In addition, the 11 color categories are utilized for segmentation of image material (see Chapter 12) and for shape matching purposes (see Chapter 13).
2 Color representation
Modeling human color categorization: Color discrimination and color memory
Abstract

In Content-Based Image Retrieval, selection based on color is done using a color space and measuring distances between colors. Such an approach yields non-intuitive results for the user. We introduce color categories (or focal colors), determine that they are valid, and use them in two experiments. The experiments conducted, reveal a difference between color categorization of the cognitive processes color discrimination and color memory. In addition, they yield a Color Look-Up Table, which can improve color matching, that can be seen as a model for human color matching.

This chapter is an adapted version of:
3.1 Introduction

The origin of the color lilac lays in the Sanskrit nilla ‘dark blue’, of which the Persian made nllak ‘bluish’, from nll ‘blue’. In the Arabic the meaning evolved to a description of a plant with flowers of this color: the Sering. In 1560 the Sering was brought to Vienna, by an Austrian ambassador. From there the plant reached France. There the word’s meaning evolved to “a variable color averaging a moderate purple” [162, 257].

So, there is more with colors than one would think at a first glance. The influence of color in our everyday life and the ease humans use color are in strong contrast with the complexity of the phenomenon color, topic of research in numerous fields of science (e.g., physics, biology, psychology, computer vision, etc.).

In this chapter, we focus on the use of colors in the field of Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) [213, 240]. On the one hand, one has to take into account the RGB-color space used by the computer, the environmental conditions, etc. On the other hand, human color perception is of utmost importance. Since (human) users judge the retrieval results, the CBIR’s matching algorithms need to provide a match that the user can accept. The complexity of this constraint is illustrated by the amount of available color spaces, such as: RGB, HSV, CIE [50] XYZ, and Munsell [208] [65]. However, none of these color spaces models human color perception adequately.

In our opinion, one should consider color in CBIR from another perspective; i.e., that of the focal colors or color categories (i.e., black, white, red, green, yellow, blue, brown, purple, pink, orange, and gray; see also Chapter 2). People use these categories when thinking, speaking, and remembering colors. Research from diverse fields of science emphasize the importance of them in human color perception. The use of this knowledge can possibly provide a solution for the problems of color matching in CBIR.

Most CBIR-engines distinguish two forms of querying, in which the user uses either an example image (query-by-example) or defines features by heart, such as: shape, color, texture, and spatial characteristics (query-by-content). In the latter case, we are especially interested in query-by-color. At the foundation of each of these queries lies a cognitive process, respectively color discrimination and color memory. Let us illustrate the importance of the distinction
between *query-by-example* and *query-by-color* by a simple example. Imagine you want to find images of brown horses. In the case of *query-by-example*, the resulting images will be matched on the example image: a process of color discrimination is triggered. In this process, the colors are (directly) compared to each other. In the case of *query-by-color*, we need to try to imagine the color brown. Probably, you will not have a clear color in mind, but a fuzzy idea or a fuzzy set of colors: a *color category*, based on your *color memory*. All individual elements of this brown set (or category) are acceptable colors. There is no need for several types of brown. Providing the keyword ‘brown’ or pressing a button resembling the fuzzy set brown is sufficient.

In both forms of querying the CBIR-system can use a *Color Look-Up Table (CLUT)* for the determination of the elements of this set, described by R, G, and B-values. The set is fuzzy due to the several influences on the color (of the object of interest), such as the color of the surrounding and the semantic context in which the object is present.

However, it is clear that a distinction should be made between color categorization by discrimination and color categorization by memory. An important distinction because humans are capable of discriminating millions of colors but when asked to categorize them by memory, they use a small set colors: *focal colors* or *color categories* [15, 34, 82, 210]. Despite the fact that the importance of such a distinction is evident, this differentiation is not made in CBIR-systems.

In the remainder of this chapter, a question is posed and two experiments will be executed. The question posed to the subjects is: “Please write down the first 10 colors that come to mind.” With the experiments we show the difference between color categorization by color discrimination and by color memory. Hence, this research will show that:

- The use of *color categories* is valid in a CBIR context,
- The RGB-color space can be assigned to *color categories*,
- There is a difference in color categorization using color discrimination or color memory.

Moreover, we will present markers, by which the color space is divided, on which a *CLUT* for CBIR can be employed. With that a new model of human color categorization is introduced.
3.2 Method

3.2.1 Subjects

Twenty-six subjects with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no color deficiencies, participated. They participated either voluntarily or within the scope of a course. The first group were employees and the latter were students of the Radboud University Nijmegen. They were naive as to the exact purpose of the experiment.

3.2.2 Equipment

An attempt was made to create an average office environment. Stimuli were presented on a 17” CRT monitor (ELO Touchsystems Inc., model: ET1725C), with
Figure 3.2: Screendump of the user interface of the color discrimination experiment. The buttons were colored and did not have a label. Hence, the participants were able to compare the color of the stimulus with the colors of the buttons; a process of color discrimination.

a resolution of 1024 x 768 pixels at a refresh-rate of 75Hz. The experiment was conducted in an room with average office lighting: a Cool White Fluorescent light source: TL84 was present, its color temperature: 4100K (Narrow Band Fluorescent), as used primarily in European and Asian office lighting.

The experiments ran on a PC with an Intel Pentium II 450 MHz processor, 128mb RAM, a Matrox Millennium G200 AGP card, and with a Logitech 3-button Mouseman (model: M-S43) as pointing-device. The experiments were conducted in a browser-environment with Internet Explorer 6.0 as browser and Windows 98SE as operating system, using 16-bit colors, where respectively 5, 6, and 5 bits are assigned to the red, green, and blue channel.
3.2 Method

3.2.3 Stimuli

The stimuli were the full set of the 216 web-safe colors\(^1\). These are defined as follows: The R, G, and B dimensions (coordinates) are treated equally. Their minimum value is 0, the maximum value of each of the dimensions is 255. For each dimension 6 values are chosen on equal distance, starting with 0. So, for the RGB-values 0 (0%), 51 (20%), 102 (40%), 153 (60%), 204 (80%), and 255 (100%) are chosen. Each of these 6 values is combined with each of the 6 values of the 2 other dimensions. This results in \(6^3 (= 216)\) triple of coordinates in the RGB-space. These RGB-values result for both Internet Explorer and Netscape under both the Windows and the Mac operating system, in the same (non-dithered) colors iff the operating system uses at least 8-bit (256) colors.

The stimulus (width 9.5 cm and height 6.0 cm) was presented in the center of the screen, on a gray background. Below the stimulus 11 buttons were placed (width: 1.8 cm and height 1.2 cm; width between: 0.6 cm) (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2). In the color memory experiment the buttons were labeled with the names of the 11 focal colors (see Figure 3.1); in the color discrimination experiment each of the buttons did have one of the 11 focal colors (see Figure 3.2). The 11 focal colors were presented conform the sRGB standard of the World Wide Web consortium (W3C)\(^2\). The button of choice was selected with one click of the mouse upon it.

3.2.4 Design

Half of the participants started with the color discrimination experiment, the other half started with the color memory experiment. Each experiment consisted of four blocks of repetitions of all stimuli (in a different order), preceded by a practice session. Each block consisted of the same 216 stimuli, randomized for each block and for each participant. In addition, the 11 buttons were also randomized for each block and for each participant. The practice session consisted of 10 stimuli. Block, stimulus, and button order was the same for both experiments. Between the stimuli a blank screen was provided for one second, with a gray color.

\(^1\)http://www.vu.msu.edu/pearls/color/1.htm
\(^2\)http://www.w3.org/Graphics/Color/sRGB.html
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Table 3.1: The design of the experimental session: a practice session followed by the color memory and the color discrimination experiment, each consisting of four blocks, with as stimuli the randomized 216 W3C web-safe colors. At two moments the participants were able to take a break, as denoted by ‘b’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>practice</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>experiment 1</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>experiment 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participants were asked to take a short break between the blocks of repetition, within each experiment and to take a somewhat longer break between both experiments. The duration of the breaks was determined by the subjects. In total, a complete session took on the average 70 minutes, including breaks.

3.2.5 Procedure

The global scope of the experiment was explained. After that a small questionnaire was completed. The first task was to write down the 10 colors that arise from memory first. Next, the design of the experiments was explained. The subjects were instructed for the color memory experiment to categorize the stimulus into one of the color categories, represented by their names. In the color discrimination experiment, the subjects were asked to choose one of the 11 focal-colors that best resembled the stimulus. Last, it was emphasized that there were no wrong answers and that if questions would arise they could be asked during one of the breaks.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Mentioning of color names

For the determination of the confidence intervals we have used the modified Wald method [2] that proved to work well with a limited number of measurements and with proportions close to 0 or 1.0; both the case in the present
3.3 Results

research. The proportion or frequency of appearance was determined by:

\[ p = \frac{S + 2}{N + 4} \]

where \( p \) is the proportion, \( S \) is the number of times the color is mentioned, and \( N \) is the number of subjects (26 in the present research). Where 2 and 4 are experimentally determined constants, as described by Agresti and Coull [2].

The confidence interval was determined by:

\[ p - \phi \sqrt{\frac{p(1-p)}{N+4}} \text{ to } p + \phi \sqrt{\frac{p(1-p)}{N+4}} \]

where \( \phi \) is 2.58 or 1.96 (in literature frequently rounded to 2.5 and 2 respectively) for the critical values from the Gaussian distribution for respectively 99% and 95%. The (relative) frequencies as well as the confidence intervals (both 99% and 95%) for all colors mentioned, are given in Table 3.2.

There were some observations of the experimenter of possible factors of influence on the data provided by the question of mentioning 10 colors:

- Most subjects were directly able to write down 7, 8, or 9 color names, but experienced it as difficult to mention the last.

- A considerable number of participants asked whether black, gray, and white were colors during their task of writing down 10 color names. This was confirmed by the researcher who conducted the experiment.

- Another group of subjects indicated after they had written down the color names that their opinion was that these black, gray, and white are no colors. With that as opinion they had chosen to not write down black, gray, and white. This explains for a large part the less frequently mentioned colors, most written down last.

As presented in Table 3.2, every subject named red, green, blue, and yellow. With 11 occurrences, pink was the least mentioned focal color. Nevertheless, pink was mentioned almost twice as much as the most frequently mentioned non-focal color: violet (6). The other non-focal colors were mentioned even less. In addition, the three observations mentioned above only confirm the existence of the focal colors in human memory.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color name</th>
<th>Frequency (in %)</th>
<th>min.-max. ( p ) at 99% (in %)</th>
<th>min.-max. ( p ) at 95% (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>red</td>
<td>26 (100.0%)</td>
<td>81.6% - 100.0%</td>
<td>84.4% - 100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>green</td>
<td>26 (100.0%)</td>
<td>81.6% - 100.0%</td>
<td>84.4% - 100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>26 (100.0%)</td>
<td>81.6% - 100.0%</td>
<td>84.4% - 100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue</td>
<td>26 (100.0%)</td>
<td>81.6% - 100.0%</td>
<td>84.4% - 100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purple</td>
<td>24 (92.3%)</td>
<td>70.6% - 100.0%</td>
<td>74.5% - 98.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orange</td>
<td>22 (84.6%)</td>
<td>61.2% - 98.8%</td>
<td>65.7% - 94.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black</td>
<td>20 (76.9%)</td>
<td>52.5% - 94.1%</td>
<td>57.5% - 89.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>20 (76.9%)</td>
<td>52.5% - 94.1%</td>
<td>57.5% - 89.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brown</td>
<td>20 (76.9%)</td>
<td>52.5% - 94.1%</td>
<td>57.5% - 89.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gray</td>
<td>15 (57.7%)</td>
<td>33.4% - 80.0%</td>
<td>38.9% - 74.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pink</td>
<td>11 (42.3%)</td>
<td>20.0% - 66.6%</td>
<td>25.6% - 61.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>violet</td>
<td>06 (23.1%)</td>
<td>5.9% - 47.5%</td>
<td>10.8% - 42.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beige</td>
<td>04 (15.4%)</td>
<td>1.2% - 38.8%</td>
<td>5.7% - 34.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ochre</td>
<td>03 (11.5%)</td>
<td>0.9% - 34.2%</td>
<td>3.3% - 30.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turquoise</td>
<td>02 (7.7%)</td>
<td>2.7% - 29.3%</td>
<td>1.1% - 25.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magenta</td>
<td>02 (7.7%)</td>
<td>2.7% - 29.3%</td>
<td>1.1% - 25.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>indigo</td>
<td>02 (7.7%)</td>
<td>2.7% - 29.3%</td>
<td>1.1% - 25.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cyan</td>
<td>02 (7.7%)</td>
<td>2.7% - 29.3%</td>
<td>1.1% - 25.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silver</td>
<td>01 (3.8%)</td>
<td>4.1% - 24.1%</td>
<td>0.7% - 20.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gold</td>
<td>01 (3.8%)</td>
<td>4.1% - 24.1%</td>
<td>0.7% - 20.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bordeaux-red</td>
<td>01 (3.8%)</td>
<td>4.1% - 24.1%</td>
<td>0.7% - 20.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2 The color discrimination experiment and the color memory experiment separate

The main result of both experiments is a table of markers for a CLUT. The full table of CLUT markers can be found in Appendix A. The table distinguishes the discrimination and memory experiment.

We have analyzed the color discrimination experiment on each of the three dimensions: R, G, and B. In each experiment, four blocks were present with the same randomized stimuli (see Section 3.2.4). The categorization of the same stimuli differed between the blocks \( p < .000 \). This held for all 11 color categories. The same was done for the color memory experiment. Again block appeared a strong factor of influence \( p < .000 \). Again this held for all 11 color categories.
Table 3.3: Differences between the color memory and the color discrimination experiment, per RGB color axis, per color category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color axis</th>
<th>Color category</th>
<th>Strength and significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 3.48, p &lt; .075$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brown</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 3.74, p &lt; .065$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>purple</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 6.49, p &lt; .017$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>red</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 20.50, p &lt; .000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>black</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 35.27, p &lt; .001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 35.46, p &lt; .000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brown</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 33.52, p &lt; .000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>green</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 21.79, p &lt; .000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>orange</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 30.12, p &lt; .000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>purple</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 15.91, p &lt; .001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>red</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 12.58, p &lt; .002$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>white</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 22.26, p &lt; .000$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>black</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 12.89, p &lt; .001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>blue</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 7.67, p &lt; .010$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>brown</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 8.67, p &lt; .007$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>orange</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 4.02, p &lt; .056$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pink</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 9.82, p &lt; .004$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>white</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 7.19, p &lt; .013$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yellow</td>
<td>$F(1, 25) = 7.67, p &lt; .010$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.3 The color discrimination and the color memory experiment together

The analysis of the experiments, conducted on the three dimensions: R, G, and B, showed a strong difference between the experiments on each of the three dimensions ($R: F(11, 15) = 2.96, p < .027; G: F(11, 15) = 7.843, p < .000; B: F(11, 15) = 3.11, p < .022$). The results of a more detailed analysis for each color category separate on the R, G, and B dimensions of the RGB color space are provided in Table 3.3. The color categories that are not mentioned for each of the dimensions are not influenced by the difference in buttons between both experiments.

However, it is much more interesting to consider the colors independent of their (R, G, and B) dimensions. In both experiments (the overlap), 62 of the same web-safe colors were categorized as blue, 69 were categorized as
green, and 49 were categorized as purple. Especially, for the color category purple, a clear difference between both experiments was present. The remaining colors were categorized to one of the other 9 color categories. The overlap between both experiments for these categories was much smaller (average: 12.89; range: 4-20). The differences were large (average: 6.78; range: 1-19).

3.4 Discussion

The questionnaire showed that the 11 color categories exist. This validated not only the choice of the 11 buttons used for the categorization of stimuli in the experiment, but, more importantly, it validated the idea to describe color space, using these color categories. When people use color categories when thinking, speaking, and remembering colors (see Chapter 2), why not use them for describing the color space and use this description for CBIR? Since the existence of color categories turned out to be valid we used them for two experiments on color categorization: specified for triggering processes related to respectively color discrimination and color memory.

Conform the hypothesis, no consistent color categorization was found over the experiments. This, despite the fact that the same stimuli were presented in the same blocks with the same button order, for each of the experiments; see the CLUT in Appendix A. So, this leaves as conclusion that the cognitive processes of discrimination and memory influence color categorization strongly. Such a distinction argues in favor of different algorithms for color matching in CBIR, using on the one hand query-by-example and on the other hand query-by-color.

The CLUT-markers were derived from the experimental results. They enable color matching using a human-based color space segmentation. Such an approach could enhance the color matching process significantly. Results based on such a color space description would be more intuitive for users. This would yield for the user more satisfying results than when using non-intuitive color matching functions founded on an arbitrary quantization of color space.

Furthermore, the strong effect of the stimulus order on their perception was remarkable, as indicated by the very strong influence of the factor block
on the color categorization. This again indicates the strong influence of color memory on color perception. However, this did not explain that the \textit{CLUT} markers define fuzzy boundaries between the color categories. This is due to a wide range of variables influencing color perception: memory, illumination, object identity, culture, emotion, and language, see Chapter 2.

So, points in RGB colorspace were assigned to human color categorizes, founded on two different cognitive processes: color discrimination and color memory. These categorized points can be considered as markers for an on human perception based division of color space. In the next chapter, the concept of Weighted Distance Mapping (WDM) is introduced. This technique was used to segment the complete colorspace, based on the CLUT markers. In Chapter 5, is explained how WDM was applied on the CLUT markers, as presented in the present chapter. The latter resulted in the first complete description of color space based on human color categories. Moreover, this description can be utilized for CBIR matching purposes as will be shown later in this thesis.
3 Modeling human color categorization: Color discrimination and color memory
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Abstract

A new method is introduced for describing, visualizing, and inspecting data spaces. It is based on an adapted version of the Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transform. It computes a description of the complete data space based on partial data. Combined with a metric, a true Weighted Distance Map (WDM) can be computed, which can define a confidence space. Subsequently, distances between data points can be determined. Using edge detection, borders (or boundaries) between categories (or clusters) of data can be found. Hence, Voronoi diagrams can be created. Moreover, the two-dimensional visualization of such WDMs provides excellent means for data inspection. Several examples illustrate the use of WDMs as well as their efficiency. So, a new, fast, and exact data analysis method has been developed that yields the means for a rich and intuitive method of data inspection.

This chapter is almost identical to:
4.1 Introduction

With the increasing amounts of information in the current society, the need for data visualization and interpolations in data spaces becomes more and more important. In the last decades, both automated and manual procedures have been developed for these purposes. These procedures not seldomly rely on clustering techniques (introduced by [267]), used in a wide range of disciplines. The clusters obtained provide a way to describe the structure present in data, based on a certain feature representation. However, they rely on the availability of data that appropriate cover the corresponding data space.

In practice, often only partial data is available. Nevertheless, a description of the complete data space can be required. In such a case, approximations have to be made concerning those parts of the data space that lack data. This chapter presents a promising new approach: Weighted Distance Mapping (WDM), which provides the means to describe and inspect $\mathbb{Z}^2$ complete data spaces, based on any arbitrary number of data points.

As will be shown in this chapter, WDMs can be utilized for four purposes: (1) to describe the complete data space based on a limited number of data points that fill only a small part of the complete data space, (2) for rapid visualization of data spaces, (3) to determine distances between data, using any metric, and (4) for the extraction of edges (or boundaries) between categories. These four features can be useful in a wide range of applications; e.g., robot navigation [126, 227] and segmentation of a data space based on valuable but limited experimental data (e.g., color assigned to color categories), as described in Section 4.7 and used by [26, 204].

Before WDM is introduced, morphological processing and the (Euclidean) distance transform are briefly described. In addition, the Voronoi diagram is briefly discussed, as a primitive distance map. Next, an adapted version of the algorithm that provides Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transformations [228] is introduced. It is applied to obtain the WDMs.

In Section 13.6, FEED is compared with the city-block distance, as a baseline, and with Shih and Wu’s [233] 2-scan method, as a state-of-the-art fast Euclidean distance (ED) transform. Next, FEED is applied on the confidence-based categorization of a color space, based on experimental data. This chapter ends with conclusions and a brief exposition of advantages and disadvan-
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tages of WDMs generated by FEED.

4.2 From morphological processing to distance transform

The operations dilation (also named dilatation) and erosion are fundamental to morphological processing of images. Many of the existing morphological algorithms are based on these two primitive operations [84]. The processes of dilation and erosion are illustrated in Figures 13.2 and 13.3.

Given two sets $A$ and $B$ in $\mathbb{Z}^2$, the dilation of $A$ by $B$, is defined as

$$A \oplus B = \{ x \mid (B)_x \cap A \neq \emptyset \},$$  

where $(B)_x$ denotes the translation of $B$ by $x = (x_1, x_2)$ defined as:

$$(B)_x = \{ c \mid c = b + x, \text{for some } b \in B \}$$  

Thus, $A \oplus B$ expands $A$ if the origin is contained in $B$, as is usually the case.

The erosion of $A$ by $B$, denoted $A \ominus B$, is the set of all $x$ such that $B$ translated by $x$, is completely contained in $A$, defined as

$$A \ominus B = \{ x \mid (B)_x \subseteq A \}$$

Thus, $A \ominus B$ decreases $A$.

Based on these two morphological operations the 4-n and the 8-n dilation algorithms were developed by Rosenfeld and Pfaltz [211] for region growing purposes. These region growing algorithms are based on two distance measures: the city-block distance and the chessboard distance. The set of pixels contained in the dilated shape, for respectively 4-n and 8-n growth for an isolated pixel at the origin, are defined as:

$$C_4(n) = \{ (x, y) \in \mathbb{Z}^2 : |x| + |y| \leq n \},$$

$$C_8(n) = \{ (x, y) \in \mathbb{Z}^2 : |x| \leq n, |y| \leq n \},$$

where $n$ is the number of iterations.

To obtain a better approximation for the ED, Rosenfeld and Pfaltz [211] recommended the alternate use of the city-block and chessboard motions, which defines the octagonal distance. The octagonal distance provides a better
4.3 Euclidean Distance transformation (EDT)

Region growing algorithms can be applied to obtain distance transformations. A distance transformation [211] creates an image in which the value of each pixel is its distance to the set of object pixels \( O \) in the original image:

\[
D(p) = \min\{\text{dist}(p, q), q \in O\}
\]

The Euclidean distance transform (EDT) has been extensively used in computer vision and pattern recognition, either by itself or as an important intermediate or ancillary method in applications ranging from trajectory planning [301] to neuromorphometry [53]. Examples of methods pos-

approximation of the ED than the other two distances.

Thirty years later Coiras et al. [49] introduced hexadecagonal region growing, again a combination of 4-n and 8-n growth (see Figure 4.3). The latter uses the identification of vertex pixels for vertex growth inhibition. This resulted in an approximation of ideal circular region growing up to 97.3% and, hence, outperformed six other growth models.

Figure 4.1: The process of dilation illustrated. The left figure is the original shape \( A \). The square in the middle is the dilation marker \( B \) (dot is the center). The middle of the marker runs over the boundary of \( A \). The result of dilation of \( A \) by \( B \) (\( A \oplus B \)) is given by the solid shape on the right, in which the inner square projects the original object \( A \).
Figure 4.2: The process of erosion illustrated. The left figure is the original shape \( A \). The square in the middle is the erosion marker \( B \) (dot is the center). The middle of the marker runs over the boundary of \( A \). The result of erosion of \( A \) by \( B \) \((A \ominus B)\) is given by the solid shape on the right, in which the outer (dotted) square projects the original object \( A \).

```plaintext
for k:=1 to R
    for every pixel p in the boundary
        if NOT [(p is a vertex) AND (k modulo 5=0) AND (k modulo 45!=0)]
            if [(k modulo 2=0) AND (k modulo 12!=0) AND (k modulo 410!=0)]
                grow p as 8-n
            otherwise
                grow p as 4-n

Figure 4.3: Algorithm for hexadecagonal growth (source: [49]). \( R \) denotes the number of iterations.
```

Possibly involving the EDT are: (i) skeletonization [127]; (ii) Voronoi tessellations [88]; (iii) Bouligand-Minkowsky fractal dimension [52], (iv) Watershed algorithms [164], and (v) robot navigation [126, 227].

Several methods for calculation of the EDT have been described in the literature [139, 211, 226, 227, 258], both for sequential and parallel machines. However, most of these methods do not produce exact distances, but only approximations [57]. Borgefors [19] proposed a chamfer distance transformation using two raster scans on the image, which produces a coarse approximation of the exact EDT. To get a result that is exact on most points but can produce small errors on some points, Danielsson [60] used four raster scans.
4.3 Euclidean Distance transformation (EDT)

In order to obtain an exact EDT, two step methods were proposed. Two of the most important ones are:

- Cuisenaire and Macq [57] first calculated an approximate EDT, using ordered propagation by bucket sorting. It produces a result similar to Danielsson’s. Second, this approximation is improved by using neighborhoods of increasing size.

- Shih and Liu [232] started with four scans on the image, producing a result similar to Danielsson’s. A look-up table is then constructed containing all possible locations where no exact result was produced. Because during the scans the location of the closest object pixel is stored for each image pixel, the look-up table can be used to correct the errors. It is claimed that the number of error locations is small.
4.3.1 Voronoi diagrams

Exact EDTs can be applied to obtain distance maps such as the Voronoi diagram (see Figure 4.4)\(^1\). The Voronoi diagram \(V(P)\) is a network representing a plane subdivided by the influence regions of the set of points \(P = \{p_1, p_2, ..., p_n\}\). It is constructed by a set of Voronoi regions \(V(p_i)\) which is, for any \(i\), defined by

\[
V(p_i) = \{x \in \mathbb{Z}^2 : |x - p_i| \leq |x - p_j|, \text{ for all } j\}
\]

Voronoi diagram generation of a space with arbitrary shapes (see Figure 4.4) is hard from the analytical point of view [6, 11], but is easily solved by applying a growth algorithm.

4.4 Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED)

In contrast with the existing approaches such as those of Shih and Liu [232] and Cuisenaire and Macq [57], we have implemented the EDT starting directly from the definition in Equation 4.6. Or rather its inverse: each object pixel \(q\), in the set of object pixels \((O)\), feeds its ED to all non-object pixels \(p\). The naive algorithm then becomes:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{initialize } D(p) &= \text{ if } (p \in O) \text{ then } 0, \text{ else } \infty \\
&\quad \text{foreach } q \in O \\
&\quad \quad \text{foreach } p \notin O \\
&\quad \quad \quad \text{update } : D(p) = \min(D(p), \text{ED}(q, p))
\end{align*}
\]

However, this algorithm is extremely time consuming, but can be speeded up by:

- restricting the number of object pixels \(q\) that have to be considered
- pre-computation of \(\text{ED}(q, p)\)
- restricting the number of background pixels \(p\) that have to be updated for each considered object pixel \(q\)

\(^1\)The Voronoi web page: \url{http://www.voronoi.com}
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Figure 4.5: Two examples of the set of test images used for the comparison of the city-block (or Chamfer 1,1) transform, Shih and Wu’s 2-scan method (EDT-2), and the Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transform.
This resulted in an exact but computationally less expensive algorithm for EDT: the Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transformation. It was recently introduced by Schouten and Van den Broek [228] (available as Appendix B). For both algorithmic and implementation details we refer to this paper. For an improved version, named timed FEED (tFEED), and an extension to fast handling of video sequences, we refer to [227]. Recently, FEED was redefined such that it can be applied independent of the number of dimensions needed/present [226]. In addition, this paper introduces the three dimensional version of FEED (3D-FEED).

In its naive implementation, FEED proved already to be up to \(3 \times\) faster than the algorithm of Shih and Liu [232]. Providing that a maximum distance in the image is known a priori, it is even up to \(4.5 \times\) faster.

To be able to utilize FEED for the creation of WDMs, we have applied a few small modifications to the implementation, compared to the algorithm as introduced in Schouten and Van den Broek [228]. FEED was adapted in such a way that it became possible to define a metric on which the WDM was based. The result of the application of various metrics is illustrated in Figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8.

### 4.5 Benchmarking FEED

Shih and Wu describe in their paper “Fast Euclidean distance transformation in two scans using a \(3 \times 3\) neighborhood” [233] that they introduce an exact EDT. They propose their algorithm as the, to be preferred, alternative for the fast EDT as proposed by Cuisenaire and Macq [57]. Shih and Wu’s algorithm is the most recent attempt to obtain fast EDTs. Therefore, this algorithm would be the ultimate test for our FEED algorithm.

We have implemented Shih and Wu’s algorithm (EDT-2) exactly as they described and tested it on a set of images on both processing time and errors in the EDs obtained, see Figure 4.5 for two example text-images. As a baseline, the city-block (or Chamfer 1,1) distance was also taken into account.

In Table 4.1, the timing results can be found for the city-block measure, for Shih and Wu’s two scans (EDT-2), and for FEED. As was expected, with a rough estimation of the ED, the city block distance outperformed the other
two algorithms by far (see Table 4.1). More surprising was that FEED was more than twice as fast as EDT-2.

Table 4.1: Timing results for a set of images on the city-block (or Chamfer 1,1) transform, Shih and Wu’s 2-scan method (EDT-2), and for the Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>City-block</th>
<th>EDT-2</th>
<th>FEED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>standard</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.75 s</td>
<td>38.91 s</td>
<td>17.14 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotated</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.77 s</td>
<td>38.86 s</td>
<td>18.02 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>larger obj.</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.64 s</td>
<td>37.94 s</td>
<td>19.94 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the aim of this research was to utilize exact EDT. Hence, next to the timing results, the percentage of errors made in obtaining the ED is of interest to us. The city-block transform resulted for the set of images in an error-level of less than 5%; see Table 4.2. Shih and Wu’s claimed that their two scan algorithm (EDT-2) provided exact EDs. In 99% of the cases their claim appeared justified. However, errors occur in their algorithm, which are reported in Table 4.2. So, FEED appeared to be the only algorithm that provided the truly exact ED for all instances.

Table 4.2: Errors of the city-block (or Chamfer 1,1) transform and of Shih and Wu’s two scan algorithm (EDT-2). Note that no errors of FEED were observed since FEED provides truly exact EDs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>City-block</th>
<th>EDT-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>standard</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.39%</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotated</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.66%</td>
<td>0.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>larger obj.</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.14%</td>
<td>0.51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.6 Weighted distance mapping (WDM)

This section describes the WDM method. Distance maps in general are, for example, used for skeletonization purposes [141] or for the determination of
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pixel clusters. Given a metric, WDM provides a distance map representing a
distance function, which assigns a weight to all of the points in space. Such a
weight can be a confidence measure, for example, determined by \( \frac{1}{ED} \), \( \sqrt{ED} \), or
\( \log(ED) \).

So, using distance functions, distance maps can be created [49]. This is
done by growth models based on these distance functions. These distance
maps give an excellent overview of the background-pixels that are close to
a certain object pixel: A distance map divides the space in a set of regions,
where every region is the set of points closer to a certain element than to the
others.

4.6.1 Preprocessing

In order to reduce processing time or to enhance the final WDM, preprocess-
ing algorithms of choice can be applied. For instance, noise reduction and
pre-clustering algorithms.

In the first case, a range can be within which is scanned for other points.
If no points with the same label are found within this range, this point is re-
jected as input for WDM.

In the second case, when data points having the same label, are within a
range (as was provided), and no other points with another label lay between,
then the data points can be connected. When this is done for all data points
with the same label, a fully connected graph is generated for this cluster of
points. Next, the same label can be assigned to all points within this fully
connected graph. Hence, instead of labeled data points, labeled objects serve
as input for the WDM.

4.6.2 Binary data

Let us first consider a set of labeled binary data points; i.e., each point in space
either is or is not an object point. An isolated pixel with value 0 at the origin
is grown using FEED, up to a chosen radius. Each grown pixel then receives
a value according to its distance to the origin. As default the ED is used, but
any metric could be used. The resulting image defines a mask \( B \).
4.6 Weighted distance mapping (WDM)

Figure 4.6: (a) is the original image. (b) is the same image after dilation by hexadecagonal region growing. (c) is a distance map as presented by Coiras et al. [49]. (d), (e), and (f) are weighted distance maps (WDM). (d) provides the extremes (i.e., the original pixels and the boundary of the dilated image). (e) presents a discrete distance map. (f) presents a gradual decrease in weight with the increase of distance from the original pixels.

The output image is initialized with the input image, assuming 0 for an object pixel and a maximum value for a background pixel. Then a single scan over the input image \( A \) is made. On each pixel of \( A \) with value 0 (an object pixel) the mask is placed. For each so covered pixel, the output value is updated as the minimum of the current value and the value given by the mask.

The resulting output image contains then for each background pixel its minimum distance to the set of object pixels according to the metric of choice. In the case of binary data, the WDM can be stored in one matrix. In Figure 4.6, some results of the WDM, using different metrics, are shown using the same input image as Coiras et al. [49].
4.6.3 Multi class data

Now, let us consider the case that multiple labeled classes of data points are present and, subsequently, WDM is applied for data space segmentation. In such a case, the class of the input pixel that provides the minimum distance can be placed in a second output matrix.

The minimum distance value then indicates the amount of certainty (or weight) that the pixel belongs to the class. This can be visualized by different color ranges, for each class. In addition, a hill climbing algorithm can be applied, to extract edges from the distance image and so generate a Voronoi diagram (see Section 4.3.1).

To determine the class to which the ED is assigned, the update step of FEED was changed to:

\[
\text{update : if } (ED(q,p) < D(p)) \text{ then } (D(p) = ED(q,p); C(p) = C(q))
\]

where \(C\) is a class matrix, in which all data is assigned to one of the classes.

Figure 4.7a presents a set of six arbitrary shapes, where Figure 4.7b is the ED map generated by the algorithm and Figure 4.7c is the classification as provided by the algorithm. Figure 4.7d combines Figures 4.7a-c and presents the true WDM, providing: (1) the weights, (2) the classification, with that (3) the segmentation of the complete data space, and (4) the original data.

The resulting WDM can serve a four purposes:

1. It provides a confidence space. The complete data space is described by providing certainties to unknown regions in the data space; e.g., \(\frac{1}{ED}, \sqrt{ED}, \log(ED)\). This results in fuzzy boundaries (see Figures 4.6e-f, 4.7b,d, and 4.8b).

2. Determination of the edges between categories (see Figure 4.7c,d). In addition, Voronoi diagrams can be generated (see Figure 4.4a-b and cf. Figures 4.8a and 4.8c).

3. Distances between data can be determined, using any metric (see Figures 4.6c-f and 4.8d).

4. Visualization of the categorized (fuzzy) data space, as illustrated in Figures 4.6e-f, 4.7b,d, and 4.8b.
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Figure 4.7: From left to right and from top to bottom: the original image, the basic ED map, the fully segmented and labeled space, and the labeled Weighted Distance Map (WDM), in which the original objects are projected and where pixel intensities denotes the weight.
4.7 An application: segmentation of color space

WDM as described in the previous section has been validated on various data sets (see for example Figure 4.6 and 4.7). We will illustrate its use for the categorization of color in the 11 color categories (or focal colors) [26, 64, 204]. This was one of the data sets on which the mapping was validated. For more information on the topic 11 color categories see, for example, the World Color Survey [123].

The clustered data is derived from two experiments that confirmed the existence of the 11 color categories [24], as described in the previous chapter. The Color LookUp Table markers that resulted from the experiments were RGB coordinates. These were converted to HSI-coordinates [78]. Let us consider the Hue and Saturation axes of the HSI-color space, using a slice of the HSI cylinder. In this slice, five color categories (i.e., brown, red, purple, blue, and green) are projected. However, only four clusters are present. This is due to the overlap between the color categories red and brown.

A bitmap image was generated, containing white background pixels and labeled pixels representing each of the data points. For each category, the data points belonging to the same cluster, were fully connected by using a line generator, as shown in Figure 4.8a. Next, WDM was applied on the image; see Figure 4.8b. This resulted in two matrices. One of them consists of the weights determined; in the other matrix the class each point is assigned to, is stored. Their combination provides the ED map.

Last, a hill climbing algorithm extracted edges from the ED map, as shown in Figure 4.8c. On the one hand, this resulted in fuzzy color categories (providing certainties). On the other hand, the extracted edges define a Voronoi diagram.
Figure 4.8: (a) The original image in which all data points (of four color categories) assigned to the same color category are connected with each other, using a line connector. (b) The basic ED map of (a), in which the intensity of the pixels resembles the weight. (c) The boundaries between the four classes, derived from the ED map as presented in (b). A hill climbing algorithm was used to extract these boundaries. Note that (c) is the Voronoi diagram of (a).
Since a few years the interest in color in the field of image processing exploded. An ED map as presented, based on experimental data, provides an excellent way for describing the color space. Next, the perceptual characteristics of the color categories could be exploited, providing a confidence distribution and, subsequently, a metric for each of the color categories separate. Such a set of features can be utilized and can in combination with a ED map, provide a true WDM.

4.8 Discussion

This chapter started with a brief overview of morphological operations and distance transforms. Next, the algorithm which generates a Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transform, is introduced. It is compared with the city-block measure (as baseline) and with the two scan algorithm of Shih and Wu [233], which can be considered as a state-of-the-art algorithm on fast exact ED transforms. FEED proved to be computationally twice as cheap as Shih and Wu’s algorithm. Moreover, in contrast with the algorithm of Shih and Wu, FEED provides in all cases exact EDs. FEED is applied to generate Weighted Distance Maps (WDM), providing a metric. Its use is illustrated by the segmentation of color space, based on a limited set of experimentally gathered data points. WDMs, as proposed, provide complete descriptions of data spaces, based on a limited set of classified data. Moreover, they can be used to obtain Voronoi diagrams.

With the launch of a parallel implementation of FEED (tFEED) [227], the generation of WDMs can probably be boosted in the near future. So, WDMs four main advantages can be exploited even more: (1) A complete data space can be described, based on a limited set of data points, (2) Data spaces can be visualized rapidly, providing the possibility to explore the data space gaining more understanding, (3) Distances between data can be determined, using any metric, and (4) Edges between categories can be determined. These features make WDM an intuitive, flexible, and powerful tool for data visualization and interpolations in data spaces, describing data spaces, and for either fuzzy or discrete data space segmentation.
In Section 4.7 of this chapter, a WDM was generated based on Color LookUp Table (CLUT) markers projected in a slice of the HSI color space. In addition, a Voronoi diagram was extracted from this WDM, providing the edges between the color categories in the slice. In the next chapter, we will describe how WDM was applied on the complete set of CLUT markers, as presented in the previous chapter. These will be pre-processed, fed to WDM, and post-processed, in a manner such as introduced in this chapter.
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Efficient Human-centered Color Space Segmentation
Abstract

A unique color space segmentation method is introduced. It is founded on features of human cognition, where 11 color categories are used in processing color. In two experiments, human subjects were asked to categorize color stimuli into these 11 color categories, which resulted in markers for a Color LookUp Table (CLUT). These CLUT markers are projected on two 2D projections of the HSI color space. By applying the newly developed Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transform on the projections, a complete and efficient segmentation of color space is achieved. Thus, a human-based color space segmentation is generated, which is invariant for intensity changes. Moreover, the efficiency of the procedure facilitates the generation of adaptable, application-centered, color quantization schemes. It is shown to work well for color analysis, texture analysis, and for Color-Based Image Retrieval purposes and is, for example, suitable for applications in the medical and cultural domain.

This chapter is an adapted version of:
5.1 Introduction

Digital imaging technology is more and more embedded in a broad domain. As a consequence digital image collections are booming, which creates the need for efficient data-mining in such collections. An adequate model of human visual perception would facilitate data-mining. Our approach, hereby, is to utilize human cognitive and perceptual characteristics.

In this chapter, we will focus on a generic image processing technique: A color quantization scheme based on human perception. This unique color space segmentation is both relevant and suitable for the development and study of content-based image retrieval (CBIR) in the context of rapidly growing digital collections in libraries, museums, and historical archives as well as in medical image collections [27].

We argue that in general color should be analyzed from the perspective of human color categories. Both to relate to the way people think, speak, and remember color and to reduce the data from 16 million or more colors to a limited number of color categories: black, white, red, green, yellow, blue, brown, purple, pink, orange, and gray [64]. People use these categories in general when thinking, speaking, and remembering colors. Research from diverse fields of science emphasize their importance in human color perception. The use of this knowledge can possibly provide a solution for problems concerning the accessibility and the availability of knowledge, where color analysis is applied in data-mining. In addition, such a human-centered approach can tackle the computational burden of traditional (real-time) color analysis [71, 119].

The 11 color categories are applicable for a broad range of CBIR domains, where in specific (i.e., specialized) domains, other sets of colors might be more appropriate. In this chapter, we regard the 11 color categories as they are used in daily life (see also Chapter 2). These color categories are constructed and handled by methods that are presented in this chapter. However, in the same way, it is possible to incorporate another set of colors, which is user, task, or application specific.

This chapter presents a line of research starting with the psychophysical experiments, described in Chapter 3. This provided us with markers for a Color LookUp Table (CLUT) in the RGB color space. The boundaries between
the color categories in the RGB space are expected to be too complex to be determined, using the limited number of CLUT markers. Therefore, we describe in Section 5.2 how the RGB space is transformed into two 2D projections of the HSI color space in which the boundaries are less complex. In Sections 5.3 and 5.4, we describe how the CLUT markers are used to find the boundaries between the color categories in the 2D projections and how this is used to segment the complete color space. For this, the Fast and Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transformation is used, which was briefly introduced in the previous chapter. In Section 5.5, the CLUT markers are compared with the segmented color space. Last, we draw some final conclusion in Section 5.6.

5.2 Preprocessing of experimental data

In general, color matching using a CLUT, based on the markers derived from the experimental results described in Chapter 3, could enhance the color matching process significantly and may yield more intuitive values for users [64]. In addition, such a coarse color space quantization of 11 color categories reduces the computational complexity of color analysis drastically, compared to existing matching algorithms of image retrieval engines that use color quantization schemes (cf. PicHunter [54]: HSV $4 \times 4 \times 4$ and QBIC [71]: RGB $16 \times 16 \times 16$). The coarse 11 color categories quantization makes it also invariant with respect to intensity changes. The experiments presented in Chapter 3, provided us with categorized markers for a CLUT. In this section, we explain the preprocessing scheme that transforms these markers in order to facilitate segmentation of the complete color space.

5.2.1 From the RGB CLUT markers to the HSI CLUT markers

The markers of the CLUT are RGB coordinates; however, the RGB color space is not perceptually intuitive (see also Chapter 2. Hence, the position and shape of the color categories within the RGB color space are complex. Moreover, there are too little CLUT markers (see also Appendix ?? to directly determine the complex boundaries between the categories in the RGB space. Therefore, for the full color space categorization, the HSI color space is used, which is (i) perceptually intuitive, (ii) performs as good as or better than perceptual
uniform color spaces such as CIE LUV [142], and (iii) the shape and position of the color categories are less complex functions of location and orientation, than with the RGB color space.

Let us now briefly discuss the HSI color space. The axes of the HSI space represent hue (i.e., basic color index), saturation (i.e., colorfulness), and intensity (i.e., amount of white present in the color). The shape of HSI color space can be displayed as a cylinder: intensity is the central rod, hue is the angle around that rod, and saturation is the distance perpendicular to that rod. The color categories’ orientation is as follows: Around the intensity axis, the achromatic categories are located. The achromatic region has the shape of an hourglass and is described with small saturation values, the complete range of intensity, and the complete range of hue values. Around this achromatic region, the chromatic categories are located. Chromatic categories have high saturation values and occupy a part of both the total hue and the total intensity range.

The 216 web-safe colors are clearly distinct for human perception. As a consequence, in a perceptually intuitive color space as the HSI color space is, some distance is present between them. Moreover, the perceptually intuitive character of the HSI color space results in an orientation of adjacent colors such that the web-safe colors are arranged by color category.

The first phase in preprocessing is the conversion of the RGB CLUT markers to HSI CLUT markers. The conversions as defined by Gevers and Smeulders [78] are adopted. In Figure 5.1 the RGB and HSI color spaces are visualized. In the RGB color space, the HSI axes are denoted.

5.2.2 From 3D HSI color space to two 2D representations

Since the HSI color space is a 3D space, the boundaries between color categories consist of 3D functions. Unfortunately, the amount of HSI CLUT markers is too limited to determine the exact boundaries. Since some categories are expressed by only a few data CLUT markers in color space, 3D segmentation based on these markers would evolve in very weak estimations of the shape of color categories in color space.

However, the perceptually intuitive axes of the HSI color space do allow
Figure 5.1: Left: The relation between the RGB and the HSI color space, from the perspective of the RGB color space. Right: The cylinder shaped representation of the HSI (hue, saturation, and intensity) color space, as used in this research.

a reduction in the complexity of boundary functions without losing essential features of the boundaries. The intuitive values that the axes represent, provided the means to separate chromatic and achromatic categories using two 2D projections. As a result, the extracted boundaries are functions in a 2D plane. Thereby, we use three assumptions:

1. The boundaries between achromatic categories and chromatic categories do not excessively change over the hue range.

2. The boundaries between chromatic categories do not excessively change over the saturation axis and can be approximated by a linear function toward the central rod of the color space; i.e., the intensity axis. The intuitive features of the HSI space provide strong arguments for the latter assumption: Consider a chromatic point of the outer boundaries of the HSI space (with maximum saturation). When the saturation value is lowered, the perceived color becomes ‘decolorized’ or pale. Nevertheless, in general the colors are perceived as belonging to the same color category.

3. The two boundaries between achromatic categories are each expressed with a single intensity value.
5.2 Preprocessing of experimental data

The next phase in preprocessing is the generation of the 2D planes and, subsequently, perform the segmentation in three steps: (i) separation of chromatic categories from achromatic categories, (ii) segmentation of the individual chromatic categories, and (iii) segmentation of the individual achromatic categories. So, the 11 color categories of the HSI CLUT were divided into two groups: the achromatic categories (i.e., black, gray, and white) and the chromatic categories (i.e., blue, yellow, green, purple, pink, red, brown, and orange). Note that each group is processed in a separate 2D plane; see Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

First, the achromatic categories were separated from the chromatic categories in a 2D plane leaving out the hue axis resulting in a saturation-intensity plane. In this projection, the achromatic categories are distinguished from the chromatic categories as a line and a cloud of data points (see Figures 5.3a and 5.3b). Note that, when leaving out the hue axis, the main color information is left out and thus, all individual chromatic categories resemble a single cloud of data points.

Second, the segmentation of the chromatic colors is done by leaving out the saturation axis: the hue-intensity plane. In this plane, the chromatic category data is projected. The result is a plane with non-overlapping clouds of categorized points, as illustrated in Figure 5.4a and 5.4b.

Third, the segmentation of the individual achromatic categories is performed. Since these categories do not represent any basic color information, the hue axis does not contain useful information for these categories. Thus, the segmentation of these individual achromatic color categories is done in a saturation-intensity plane (see Figure 5.3).

5.2.3 Labeling and connecting the HSI CLUT colors

Given these two 2D planes, boundary functions with a relatively low complexity are defined, resulting in a computationally cheap, complete color space segmentation. The HSI CLUT markers were plotted in the 2D planes discussed previously. In the next section, we describe how distance transforms were applied to segment these 2D planes. In order to facilitate this process, two final preprocessing steps were applied in the 2D planes: (i) for each color category, a fully connected graph is generated, using a line generator (cf. Fig-
ure 5.3a and Figure 5.3b as well as Figure 5.4a and Figure 5.4b) and (ii) these graphs were filled resulting in a convex hull to speed up the distance mapping (see Figures 5.3c and 5.4c).

For each color category, the fully connected graph was generated by connecting the CLUT markers, by means of a line connector algorithm. For each unique pair of CLUT markers points \(p_1(x_{p1}, y_{p1})\) and \(p_2(x_{p2}, y_{p2})\), belonging to the same color category and situated in the matrix \([x][y]\), the line connector algorithm calculates coordinates that represent the connection line between these points. These coordinates were calculated by using the rise/run quotient between \(p_1\) and \(p_2\). Next, the coordinates were rounded to integers in order to display them in the matrix (see Figure 5.2).

The clouds of data points in the 2D projections resemble ellipse-like shapes, which are mimicked by the boundaries of the connected graphs of the color categories. Hence, for each category we can assume that all points within the boundaries of the connected graphs belong to the color category to which all individual data points were assigned. Subsequently, the filled convex hulls are the initial estimation of the color categories within the HSI color space.

### 5.3 Using distance maps

The CLUT markers resulting from the experiments, discussed in Chapter 3, are preprocessed as described in Section 5.2. This resulted in a set of filled convex hulls in two 2D planes. Because the information that is available about human color categorization does not classify all possible points in color space, we applied distance mapping, where each point gets a distance measure to the set of categorized points by humans. This assignment (i.e., the color quantization scheme) has to be both good and fast.

The speed of distance transforms is determined by the precision needed. Images are a priori an approximation of reality due to various forms of noise. It might be that introducing additional approximations in the image processing chain to make it faster, has no effect on the final quality of the application. But, how to prove that? Since assessing the validity of this assumption is a difficult and subjective process, our goal was to design a distance transform,
5.3 Using distance maps

which performs as accurate as possible, preferably exact.

Distance transforms can be applied to all kinds of data. In this chapter, we discuss the 11 color categories, which are generally applicable, as discussed in Chapter 2. However, the categories that are needed depend on the specific application; e.g., a catalog of paintings or a stained cell tissue database. There might be the need to adapt the color categories quickly to specifications based on a certain domain or task. Moreover, since the perception of individual users differs, systems are needed that employ user profiles [283], which would be in our case: a user specific color space segmentation. The latter is of great importance since users are in interaction with the systems, which use image analysis techniques, and judge their results. Therefore, we wanted a fast color space segmentation regarding computer and human resources.

The distance transform to be applied both needs to be fast enough and preferably exact. For this purpose, we applied the Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transform, which was briefly introduced in the previous chapter. If preferred, a particular application can later plug in a faster and less accurate distance transform to determine its speed-quality curve and choose a setting.
5.4 Segmentation, post processing and utilization

Using FEED (see Chapter 4 and Appendix B), two distance maps were generated, one for each 2D plane of the HSI color space (see Section 5.2 and Figures 5.3d and 5.4d). A hill climbing algorithm is applied to determine the edges between the color categories (see Figure 5.3e and 5.4e). Next, by way of curve fitting techniques, the extracted edges were converted to Fourier functions that express the borders between the color categories. This approach is applied to both 2D planes: (i) the saturation-intensity plane, in order to separate the achromatic from chromatic categories (see Figure 5.3) and (ii) the hue-intensity plane to segment the individual chromatic categories (see Figure 5.4). Finally, segmentation of the achromatic colors is conducted in order to have a completely segmented color space. A drawback for the differentiation between the achromatic colors is the lack of achromatic CLUT markers. We take two intensity values that describe the boundaries between individual achromatic categories in three sections of equal length.

With the latter step, the complete HSI space is segmented into the 11 color categories. One Fourier function expresses the boundary between the chromatic and achromatic region in a saturation-intensity plane (see Figure 5.3e). In total, 16 Fourier functions express the boundaries between the chromatic categories in the hue-intensity plane (see Figure 5.4e).

The boundaries are stored in an intensity matrix of size 765 by 17. With these 13,005 coordinates, a computational cheap categorization of $256^3$ color values into the 11 categories is done as follows: Given the intensity value of some HSI value that is being categorized, 17 ($16 + 1$) border values are retrieved, which are used for the categorization process. One border value, representing a saturation value, is used for global chromatic/achromatic categorization (see Figure 5.3e). In case of a chromatic color, further processing of 16 numbered border values, is done to estimate the chromatic category (see Figure 5.4e). Each of these border values contain either a hue value or a dummy value when no border exists for that intensity range.

Please note, that with this implementation for some intensity value maximal six chromatic categories (boundaries of categories) are considered: first, the border for chromatic-achromatic categorization (Figure 5.3e); second, when going from left to right through Figure 5.4e: borders 3, 12, 6, 4, and 1. So,
the color quantization scheme has a computational complexity that is lower-or-equal to a virtual HSI $6 \times 2 \times 1$ quantization scheme. In case of an achromatic color, the achromatic category is determined by means of the intensity value.
Figure 5.3: The processing scheme of the separation of the chromatic from the achromatic color categories, in the saturation-intensity (SI) plane, using human color categorization data (see Chapter 3): (a) The CLUT markers visualized in the SI plane of the HSI color space. (b) The fully connected graph of the categorized CLUT markers. (c) The graph as filled convex hull. (d) The Weighted Distance Map (WDM), created using Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transformations [228]. (e) The chromatic-achromatic border, determined by a hill climbing algorithm, which can be described by Fourier functions [84].
5.4 Segmentation, post processing and utilization

Figure 5.4: The processing scheme of the separation of the chromatic color categories in the hue-intensity (HI) plane, using human color categorization data (see Chapter 3) (note that the hue-axis is circular): (a) The CLUT markers visualized in the SI plane of the HSI color space. (b) The fully connected graph of the categorized CLUT markers. (c) The graph as filled convex hull. (d) The labeled weighted distance map (WDM) created using Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transformations [228]. (e) The borders between the chromatic color categories, determined by a hill climbing algorithm, which can be described by Fourier functions [84].
The presented implementation is a compact representation of the segmented HSI color space: it requires only a few computing steps to categorize a RGB value. From that representation, a fast categorization mechanism is easily established; by filling a $256^3$ table with categorized RGB values, a fast, complete CLUT is available.

### 5.5 Comparison of CLUT and segmented color space

Using the segmentation of the two 2D color planes, as described in the previous subsection, one of the 11 color categories is assigned to every point (i.e., color) in the whole 3D color space. The validation of this categorization method consisted of two tests and the analysis of their results: (i) categorization of non-fuzzy colors and (ii) categorization of fuzzy colors. The segmented color space is considered valid if and only if it categorizes the stimuli used in the experiments to the same categories as the subjects did.

The non-fuzzy colors are those colors that are categorized consistently to one color category by the participants of the experiments, as described in Chapter 3. The fuzzy colors are those colors categorized to two (or more) categories by at least 10 subjects. The fuzzy and non-fuzzy colors together make up the set of CLUT markers, derived from the experiments.

In Table 5.1, the 11 color categories are listed. The segmented color space has a 100% match with the experimental results. All non-fuzzy colors are categorized correctly. All fuzzy colors are mapped in one of the categories to which they were assigned to in the experiments.

In Figure 5.5a, the non-fuzzy CLUT markers and the calculated borders of the chromatic categories have been plotted. In Figure 5.5b, the fuzzy CLUT markers in the plane used for chromatic segmentation, have been visualized.

Since the hue and intensity axis are able to describe non-overlapping clusters for chromatic categories, this 2D approximation was appropriate to segment the color space with FEED (using only hue and intensity values). Figure 5.5b shows that fuzzy data points are close to the calculated borders.

Please note that in both Figure 5.5a and in Figure 5.5b some data points
Table 5.1: Colors and their neighbor colors in the segmented color space. The neighbor colors for each color category are found after analysis of the fuzziness of the experimental results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purple</th>
<th>Pink</th>
<th>Orange</th>
<th>Red</th>
<th>Brown</th>
<th>Yellow</th>
<th>Green</th>
<th>Blue</th>
<th>Black</th>
<th>Gray</th>
<th>White</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are printed on the same spot in the HI plane. One should expect that the fuzzy and non-fuzzy set always represent different points in the HI plane. Since pre-filtering of the CLUT markers was done, removing all RGB values that were categorized to multiple categories, projection of the two data sets in a HI plane will (occasionally) show data points on the same spot.

5.6 Conclusion

We have explained our approach toward color analysis, which exploits human perception (i.e., the 11 color categories) instead of mere image processing techniques. The experimental data (i.e., markers for a Color LookUp Table), as described in Chapter 3, is used as input for a coarse color space segmentation process. The HSI color space is segmented, using two 2D projections of the HSI color space on which the recently developed Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transform is applied. This resulted in an 11 color quantization scheme, a new color representation that is invariant for intensity changes.

The advantage of the color space segmentation method as proposed is threefold: (i) it yields perceptually intuitive results for humans, (ii) it has a
Figure 5.5: The two dimensional HI plane with the calculated chromatic borders. (a) shows the non-fuzzy chromatic CLUT markers and (b) shows the fuzzy chromatic CLUT markers. Each dot represents a W3C web-safe color.

low computational complexity, and (iii) it is easily adapted to other, application, tasks, and/or user dependent color categories, as will be shown in Chapter 8–13. Each of these three aspects are of extreme importance [119] in image processing in general and especially in applications in the medical and cultural domain, where users are in interaction with the systems that analyze the images.

The use of the color space segmentation, as described in the current chapter, is illustrated in several research projects. Its results are published in over 20 articles (e.g., [27]). This thesis provides an overview of these projects and their reports.

In general, it is our belief that the combination of human perception and statistical image processing will improve the performance of data-mining systems that rely on color analysis. Moreover, such a combination enables us to eventually bridge the semantic gap present in automated color analysis. From this perspective, a unique color space segmentation is proposed, which is both
relevant and suitable for color analysis in the context of rapidly growing digital collections. Moreover, all means are provided to adapt it rapidly to a task, a specific application, or to a user profile [283].

In the remaining chapters, the segmented color space, as presented in this chapter, will be compared to other color quantization schemes for color-based image retrieval purposes. This will be done in various settings combined with other techniques. Moreover, it will be utilized for texture analysis (Chapters 10–13), image segmentation (Chapter 12), and shape extraction (Chapters 10 and 13). However, first a newly developed CBIR benchmark is introduced in which techniques and color quantization schemes can be compared to each other.
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Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) Benchmark
Abstract

Although the need for benchmarking content-based image retrieval systems is eminent, a lack of standards is still a major problem. This chapter introduces a CBIR benchmark (developed conform the W3C guidelines) that can be used online and offline. To guarantee real-time performance of the benchmark, the system uses cached matching results. Its standard database is a collection of 60,000 images from the Corel image database; however, the system can process any other image database. A set of four color quantization schemes (11, 64, 166, 4096 bins) are included. Four distance measures are incorporated: the intersection distance, the Euclidean distance, the quadratic distance, and a newly developed distance measure, which takes into account intra bin statistics. Both other color quantization schemes and other distance measures can be easily included.
6.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter a new, human-centered, highly efficient color space segmentation was described, which can be applied as a color quantization scheme. However, to enable a comparison by users of this quantization scheme with other schemes, an evaluation of various methods had to be conducted. For the latter purpose, a CBIR benchmark is developed.

In the 90s, the first evaluations of color matching [121] and texture analysis [178] methods were published, followed by comparisons between algorithms for shape extraction and matching. In the last two years of this decade, the first evaluations of complete CBIR systems were presented [193, 194, 197]. These early evaluations were followed by a few others [134, 140] before the Benchathlon network [158] was initiated. Till then, as Gunter and Baretta [90] stated: “the performance of CBIR algorithms is usually measured on an isolated, well-tuned PC or workstation. In a real-world environment, however, the CBIR algorithms would only constitute a minor component among the many interacting components needed to facilitate a useful CBIR application; e.g., Web-based applications on the Internet.” Hence, the Benchathlon network was founded to “develop an automated benchmark allowing the fair evaluation of any CBIR system” [158].

The aims of the Benchathlon Network can be found on its website [158] or in a series of articles [157, 166–168]. Next to the Benchathlon Network and Gunter and Baretta [90], Liu, Su, Li, Sun, and Zhang [144] conducted evaluations on CBIR systems. From various fields of research the need for benchmarking CBIR systems and their techniques was confirmed. Various evaluations of texture analysis techniques were presented [179, 231]. In Chapter 9–11 more texture evaluations are discussed and new texture evaluations are presented. From CBIR’s fields of application the need for benchmarking CBIR systems also emerged; especially in medicine [59, 132, 165, 166, 168, 302] but also in the field of cultural heritage (e.g., museums and libraries) [265].

This chapter will discuss a CBIR benchmark used for various occasions, which is developed to facilitate judgment of retrieval results by users. It is used for the evaluation of (i) distance measures, throughout various chapters, (ii) color quantization methods (Chapter 7 and 8), (iii) texture analysis methods 11, and (iv) their combination (Chapter 12), which defined complete CBIR
Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) Benchmark engines. The utilization of the benchmark throughout the research made sure that the human was constantly in the loop of the development of the CBIR techniques.

6.2 Benchmark architecture

The total benchmark system as developed in this project can be divided into two components, as is shown in Figure 6.1. The front-end of the system, contains the online (i.e., accessible through the WWW) user-interfacing module of the benchmark. Moreover, it includes off-line (i.e., that not run while the benchmark is used) modules that execute matching of color histograms and store matching results. The back-end, consists of a software module that handles the calculation and storage of color histograms.

Both components are connected to the same two databases: the image database and the histogram database. The image database contains 60,000 images of the Corel image database, which is one of the most frequently assessed image databases for CBIR research [166]. For texture analysis purposes, Müller et al. propose the MIT VisTex texture images database [159], included for research toward texture perception, see Chapter 11. The histogram database consist of several tables. For each quantization scheme in the benchmark, these tables contain the histogram for all images that occur in the image database.

6.2.1 Front-end

The online front-end module of the benchmark facilitates in user registration, user log-in, displaying matching results and storing user judgments. Additional features of this module are:

1. W3C HTML 4.01 Validation of benchmark [263], W3C Link Checking [285], and support of the “viewable with any browser campaign” [36].
2. Dynamic HTML: Size of the images are dynamically optimized to screen resolution.
6.2 Benchmark architecture

Figure 6.1: Schematic overview of the benchmark system. In the left rectangle, the front-end of the system is visualized, including the online and offline benchmark modules. In the right rectangle, the back-end of the system is visualized.

3. Logging of the system configuration the participant is using; i.e., screen-size, settings of the video-card, operating system, and browser.

4. Automatic notification by e-mail of the start and end of the benchmark, to both participant and researcher.

5. Providing the possibility for a break at any time.

These features provide a general framework for multiple benchmark configurations, as described in Chapter 7 and 8 and used as the foundation of the Scientific User Interface Testing (SUIT) project [28].

The offline front end module of the benchmark is used to cache the matching results. In other words, the actual matching process is performed offline, prior to the benchmark. This saves processing time during the actual benchmark, which was preferred because then (i) we could guarantee a stable multi-user benchmark environment and (ii) the naive implementation of high dimensional quantization schemes, like RGB $16 \times 16 \times 16$ do not allow real-time image retrieval. Thus, for each quantization scheme in the benchmark
the processing task was equal: retrieving the images from pre-stored lists.

The matching module controls the matching engine (software). Matching an image is done by retrieving histograms from the histogram database. Given a distance measure, which is provided by a parameter, the distance between the query histogram and the retrieved histograms is calculated. The distance measures used in the benchmark are described in Section 6.6. As soon as the ranking is known, the images are retrieved from the image database.

6.2.2 Back-end

The calculation and storing of histograms is done offline by the software module in the back-end component of the benchmark system. This module can be equipped with an arbitrary quantization scheme (e.g., see Chapter 5 and 6). Once the quantization schemes are defined, this software is able to calculate color histograms and store them in the appropriate histogram table. In order to execute, three parameters have to be provided:

File-listing: A text-file, which contains the disk location of the images, from which a color histogram has to be generated.

Quantization scheme: For each entry in the file-listing the module will create a color histogram using the quantization scheme that is specified by a parameter. Normally, the histogram is calculated by quantizing the color value of each pixel of an image, according to some color space. However, the 11 color categories require a somewhat different approach. To generate the color histogram, the pixels of an image have to be categorized by searching in the segmented HSI color space. This process is completely different than quantizing the axis of a color space, as was discussed in the previous chapter.

Table name: Once the calculation of a histogram is finished, the histogram database is accessed for storing it. The designated table is opened, a new histogram-ID is generated and the histogram is stored. The histogram database is discussed more thoroughly later on.
6.3 Image retrieval engine

In Figure 6.1, the matching module is visualized, encapsulated by the offline front-end of the benchmark. This program requires three parameters: (i) the index (ID) of the query image, (ii) the name of the histogram table denoting which quantization scheme is preferred, and (iii) the distance measure. In Section 6.6, the distance measures that are supported are defined. If preferred, this module can be easily equipped with additional distance measures.

Matching is done by calculating the histogram distance between the query-histogram and all other histograms in the histogram table. To limit memory use with respect to a very large histogram database, a linked list is updated during matching keeping track of the best 25 images. The output of the program is a list containing links to the top-25 images. In the benchmark setup, the offline benchmark module takes care of storing the output, which is printed on the command line. This engine is also used as part of an online retrieval test engine. In that setup, the output is the input for a program that generates html code for visualization of retrieval results.

6.4 Databases

The benchmark system contains three databases: (i) the image database, (ii) the histogram database, and (iii) the pre-stored results database. The default image database contains about 60,000 images of the Corel image database. The histogram database contains for each quantization scheme a unique histogram table. In general, these histogram tables are complete mappings of the image database. However, it is also possible to fill histogram tables with subsets, when only a specific category (subset or collection) of the image database is of interest. Each histogram table contains four fields of information, namely:

**ID** In this field, a unique ID is stored. This ID is currently used as a parameter for the matching software. In later developments, when the image database is very large (e.g., > 1 million images), the ID can be used to express table relations. For example, the matching process can be made faster when indexing on the histogram table is done with use of pre-filtering results. These results are stored in a separate table using the ID
of the histogram table as a reference.

**Filename**  In this field the file-name and location of the image are stored.

**Dimensions**  The size of the image is stored in this field. This information is used for histogram normalization during the matching process.

**Histogram(n)**  This field contains the histogram of an image. Hence, for each quantization scheme the size of this field \((n)\) is different (e.g., 11, 4096).

### 6.5 Result caching versus pre-storing of histograms

As mentioned before, the back-end facilitates in calculating and storing color histograms in a database, which is updated by an offline process. The matching engine, situated in the front-end, performs the matching process by retrieving histograms from this database. The processing time of the matching engine is thus not influenced by the calculation of histograms, but only by the retrieval of histograms and the calculation of histogram distances. For low dimensional representations (e.g., the 11 color vector) this setup allows (online) image retrieval in real-time. In general, the benchmark system supports multiple image retrieval setups, with varying dimensionality. Therefore, it does not exploit online image retrieval, but rather uses cached matching results.

Given a query, the image retrieval process involves three stages that require processing time:

1. Calculation of the color histograms
2. Comparison of the histograms with a distance measure
3. Presenting matching results

A naive image retrieval system would perform these steps online. Pre-storing histograms allows to do the calculation of the first stage offline and speed up the online image retrieval process. By caching the matching results, the calculations of the second stage are also done offline. This caching mechanism guarantees a working space that is invariant to the complexity (dimensionality) of the image retrieval engine that is being benchmarked. Note, that this caching mechanism is only possible in a benchmark setup since the queries are known in advance. Hence, only the third stage: presentation of the images,
has to be done online.

In Chapter 2, we have discussed the calculation of color histograms. The issue of presenting the matching results will be briefly touched in the general discussion (Chapter 14). In the next section of this chapter, we will discuss the second stage as mentioned above: Comparison of color histograms, using a distance measure.

### 6.6 Distance measures

An image can be represented by a color histogram, defined by a color quantization scheme applied on a color space or on the 11 color categories (see also Chapter 2). In order to express the (dis)similarity of two histograms into a numeric value, a distance metric is used. In literature, a wide variety of distance measures can be found. For each distance measure the calculation method differs, leading to other estimations with respect to the similarity images represented by the histograms. As a consequence, the ranking of images, when a (query) image is compared to a set of images, will be different for each measure. Another difference between the distance measures is their computational complexity.

We will discuss three distance measures as applied in our research, starting with dissimilarity measures for feature vectors based upon the Minkowski metric: the intersection distance and the Euclidean distance. The Minkowski metric between two points \( p = (x_1, y_1) \) and \( q = (x_2, y_2) \) is defined as:

\[
d^k(p, q) = \left( |x_1 - y_1|^k + |x_2 - y_2|^k \right)^{\frac{1}{k}}.
\] (6.1)

This metric can be adapted to compare histogram distance. The intersection distance was investigated for color image retrieval by Swain and Ballard [256]. The histogram distance, calculated per bin \( m \), between a query image \( q \) and a target image \( t \) is denoted as:

\[
D_i(q, t) = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} |h_q[m] - h_t[m]|.
\] (6.2)
where $M$ is the total number of bins, $h_q$ is the normalized query histogram, and $h_t$ is the normalized target histogram. We recognize $D_1(q, t)$ as the Minkowski form metric with $k=1$. The Euclidean distance is a Minkowski form with $k=2$:

$$D_e(q, t) = \sqrt{\sum_{m=0}^{M-1} (h_q(m) - h_t(m))^2}. \tag{6.3}$$

The distances (i.e., calculated Minkowski-form distance measures) only take account for the correspondence between each histogram bin (see Figure 6.2) and do not make use of information across bins. This issue has been recognized in histogram matching. As a result, quadratic distance is proposed to take similarity across dimensions into account (see Figure 6.3). It has been reported to provide more desirable result than only matching between similar bins of the color histograms [219]. However, since the histogram quadratic distance computes the cross similarity between colors, it is computationally expensive. The quadratic-form distance between two feature vectors $q$ and $t$ is given by:

$$D_q(q, t) = (h_q - h_t)^T A (h_q - h_t), \tag{6.4}$$

where $A = [a_{ij}]$ is a similarity matrix. $a_{ij}$ denotes the similarity between elements with indexes $i$ and $j$. Please note, that $h_q$ and $h_t$ are denoted as vectors.
Figure 6.3: Quadratic-form distance metrics compare multiple bins between histograms using similarity matrix $A = [a_{ij}]$. Source: Smith [243].

The three distance measures as presented in this section are those which were applied in our research. However, a broad range of alternative distance (and similarity) metrics exists; e.g., the binary set quadratic distance and the Mahalanobis distance. For thorough descriptions of distance and similarity measures, we refer to Smith [243].

Note that the distance measures used, require the normalization of histograms. This can be achieved either by normalizing all images to an arbitrary size before they are processed or by normalizing the histogram resulted from the processed image. For the latter, we introduce the following class of normalizations:

$$h^k = \frac{h}{(\sum_{m=0}^{M-1} |h[m]|^k)^{1/k}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.5)

Moreover, the number of bins must be the same and the color information coded in the bins, which are compared, must be equal for all images under investigation.

### 6.7 Conclusions

The benchmarking framework we developed, provides means to test and compare (parts of) CBIR engines. To ensure fast performance, we executed the
benchmark with retrieval results that were already stored (cached). So, users can judge retrieval results, independent of retrieval speed. This is conform the advice of Leung and Ip [140] who stated that “a central aim for the benchmark is to test the ability to retrieve images by content rather than the speed of retrieval.” In addition, Puzicha and Rubner [197] stated: “Performance comparisons should account for the variety of parameters that can affect the behavior of each measure. ... A fair comparison in the face of this variability can be achieved by giving every measure the best possible chance to perform well.”

In the next two chapters, two benchmarks are presented. The first benchmark was developed to evaluate both low and high dimensional retrieval engines. However, exhaustive evaluation of distance measures such as done by Zhang and Lu [302], was not our intention. In order to restrict the size of the first benchmark, we selected a simple (i.e., the intersection distance [256]) and an advanced distance measure (the quadratic distance [174]), suited for respectively low and high dimensional schemes. The first benchmark incorporates four quantization schemes (i.e., 11, 64, 166, and 4096 bins). Based on the results of the first benchmark, the second benchmark uses only two quantization schemes (i.e., 11 and 4096 bins) and combines these with the intersection measure and with a newly developed distance measure, which utilized intra-bin statistics. In Chapters 11 and 12 the benchmark is also used for judging respectively texture analysis techniques and object-based image retrieval engines.
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Abstract

We present the concept of intelligent Content-Based Image Retrieval (iCBIR), which incorporates knowledge concerning human cognition in system development. The present research focuses on the utilization of color categories (or focal colors) for CBIR purposes, in particularly considered to be useful for query-by-heart purposes. The research presented in this chapter explores its potential use for query-by-example purposes. Their use was validated for the field of CBIR in two experiments (26 subjects; stimuli: 4 times the 216 W3C web-safe colors) and one question (“mention ten colors”). Based on the experimental results a Color LookUp Table (CLUT) was defined. This CLUT was used to segment the HSI color space into the 11 color categories. With that a new color quantization method was introduced making a 11 bin color histogram configuration possible. This was compared with three other histogram configurations of 64, 166, and 4096 bins. Combined with the intersection and the quadratic distance measure we defined seven color matching systems. An experimentally founded benchmark for CBIR systems was implemented (1680 queries were performed measuring relevance and satisfaction). The 11 bin histogram configuration did have an average performance. A promising result since it was a naive implementation and is still a topic of development.

This chapter is almost identical to:
7.1 Introduction

Digital media are rapidly replacing their analog counterparts. Less than 10 years ago a digital photo camera was solely used in professional environments [112]. In contrast, nowadays many home users own a digital photo camera. This development is accompanied by (i) the increasing amount of images present on the Internet, (ii) the availability of the Internet for an increasing number of people, and (iii) a decline in digital storage costs.

As a result, the need for browsing image collections emerged. This development gave birth to a new field within Information Retrieval (IR): image retrieval. When images are part of a web-page or when images are textually annotated in another form, IR-techniques can be utilized. However, how to search for images that are not properly annotated? We will first discuss quantitative followed by qualitative arguments, that point out the relevance of Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). CBIR uses features of the image itself (i.e., color, texture, shape, and spatial characteristics), which enables us to search for images that are not textually annotated.

Murray [169] determined in his paper "Sizing the Internet" on July 10, 2000 that 2.1 billion unique pages were present on the Internet. He further states that "Internet growth is accelerating, indicating that the Internet has not yet reached its highest growth period.". Currently, estimates of the number of unique pages range from over 50 million[172] up to over 12 billion [106]. In addition, Murray determined the average number of images present on a page to be 14.38. One year later Kanungo et al. [120] drew a sample of Internet (consisting of 862 pages) and determined the average number of images per page as being 21.07. Unfortunately, neither of these papers report their definition of an image. The latter is of importance since one can make a distinction between images (e.g., cartoons and photos) and web graphics (i.e., backgrounds, bullets, arrows, and dividers). Furthermore, the size of the "invisible web" (i.e., databases available through websites) was not taken into account. From the previous facts can be derived that between 720 million and 250 billion images are present on the Internet. Due to a lack of statistical data, we can not make an estimation of the two other sources of images: the "invisible Internet' and home users' private image collections. However, it is safe to say that these two latter sources of images, will increase the number of images substantially.
Next to the quantitative argument as discussed above, a qualitative argument can be made that illustrates the importance of CBIR. Let $P$ be a square of pixels. $P$ either consist of characters $c$ or is an image $i$. Let $i$ be a graphic itemizing bullet, typically of size $8^2$ to $26^2$ pixels. Let $c$ be the word “the”. Using a standard font-size the word “the” needs a square of $17^2$ pixels, which equals the average size of a bullet. However, a graphic itemizing bullet can, for example, resemble “the footprint of a bear”\(^1\) using as much pixels but having a much richer semantic content. So, the saying “a picture is worth more than a thousand words” holds when considering the semantics that can be expressed per area.

Based on these considerations it can be concluded that CBIR is of significant importance for IR in general, for retrieval of unannotated images in image databases, and for home users that manage their own image (e.g., photo) collections. However, as Smeulders et al. [240] noted in 2000 “CBIR is at the end of its early years” and is certainly not the answer to all problems. To mention a few, CBIR-engines are not capable of searching beyond a closed domain, are computationally too expensive, have a low retrieval performance, and do not yield results that match the needs of the user. Therefore, the CBIR techniques used are still subject of development.

Due to the large differences between users’ search strategies, even interactive user-adaptable CBIR-engines have been proposed [73, 81]. Such an approach is as useful as it is complex. We will attempt to find out whether such an approach is needed at this moment in CBIR development.

Our approach to improve the performance of CBIR systems is through the utilization of knowledge concerning human cognitive capabilities. In our research the distinction is made between query-by-memory and query-by-example, each requiring cognitive processes. With query-by-memory the user has to define image features by memory, whereas in case of query-by-example an example image is supposed to be present. A CBIR engine uses features such as shape, spatial characteristics, texture, and color to explore the image content. The current research will focus on the latter feature: color. It will be shown in this chapter that human color categories can be utilized for CBIR techniques.

\(^1\)Text and bullet are present on: http://www.w3schools.com/graphics/graphics_bullets.asp [accessed on May 16, 2004]
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7.1.1 Query-by-Example versus Query-by-Heart

Most CBIR-engines distinguish two forms of querying, in which the user uses either an example image (query-by-example) or defines features by heart, such as: shape, color, texture, and spatial characteristics (query-by-heart). In the latter case, we are especially interested in the use of the feature color. In the remaining part of this article we therefore define query-by-heart as query-by-heart utilizing color. At the foundation of both query-by-example and query-by-heart, lies a cognitive process, respectively color discrimination and color memory. Let us illustrate the importance of the distinction between query-by-example and query-by-heart by a simple example. Imagine a user wants to find images of brown horses.

Suppose the user possesses one such image and uses it to query-by-example. Images found will be matched to the example image by the CBIR engine. The resulting images are presented to the user. The user compares all retrieved images with his own image and with each other. This comparison we call the process of color discrimination. So, in this process the colors are (directly) compared to each other.

In the case of query-by-heart the user is required to retrieve the color brown from memory. Probably, this will not be one particular color, but rather a fuzzy notion of some set of colors: a color category, based on color memory. Each of the elements of this brown set (or category) are acceptable colors. There is no need for several types of brown. Providing the keyword “brown” or pressing a button resembling the fuzzy set brown is sufficient.

In both forms of querying the CBIR-system can use a Color Look-Up Table (CLUT) for the determination of the elements of this set, described by R, G, and B-values. The set is fuzzy due to the several influences on the color (of the object of interest), such as the color of the surrounding and the semantic context in which the object is present.

However, it is clear that a distinction should be made between color categorization by discrimination and color categorization by memory. An important distinction because humans are capable of discriminating millions of colors but when asked to categorize them by memory, they use a small set colors: focal colors or color categories [15, 82, 210]. Despite the fact that the importance of such a distinction is evident, this differentiation is not made in
We propose to use the 11 color categories for query-by-heart purposes in CBIR. For this purpose the front end of a CBIR engine was already extended with an eleven color pallet, as described in [34]. The 11 color matching engine perfectly fits this interface. However, we wanted to explore the use of the 11 color categories further and extend their use to query-by-example. But before this was done an endeavor was toward experimental evidence for the 11 color categories.

7.2 The benchmark

In order to assess the validity of our approach for image retrieval, we have made a first comparison study with the three color matching algorithms described above. The field of IR provides two metrics for estimating retrieval effectiveness: recall and precision. Recall signifies the relevant images in the database that are retrieved in response to the query. Precision is the proportion of the retrieved images that are relevant to the query.

\[
\text{recall} = \frac{\#\text{relevant retrieved}}{\#\text{relevant}} \quad \text{precision} = \frac{\#\text{relevant retrieved}}{\#\text{retrieved}} \quad (7.1)
\]

The key issue is to determine which images are relevant. Merriam-Webster’s dictionary [162] defines relevance as “the ability (as of an information retrieval system) to retrieve material that satisfies the needs of the user”. So, relevance concerns the satisfaction of the user. The judgment of users is the only way to determine the recall and precision of the matching algorithms [100].

As we are unable to a priori approximate the number of relevant images for a given query, it is not possible to determine the recall of the systems. We can only examine their precision. The number of retrieved images follows from the retrieval and is fixed to 15 for this experiment. So, it is required to know the number of relevant retrieved images, for which the experiments described in this section are used.
7.2 The benchmark

7.2.1 Histogram configurations

Four histogram configurations were used (11, 64, 166, 4096 bins), each having their own quantization method. For the histogram configuration using 11 bins a quantization method was used based on the proposed segmented HSI color space. The configuration containing 64 bins is inspired by the PicHunter [54] image retrieval engine, which uses a HSV(4x4x4) quantization method. The quantization method used for the 166 bins is similar to the approach described in [244]. We call the configuration HSV(18x3x3)+4, meaning that the quantization was performed for 18 hues, 3 saturation, 3 values, and 4 achromatics (representing the central rod in the HSV color space). The last histogram configuration is the QBIC configuration using 4096 bins [71, 174]. The quantization method used for this configuration is RGB(16x16x16). This (computational heavy) configuration is picked to show the insignificance of the color space (used for quantization) when a large number of bins is used. Please note that the color histogram matching methods described in the previous Section have been implemented for this experiment and that no efforts have been made to exactly copy the optimized matching algorithms of the PicHunter, QBIC, and the system described by [244].

7.2.2 Distance measures

Two histogram matching functions are used in the current setup of the benchmark: the histogram intersection distance and the quadratic distance. For other histogram matching functions we refer to works of Gonzales [84] and Puzicha [197]. We have chosen for these two measures because: (i) the intersection distance is one the most used and widely excepted measures, (ii) the quadratic distance is reported as performing good [174], and (iii) we had to limit the number of measure since our focus lies on quantization and a benchmark should be workable. Exhaustive testing of all distance measures was therefore not conducted.

Swain’s [256] color-indexing algorithm identifies an object by comparing its colors to the colors of each of the potential target objects. This is done by matching the color histograms of the images via their histogram intersection; see also the previous chapter. This quadratic distance measures is used in QBIC [71]; see also the previous chapter. Since it is computationally very ex-
pensive in its naive implementation optimizations are proposed, as described in [91].

7.2.3 Design

For the benchmark two distance measures are chosen: the intersection distance (see Equation ??) and the quadratic distance (see Equation ??). We have used the four histograms, consisting of respectively 11, 64, 166, and 4096 bins (as described in 7.2.1. Each distance measure was applied on each number of bins, with one exception. The combination of 4096 bins with the quadratic distance measure was found computationally much too expensive to use[91]. So, as denoted in Table 8.1, in total seven systems that are compared in this benchmark.

Table 7.1: The seven engines incorporated in the CBIR-benchmark, defined by their color quantization scheme (i.e., 11, 64, 166, or 4096 bins) and the distance measure applied; i.e., the intersection distance (ID) or the quadratic distance (QD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>11 bins</th>
<th>64 bins</th>
<th>166 bins</th>
<th>4096 bins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intersection</td>
<td>ID-11</td>
<td>ID-64</td>
<td>ID-166</td>
<td>ID-4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic distance</td>
<td>QD-11</td>
<td>QD-64</td>
<td>QD-166</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each system, 20 query results had to be judged by human subjects, making a total of 140 per subject. Each set of 140 queries was fully randomized, to control for influence of order. Normally such retrieval results are presented in their ranked order. However, if this would have been done in the experiment the subjects would be biased to the first retrieval results after a few queries. Therefore, the ranking of the retrieved images is presented in random order.

Each query resulted in 15 retrieved images, presented in a 5x3 matrix. On the left side of this matrix the query image was shown. The layout (4:3) and the size of the images were chosen in such a way that the complete retrieval result was viewable and no scrolling was necessary (see Figure 8.2).
Figure 7.1: The interface of a query such as was presented to the subjects. They were asked to select the best matching images and to rate their satisfaction.
7.2.4 Subjects, instructions and data gathering

12 subjects, both men and women in the age of 20-60, participated in the benchmark, making a total of 1680 query-results (one of them did not finish the experiment). The subjects were asked to judge the retrieved images solely based on the color distribution hereby ignoring the spatial distribution of the colors. It was emphasized that semantics, shape, etc. should not influence their judgment. The judgment of the subjects was two-fold. On the one hand they were asked to mark the images that they judged as relevant. On the other hand, they were asked to indicate their overall satisfaction with the retrieved results on a scale from 1 to 10 (see Figure 8.2).

We recorded for each query of each participant: the image ID, the query number, the distance measure used, the number of bins used, satisfaction rate, and images judged as relevant.

Both the number of selected images and the rating for each query were normalized per person. This was necessary since the range of the number of selected images as well as the rating of satisfaction varied strongly between subjects. The normalized values were used for the analysis.

7.2.5 Results

We have analyzed the data using six one-way ANalyses Of VAriance (ANOVA). For both the number as relevant retrieved indicated (by way of selection) images and the overall rated satisfaction of the query-result, the systems were compared as well as their compounds: their histogram configuration (11, 64, 166, and 4096 bins) and their distance measure (quadratic distance QD and the intersection distance ID). See also Table 8.1, which provides an overview of all engines and their compounds. Table 7.2 provides both the mean number of images selected and Table 7.3 provides the mean rated satisfaction for each of these engines.

For both the relevant retrieved images as the satisfaction rate, strong differences were found between the seven systems (resp. F(6,1673) = 10.39, p < .001 and F(6,1673) = 12.72, p < .001). Nevertheless, for both the relevant retrieved images and the rated satisfaction, the systems could be clustered in three groups, using Duncan’s multiple range test (p = .05). This was done by
Table 7.2: The seven engines incorporated in the CBIR-benchmark, defined by their color quantization scheme (i.e., 11, 64, 166, or 4096 bins) and the distance measure applied; i.e., the intersection distance (ID) or the quadratic distance (QD). For each engine, the average number of images denoted (i.e., selected) as being correct is provided. Moreover, the engines were clustered by performance using the Duncan’s multiple range test ($p = .05$). Three clusters were identified, denoted by italics, bold and underlined fonts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>11</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>166</th>
<th>4096</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>5.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QD</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3: The seven engines incorporated in the CBIR-benchmark, defined by their color quantization scheme (i.e., 11, 64, 166, or 4096 bins) and the distance measure applied; i.e., the intersection distance (ID) or the quadratic distance (QD). For each engine, the average rating of satisfaction are provided. Moreover, the engines were clustered by performance using the Duncan’s multiple range test ($p = .05$). Three clusters were identified, denoted by italics, bold and underlined fonts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>11</th>
<th>64</th>
<th>166</th>
<th>4096</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>6.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QD</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>4.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the construction of homogeneous subsets, assuming equal variances. In Tables 7.2 and 7.3 the three groups are denoted by italic, bold, and underlined fonts.

A more detailed analysis, revealed a clear influence of both the distance measure ($F(1,1678) = 38.09, p < .001$) and the number of bins ($F(3,1676) = 12.75, p < .001$), on the number of relevant images. The same results were shown on the satisfaction for both the distance measure ($F(1,1678) = 45.74, p < .001$) and the number of bins ($F(3,1676) = 15.73, p < .001$).

In order to determine the variability between subjects in their judgments two additional one-way ANOVAs were done. Their outcome was that the subjects differ in a large extent on both their satisfaction ($F(11,1668) = 38.77, p$}
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< .001) and the as relevant judged images (F(11,1668) = 39.03, p < .001). For satisfaction we identified five groups and for the number of relevant images we were able to identify seven groups of subjects, again using Duncan’s multiple range test (p < .05). Since 12 subjects participated, this illustrates the enormous inter personal differences in rated satisfaction and in the judgment of when an image is relevantly retrieved.

7.3 Discussion

The new color quantization scheme (or segmentation), introduced in the previous chapter, was compared with histograms consisting of 64, 166, and 4096 bins. This was done using two distance measures: the intersection distance and the quadratic distance. The seven resulting systems were tested in a benchmark.

The system that combined the 11 bin histogram with the intersection distance measure performed better than all systems using quadratic measures, but it performed not as good as systems using a stronger quantization of color space (i.e., used histograms with resp. 64, 166, 4096 bins) combined with the intersection distance measure. So, our naive implementation of the 11 bin concept should be boosted in order to be comparable with systems using histograms with more bins.

A few explanations can be given for the lack of performance. Since, we have used an extreme weak quantization relatively, much performance can be gained by incorporating statistical techniques, such as within-bin color distributions. Moreover, the 11 color category matching approach was initially developed for query-by-heart purposes, where with the benchmark it was tested for query-by-example purposes.

However, an advantage of the 11 bin approach is its low computational complexity. On this issue, the 11 bin concept outperforms the other histograms by far. Taking in consideration that the latter is of extreme importance [119] in the field of CBIR, the results were very promising. In the next chapter, an enhanced 11 color categories approach is introduced, accompanied by a matching, new similarity measure.
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Abstract

In this chapter, a new weighted similarity function was introduced. It exploits within bin statistics, describing the distribution of color within a bin. In addition, a new CBIR benchmark was successfully used to evaluate both new techniques. Based on the 4050 queries judged by the users, the 11 bin color quantization proved to be useful for CBIR purposes. Moreover, the new weighted similarity function significantly improved retrieval performance, according to the users.

This chapter is a compressed version of:
The organization of this chapter is as follows. We start with the introduction of the enhanced 11 bin color quantization in Section 8.1. In Section 8.2, the newly developed accompanying similarity function for query-by-example is defined. Both the color space segmentation, which resulted in a color quantization scheme for CBIR, and the new similarity function are applied in a benchmark. The three CBIR systems used in the benchmark, the method of research, the results and the discussion of the results can be found in Section 8.4.

8.1 Enhanced 11 bin color quantization

The 11 bin quantization of color space was originally developed for query-by-memory (see Chapter 5). So, the user has to rely on his limited color memory when judging the retrieved images. For the query-by-example paradigm, the drastic reduction of color information to 11 color categories (or bins) is coarse, as was shown in Chapter 5.

However, query-by-example is of importance for CBIR since it has two advantages compared to query-by-memory: (i) It requires a minimal effort of the user and (ii) It is the most wieldy paradigm since all possible features (color, texture, shape, and spatial information) can be analyzed. In a query-by-memory the latter is hard and partially impossible. For example, users experience it as difficult to sketch a shape[284] and are not capable of defining complex textures. Since query-by-example is such an important paradigm for CBIR, we should aim to adopt the 11 bin quantization scheme to the query-by-example paradigm.

We will now explain that instead of adopting a more precise quantization scheme, the notion of the 11 color categories should be preserved. However, a higher precision is needed for the 11 bin quantization scheme.

In the latter chapter, the 166 bin quantization (18x3x3) of HSV color space was not judged as performing significantly better in query-by-example than the 64 bin quantization (4x4x4) of HSV color space. This despite the fact that the 166 bin quantization is 2.6 times more precise than the 64 bin quantization. Hence, a more precise quantization scheme is not a guarantee for success. In addition, in the same study the 11 bin color quantization performed as well.
as the more precise, 64 and 166 bin quantizations. So, the 11 bin quantization can be considered as an extremely efficient color quantization scheme.

The success of the 11 bin color quantization scheme can be explained by its origin: human color categorization, where the 64 and 166 bin quantization schemes naively segmented each of the three axes of HSV color space into equal segments.

One way to extend the 11 color histogram would be to divide each color category in a number of segments, for example, relative to the size of the area each category consumes in the HSI color space. However, with such an approach only the number of pixels present in a bin are taken into account; color variations within bins are ignored. Therefore, we chose to incorporate statistical information that describes the distribution of pixels within each bin.

Such an approach is only useful if a segment of color space represented by a bin is perceptually intuitive for the users. The naive 64, 166, and 4096 bin quantizations as used in previous chapter are not perceptually intuitive for users. For these quantization schemes, the incorporation of statistical data would not make sense.

Since the statistical values can be precomputed and stored, these can be represented as a vector of size $n \times a$ where $n$ is the number of bins and $a$ is the number of statistical values per bin. This representation is similar to the vector-representation of a histogram. Therefore, each statistical value can be represented as a virtual bin. Therefore, such an approach is relatively cheap compared to a more precise quantization.

In the next section, we will describe the within bin statistical information and how it is used as a similarity measure.

### 8.2 Similarity function using within bin statistics

#### 8.2.1 The intersection similarity measure

A distance measure calculates the distance between two histograms. A distance of zero represents a perfect match. We use the histogram intersection distance ($D$) of Swain and Ballard [256] between a query image($q$) and a target
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image \( t \):

\[
D_{q,t} = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} | h_q(m) - h_t(m) | ,
\]

(8.1)

where \( M \) is the total number of bins, \( h_q \) is the normalized query histogram, and \( h_t \) is the normalized target histogram.

When combining distance measures (by multiplying them), a single perfect match would result in a perfect match for the total combination. However, this is an unwanted situation since one would expect a perfect match if and only if all distance measures indicate a perfect match. Therefore, the similarity (i.e., similarity = 1 - distance) for each variable is calculated, instead of its distance.

In order to determine the intersection similarity \( S \) we adapt Equation 8.1 to give:

\[
S_{q,t} = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} 1 - | h_q(m) - h_t(m) | .
\]

(8.2)

### 8.2.2 Extension of the intersection measure

Based on Equation 8.2 a new distance measure is developed, incorporating statistical information of each color category separately. In histogram matching only the magnitudes of the bins are of importance (i.e., the number of pixels assigned to each bin). However, for our new distance measure we will use five values next to the amount of pixels in the bins.

These values are stored in a color bucket \( b \), assigned to every color category (or quantized color space segment):

\[
\begin{align*}
x_1(b) &= \#(b) \quad \text{(i.e., the amount of pixels in bucket } b) \\
x_2(b) &= \mu H(b) \quad \text{(i.e., the mean hue } H \text{ of bucket } b) \\
x_3(b) &= \mu S(b) \quad \text{(i.e., the mean saturation } S \text{ of bucket } b) \\
x_4(b) &= \sigma H(b) \quad \text{(i.e., the } SD \text{ of the hue values } H \text{ in bucket } b) \\
x_5(b) &= \sigma S(b) \quad \text{(i.e., the } SD \text{ of the saturation values } S \text{ in bucket } b) \\
x_6(b) &= \sigma I(b) \quad \text{(i.e., the } SD \text{ of the intensity values } I \text{ in bucket } b),
\end{align*}
\]

where \( x_i(b) \) denotes value \( i \) of color bucket \( b \) of either query image \( q \): \( q_i(b) \) or
of target image $t$: $t_i(b)$. SD is the abbreviation of Standard Deviation.

For each pair $q_i$ and $t_i$ (with $i \in \{1, 6\}$), of each bucket $b$ the similarity $S_{q_i,t_i}$ is determined, as follows:

$$S_{q_i,t_i}(b) = 1 - \frac{|q_i(b) - t_i(b)|}{SD(b)}, \quad (8.3)$$

where the range of $S_{q_i,t_i}$ is $[0,1]$.

For the buckets representing the achromatic color categories, no values were calculated for the hue and saturation axis. The achromatic color categories are situated in the central rod of the HSI model. Hue values are represented by the angle around this rod (indicating the basic color). Saturation values refer to the distance of a point to the central rod. The larger the distance, the stronger the color information of a certain hue, is present.

Achromatic colors show very small values for saturation, regardless of their hue angle. Therefore, when referring to achromatic categories, statistical information about the hue and saturation axis does not contribute to the precision of the search algorithm and is, therefore, ignored in the algorithm. To achieve the latter, by definition $\mu H(b) = \mu S(b) = \sigma H(b) = \sigma S(b) = 0$ for buckets $b$ representing achromatic colors. This results in $S_{q_2,t_2}(b) = S_{q_3,t_3}(b) = S_{q_4,t_4}(b) = S_{q_5,t_5}(b) = 1$.

In addition, note that the mean values for the third axis of the HSI color-space, the intensity axis, are not used for similarity calculation. With the exclusion of the mean intensity for each bucket, the similarity measure is intensity invariant, which enables generalization in matching. However, this advantage can, for example, become a disadvantage in a setting where solely color levels are compared.

Now that all values of a bucket are described, the total similarity for each color bucket $b$ (i.e., a quantized color category) can be defined as:

$$S_{q,t}(b) = S_{q_1,t_1}(b) \cdot S_{q_2,t_2}(b) \cdot S_{q_3,t_3}(b) \cdot S_{q_4,t_4}(b) \cdot S_{q_5,t_5}(b) \cdot S_{q_6,t_6}(b) \quad (8.4)$$

In addition to the statistical information, extra histogram information is used for determining the similarity. For each color bucket $b$ of the query image $q$ a weight-factor $W_q(b)$ is calculated. The weight is proportional to the amount of pixels in a bucket. So, the most dominant color category of the query image, having the most pixels, has the largest weight. The reason to add such a weight is twofold. First, small buckets that represent a relative small amount
of pixels do not disturb the similarity calculation. Second, empty buckets do not join the similarity calculation, because their weight is zero.

\[ W_q(b) = \frac{q_1(b)}{\sum_{i=0}^{B-1} q_1(i)} \]

where \( B \) is the total number of color buckets. Further, please note that for a normalized histogram, as is the case in the present research, Equation 8.5 can be rewritten as:

\[ W_q(b) = q_1(b). \]

The total image similarity is then defined as:

\[ S_{q,t} = \sum_{b=0}^{B-1} S_{q,t}(b) \cdot W_q(b). \]

A technical advantage of this similarity measure, which is incorporated in the 11 bin matching engine, is that it can be used or can be ignored when matching. The matching performance in a query-by-example setting will benefit from the additional information. For the query-by-memory paradigm the same engine can be used, but when preferred, the statistical information can be excluded.

### 8.2.3 Computational complexity

Each statistical value can be regarded as a virtual bin. For all 11 bins the standard deviation of the intensity (\( \sigma I \)) is determined. In addition, for the 8 chromatic colors the mean hue (\( \mu H \)), the mean saturation (\( \mu S \)), the standard deviation of the hue (\( \sigma H \)), and the standard deviation of the saturation (\( \sigma S \)) are determined. So, for the enhanced 11 bin configuration a total of \( 11 + 8 \cdot 4 = 43 \) virtual bins are added. Hence, the computational complexity of the enhanced 11 bin configuration is equal to that of a \( 11 + 43 = 54 \) bin histogram.
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The original feature vector, based on the 11 color categories, was originally developed for the query-by-memory paradigm. With respect to the query-by-example paradigm, we developed an extended color feature vector, which contains statistical color values for each color category. This approach has four major advantages:

1. A rich source of additional information is available (i.e., an additional 43 color features).
2. The human centered color space segmentation is utilized.
3. The CoBIR engine is still computationally inexpensive [119] (i.e., only 54 dimensions).
4. The additional information is based on color features that are natural for humans: hue, saturation, and intensity [246].

One could argue, though, that the extended color vector approach can not be merged with a human centered approach: Since the statistical values that represent the color features are mathematical artifacts, they are not intuitive for humans. That this is not necessarily the case, is illustrated by the forthcoming dialog, which is a metaphor alluding the color matching process. Mr. Black and Mr. White are doing manual color based image retrieval:

White: Hey, what about this picture? This picture has the same amount of green as the query image.
Black: That’s right, but on average this green is a little bit more blue-ish than the image we are looking for.
White: I’m afraid, you’re right. Also the red parts are in general more pale, I guess.
Black: True, and moreover these orange parts have a range of different tints. They do not appear in the original image.
White: Hmm, indeed... I think the image we had just before, fits the query image better, doesn’t it?
Black: I totally agree. Let’s put it under that one, in our retrieval stack.

This dialog underlines that the natural components of the HSI color
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space [246] combined with the statistical measures, match human capabilities with respect to describing color features.

For optimal use of these extended features, we developed a new similarity measure that combines multiple color features per color category. This way of similarity matching is a top-down approach when the level of color feature abstraction is regarded. Let us discuss Figure 8.1 (adopted from Gong [83]) to clarify this.

Gong [83] describes a color feature axis in which he discerns levels of color feature abstraction. Three levels are made explicit: (i) color histograms, (ii) human color perception, and (iii) human color concepts (i.e., categories). Level (i) refers to histogram based CoBIR techniques founded on arbitrary color space segmentation [256]. Human perception (level (ii)) and human color concepts (level (iii)) are related to two query paradigms that are used in CoBIR, respectively query-by-example and query-by-memory.

Generally, CoBIR research is approached bottom-up; many efforts are done to reach abstraction level (ii). Computational methods should reach that abstraction level, to ensure optimal CoBIR performance in a query-by-example environment. PicHunter [54] and VisualSEEK [245] try to bridge the gap between level (i) and (ii) by using quantization methods that are more close to human perception. Nevertheless, these approaches do not close the color abstraction gap completely. More complex phenomena of human color perception, like the invariance for changes in image illumination, are not represented by them. As Mandal et al. [156] stated, “current histogram techniques retrieve similar images acquired under similar illumination levels. However, these techniques fail when images are acquired under varying illumination conditions.” A wide body of research is engaged with modeling illumination invariant features [66, 76–78, 156]. Since this is a complex area of research, it will require an enormous effort to close the gap with human color perception.

As described in Chapter 5, we used human color categorization data to segment color space. By using this segmented color space for CoBIR purposes, we can retrieve images based on color concepts. In other words, by segmenting color space into categories, we reached an abstraction level that comes close to the level of color concepts. As a result, we are perfectly able to fulfill the demands of the query-by-memory paradigm by using histograms that represent color categories. In that sense, we closed the (abstraction) gap
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Figure 8.1: An axis denoting the abstraction level of color features (adopted from Gong [83]). Between parenthesis we added the query paradigms at the color abstraction level which they require.

between color histograms and color concepts.

Next, we have expanded the CoBIR query domain of our approach to the query-by-example paradigm by using a top-down strategy (from level (iii) to (ii)). Note that this is an unconventional way to address the abstraction level of human color perception. However, since the color concepts influence the human color perception [294], correspondingly CoBIR might take advantage from an analog top-down effect. In this top-down approach we could exploit the advantage of the coarse segmentation of color space: The CoBIR engine utilizes color categories, each covering a broad variety of color values. As a result, the image retrieval performance is not influenced by complex perceptual issues (e.g., caused by changes in image illumination). Consequently, modeling of these features is not required in the proposed top down approach.

In contrast to query-by-memory where humans have to rely on their color memory, in a query-by-example environment they can directly differentiate color values of query and target images (see Chapter 5). So, the query-by-example paradigm requires color descriptors that reveal subtle color differences between images. As discussed earlier, we added mean and standard deviation values of the natural HSI color space, for each color category (also see Chapter 6). Matching of the mean values indicates the distance of the average color value between images per color category. Additionally, matching of the standard deviation of color values allows us to compare the coherence
of color values (per category) between images. Because of the natural character of the HSI color space, these values can be perceived and discussed by humans, as was illustrated in the dialog in the beginning of this section. The additional color features supply color information that is much more subtle than solely the quantitative information of color categories. Hence, a downgrade effect toward the abstraction level of human color perception is established. Moreover, color shift problems as described by Schettini et al. [219] do not occur, since no discrete distinction between colors is made by using high dimensional histograms.

As discussed above, we added values of the HSI color space, which represents axes that are natural for humans. In the current implementation the impact on the similarity calculation is equal for each value; they all have the same weight. Nevertheless, the values for hue could get a greater magnitude since “hue represents the most significant characteristic of the color.” [245] Possibly, this downgrade effect could be made even more strong by changing the weight of some of these additional features.

As measuring illumination can be a pitfall with regard to CoBIR for query-by-example purposes in a bottom up approach, we avoided it by the exclusion of the mean intensity value (for each color category). As a result, our CoBIR approach continues to be intensity invariant and is thus insensitive for changes in image illumination.

## 8.4 The CBIR benchmark

For the comparison of the three CBIR engines, a slightly modified version of the benchmark presented in Section 11.6 of Chapter 7 was used. Again the Corel image database, consisting of 60,000 images, served as our data-set. The engines to be tested are defined by two parameters: the color histogram of choice and the distance (or similarity) measure chosen. We will now discuss the three CBIR engines tested, using these two parameters.
8.4.1 Introduction: The 3 CBIR systems

For the first parameter, the color histogram database, two histogram configurations were used (11 and 4096 bins), each having their own quantization method. For the histogram configuration using 11 bins a quantization method was used based on the proposed segmented HSI color space. The second histogram configuration is the QBIC configuration using 4096 (16x16x16) bins[71, 174] determined in RGB color space. This computationally heavy configuration is chosen because it performed best in the benchmark described in the previous Chapter.

For the second parameter, two histogram matching functions were used in our benchmark: (i) the histogram intersection distance[256] (see Equation 8.1) and (ii) the proposed similarity function, which combines intersection similarity (see Equation 8.2) and statistical information (see Section 8.2). We have used the intersection distance measure because it was judged as performing better than the quadratic distance for all histogram configurations [26].

The proposed similarity function was only applied on the 11 bin configuration. So, in total three engines (i.e., combinations of color quantization schemes and distance measures) are compared in the benchmark: i) the 4096 bin configuration, ii) the 11 bin configuration, iii) the enhanced 11 bin configuration, using the similarity function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>11 bins</th>
<th>4096 bins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intersection distance</td>
<td>(ID - 11)</td>
<td>ID-4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extended intersection distance</td>
<td>(ID_e - 11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4.2 Method

For each of the three engines, 30 query results had to be judged by human subjects, making a total of 90 per participant. They were unaware of the fact
that three distinct engines were used to retrieve the images. Each set of 90 queries was fully randomized, to control for influence of order. Normally such retrieval results are presented in their ranked order. However, if this would have been the case in the benchmark, the participants would be biased to the first retrieval results after a few queries. Therefore, the ranking of the retrieved images is presented in random order.

Each query resulted in 15 retrieved images, presented in a 5x3 matrix. On the left side of this matrix the query image was shown (see Figure 8.2).

The participants were asked to judge the retrieved images solely based on the color distribution hereby ignoring the spatial distribution of the colors. It was emphasized that semantics, shape, etc. should not influence their judgment. The participants were asked to perform two tasks. On the one hand they were asked to mark the images that they judged as relevant. On the other hand, they were asked to indicate their overall satisfaction with the retrieved results on a scale from 1 to 10 (see Figure 8.2). The complete instructions can be found on http://eidetic.ai.ru.nl/CBIR-benchmark.html.

51 participants, both males and females in the age of 20-60, finished the benchmark; 11 did start with the benchmark but did not finish it. The data of this second group of participants was not taken into account for analysis.

Regrettably, six of the 51 participants did not complete the benchmark as instructed. Five of them did not select any of the retrieved images. One participant consistently selected one image for each of the 90 query results. Therefore, these six participants were not taken into account for the analysis. Hence, in total we did collect usable data of 45 participants, making a total of 4050 queries that were judged.

We recorded for each query of each participant: the image ID, the query number, the number of bins used, whether or not the within bin statistics were used, the selected satisfaction rate, and which and how many images the participant judged as relevant.

Both the number of selected images and the rating for each query were normalized per participant. The normalized values were used for the analysis. How this normalization was done is defined in the next section.
Figure 8.2: The interface of a query as was presented to the participants. They were asked to select the best matching images and to rate their overall satisfaction, with respect to their color distribution only.
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8.4.3 Normalization of the data

The participants’ strategies for selection and rating of the retrieved images varies enormously. On behalf of the analysis, a normalization of the scores was applied, for each participant separately.

Normalizing a range of scores takes the maximum and minimum score possible and the maximum and minimum score provided by the participant into account. Such a transformation is defined by:

\[ S_n = a \cdot S_p + b, \]  

(8.8)

where \( S_n \) is the normalized score, \( S_p \) is the score provided by the participant, and \( a \) and \( b \) are defined as:

\[ a = \frac{\text{max} - \text{min}}{\text{max}_p - \text{min}_p}, \quad b = \text{max} - a \cdot \text{max}_p \]  

(8.9)

with \( \text{max} \) and \( \text{min} \) being respectively the maximum and minimum score possible and \( \text{max}_p \) and \( \text{min}_p \) being the maximum and minimum score provided by the participant. Note that where \( S_p \) is an integer, the normalized score \( S_n \) is a real number, since both \( a \) and \( b \) are real numbers. However, this is not a problem for further analysis of the data.

8.4.4 Results

Two dependent variables resulted from the experiments: the number of images selected by the participants as acceptable and the overall rating given by the participants. Both measures were analyzed. The aim of the first phase of analysis was to determine whether a difference was present between the three engines. Therefore, for each measure a one-way ANOVA was applied. A strong and highly significant general difference was found between the engines for both the number of selected images (\( F(2,4047)=60.29; \ p<.001 \)) and for the overall rating provided by the participants (\( F(2,4047)=97.60; \ p<.001 \)).

A Duncan post hoc test on the number of selected images, revealed two homogeneous subsets within the group of three engines. According to the number of selected images, the \( ID-11 \) and \( ID_e-11 \) engines did not differ. Yet, this finding was not confirmed by the values on overall rating of the retrieval performance. A complete description of the statistical data can be found in Table 8.2.
Table 8.2: Descriptive statistics of the benchmark. Each engine is defined by its color quantization scheme (#bins) and whether or not statistical data on bin level (stats.) was taken into account. In addition, the number of queries (#queries) performed by each engine is mentioned. For the number of selected images (#images selected) as well as for the overall rating the mean (µ) value, the standard deviation (σ), and the confidence interval (min, max) at 99% is provided, for each engine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>engine</th>
<th>#queries</th>
<th>µ</th>
<th>σ</th>
<th>(min, max)</th>
<th>µ</th>
<th>σ</th>
<th>(min, max)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID_e - 11</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>3.65–4.17</td>
<td>5.10</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>4.94–5.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID - 4096</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>4.87–5.39</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>5.80–6.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the latter result we conducted an additional analysis. Six additional ANOVAs were applied: each of the three engines was compared with the two others for both measures. According to the overall rating the within bin statistics had improved the performance of the ID - 11 engine (F(1,2698)=15.15; p<.001). In contrast, on the number of selected images a non-significant (F(1,2698)=3.00; p<.084) was found. The complete results of the six ANOVAs can be found in Table 8.3.

Table 8.3: Strength and significance of the difference found between the 11 bin, the enhanced 11 bin (including within bin statistical information: + stats.), and the 4096 bin engine, on both the number of selected images and the overall rating.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>engine 1</th>
<th>engine 2</th>
<th>#images selected</th>
<th>rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID - 11</td>
<td>ID_e - 11</td>
<td>F(1,2698)= 3.00 (p&lt;.084)</td>
<td>F(1,2698)= 15.15 (p&lt;.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID - 11</td>
<td>ID - 4096</td>
<td>F(1,2698)= 99.02 (p&lt;.001)</td>
<td>F(1,2698)=181.23 (p&lt;.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID_e - 11</td>
<td>ID - 4096</td>
<td>F(1,2698)= 70.27 (p&lt;.001)</td>
<td>F(1,2698)= 93.44 (p&lt;.001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further, we were interested in the variability between participants. To determine a general effect of variability between participants, we applied a Multivariate ANOVA, which revealed, for both measures, a strong variability between participants (number of selected images: F(1,4046)=10.23; p<.001 and rating: F(1,4046)=6.61; p<.010).
Three Multivariate ANOVAs were done to determine for each of the three engines, how much participants differ in their scores. A complete overview of the variability between the participants for each of the three engines is provided in Table 8.4.

Table 8.4: Strength and significance of the variability between participants for the 11 bin, the enhanced 11 bin (including within bin statistical information: + stats.), and the 4096 bin engine, on both the number of selected images and the overall rating.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>engine</th>
<th>#images selected</th>
<th>rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID – 11</td>
<td>F(1,1348)= 7.00 (p&lt;.008)</td>
<td>F(1,1348)= 3.31 (p&lt;.069)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDe – 11</td>
<td>F(1,1348)= 5.83 (p&lt;.016)</td>
<td>F(1,1348)= 2.42 (p&lt;.120)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID – 4096</td>
<td>F(1,1348)= 0.47 (p&lt;.493)</td>
<td>F(1,1348)= 1.19 (p&lt;.276)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4.5 Discussion

A large amount of data was collected through the benchmark, which is permanently available for participants at http://eidetic.ai.ru.nl/CBIR-benchmark.html. The results of this research comprise 4050 queries that were judged by 45 participants. Two measures were used: the number of selected images and the overall rating, indicating the satisfaction of the participant.

Without being told, the participants judged three distinct engines. Each engine can be defined by a combination of a color quantization measure and a distance measure. Two engines used the 11 bin quantization of color space introduced in Chapter 5 and the third one used the 4096 bin quantization of color space, adopted from IBM’s QBIC [91, 244]. The latter was judged as performing best in the previous chapter. The 4096 bin quantization and one of the 11 bin quantizations, which we call the ID – 11 engine, employed the intersection distance measure. The other 11 bin quantization was equipped with a newly developed similarity function, based on within bin statistical information, which we therefore name the IDe – 11 engine.

The original feature vector, based on the 11 color categories, was originally developed for the query-by-memory paradigm, as discussed in Sec-
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7.1.1 of Chapter 7. With respect to the query-by-example paradigm, we developed an extended color feature vector, which contains statistical color values for each color category. This approach has four major advantages:

1. A rich source of additional information is available; i.e., an additional 43 color features.
2. The human centered color space segmentation is utilized.
3. The CoBIR engine is still computationally inexpensive [119]; i.e., only 54 dimensions.
4. The additional information is based on color features that are intuitive for humans: hue, saturation, and intensity [84, 246].

However, one could argue that the extended color vector approach cannot be merged with a human centered approach: Since the statistical values are mathematical artifacts, which are not intuitive for humans. That this is not necessarily the case, is illustrated by the forthcoming dialog, which is a metaphor alluding the color matching process: “Mr. Black and Mr. White are doing manual color based image retrieval:

White: Hey, what about this picture? This picture has the same amount of green as the query image.
Black: That’s right, but on average this green is a little bit more blue-ish than the image we are looking for.
White: I’m afraid, you’re right. Also the red parts are in general more pale, I guess.
Black: True, and moreover these orange parts have a range of different tints. They do not appear in the original image.
White: Hmm, indeed... I think the image we had just before, fits the query image better, doesn’t it?
Black: I totally agree. Let’s put it under that one, in our retrieval stack.

This dialog underlines that the natural components of the HSI color space combined with the statistical measures, match human capabilities with respect to describing color features.” [129]

The enhancement/extension of the 11 bin color quantization scheme combined with the new similarity measure improved the performance significantly compared to the standard 11 of bin color quantization scheme com-
combined with the intersection measure. However, the 4096 bin engine performed best, according to the participants.

The advantage of the standard 11 bin approach in combination with the new similarity measure, is its low computational complexity, where it outperforms the 4096 bin histogram by far. Taking in consideration that the latter is of extreme importance [119] for the usage of CBIR systems, the results were very promising.

Another aspect of concern is in how far the participants differed in judging CBIR-engines. If these differences are significant one would need interactive user-adaptable CBIR-engines [73, 81]. The latter would increase the complexity of CBIR system development enormously.

A strong variability between the participants was found for all three engines, with respect to the number of images they selected (see Table 8.4). In contrast, the overall rating did not show a significant variability between the participants for any of the engines. So, a strong discrepancy was present between both measures, with respect to the variability between participants.

Moreover, the participants reported that judging whether a retrieved image should be considered as relevant, is a particularly difficult process. This was mainly due to the fact that they were asked to judge the images based solely on their color distribution and to ignore their semantic content. Therefore, we have strong doubts concerning the reliability of the number of selected images as a dependent variable. The overall rating should be considered as the only reliable variable. For a benchmark such as ours, the number of selected images should, therefore, not be included in future research nor in further analysis of the current research.

With this second benchmark, we end our evaluations directed to purely color-based image retrieval. In the next chapters, a new line of research is explored. It continues the work discussed in this and the previous chapters. Again, the color space segmentation, as introduced in Chapter 5 will be utilized. However, in this third line of research another important feature used by CBIR engines will be explored: Texture.
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Texture representations
Abstract

In the first part of this chapter, the concept texture is introduced and the difficulty of defining texture is illustrated. Next, a short description of the two approaches to texture analysis is given, followed by the introduction of a new, efficient algorithm for the calculation of the co-occurrence matrix, a gray-scale texture analysis method. The co-occurrence matrix is extended to color with the introduction of the color correlogram. Last, some applications of texture analysis are described and the classifiers used in this thesis to perform texture classification are introduced. In the second part of this chapter, first, a gray-scale study is done to determine the optimal configuration for the co-occurrence matrix on a texture classification task. Second, the co-co-occurrence matrix and the color correlogram were both used for the analysis of colorful texture images. The use of color improved the classification performance. In addition was found that coarse quantization schemes are more successful than more precise quantization schemes.

This chapter is partly based on:
9.1 Texture defined

Texture is an intuitive concept that describes properties like smoothness, coarseness, and regularity of a region [84]. Texture is an important element to human vision, it provides cues to scene depth and surface orientation.

In the next sections, Intensity-based texture will be described, which has been the topic of investigation for many years and has proven useful. For example, the black and white television proves the usability of Intensity-based texture: people are able to see 3D in a 2D black and white screen. So, it seems important to look at Intensity-based textures before looking at colorful textures because the techniques used by Intensity-based textures can probably be expanded to color-texture.

9.1 Texture defined

This section provides an overview of the definitions of texture that have been proposed in the literature over the years. It is adopted from the web page of MeasTex [242] and after that extended.

Even though texture is an accepted intuitive concept, a formal definition of texture seems elusive. In 1973, Haralick, Shanmugam, and Dinstein [95] noted (p611): "texture has been extremely refractory to precise definition". Over the years, many researchers have expressed this sentiment: Cross and Jain [55] (p.25): "There is no universally accepted definition for texture.", Bovik, Clarke, and Geisler [20] (p.55): "an exact definition of texture either as a surface property or as an image property has never been adequately formulated.", and Jain and Karu [110] (p.195): "Texture [eludes] a formal definition". Standard works confirm this. Gonzales and Woods [84] (p.665) state: "No formal definition of texture exists, intuitively this descriptor provides measures of properties such as smoothness, coarseness and regularity." and Ballard and Brown [7] write: "The notion of texture admits no rigid description, but a dictionary definition of texture as ‘something composed of closely interwoven elements’ is fairly apt.” The latter statement is confirmed by Merriam-Webster dictionary [162] which provides five definitions of texture, of which four are applicable for us:

1. a: “something composed of closely interwoven elements; specifically: a woven cloth” b: “the structure formed by the threads of a fabric”
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3. a: “the disposition or manner of union of the particles of a body or substance”
   b: “the visual or tactile surface characteristics and appearance of something, the
texture of an oil painting”

4. a: “basic scheme or structure” b: “overall structure”

Despite the lack of a universally agreed definition, all researchers agree on
two points. Firstly, there is significant variation in intensity levels between
nearby pixels; that is, at the limit of resolution, there is non-homogeneity. Sec-
ondly, texture is a homogeneous property at some spatial scale larger than the
resolution of the image.

Some researchers describe texture in terms of human visual perception:
that textures do not have uniform intensity, but are none-the-less perceived
as homogeneous regions by a human observer. For example, Bovik, Clarke,
and Geisler [20] (p.55) write: “an image texture may be defined as a local arrange-
ment of image irradiances projected from a surface patch of perceptually homogeneous
irradiances”. Also, Chaudhuri, Sarkar, and Kundu [44](p.233) write: “Texture
regions give different interpretations at different distances and at different degrees
of visual attention. At a standard distance with normal attention, it gives the no-
tion of macro-regularity that is characteristic of the particular texture. When viewed
closely and attentively, homogeneous regions and edges, sometimes constituting tex-

tels, are noticeable.” However, a definition based on human acuity poses prob-
lems when used as the theoretical basis for a quantitative texture analysis al-
gorithm. Faugeras and Pratt [70](p.323) note: “The basic pattern and repetition
frequency of a texture sample could be perceptually invisible, although quantitatively
present.”

9.2 Texture Analysis

There are two widely used approaches to describe the texture of a region, these
are statistical and structural. The statistical approach considers that the inten-
sities are generated by a two-dimensional random field. The methods used are
based on spatial frequencies and yield characterizations of textures as smooth,
coarse, grainy, etcetera. Examples of statistical approaches to texture analysis
are autocorrelation function, gray-level co-occurrence matrix, Fourier texture
analysis, edge frequency, and Law’s texture energy measures [231, 249].
9.3 The co-occurrence matrix

The structural techniques deal with the arrangement of image primitives, such as the description of texture based on regularly spaced, parallel lines [249]. In our research, the co-occurrence matrix was used to perform texture analysis because it is an important gray-scale texture analysis method [84, 95]. As Palm [185] states: ‘several studies favor the co-occurrence matrices in the gray-scale domain’. In addition, Sharma, Markou, and Singh [231] performed a comparative study using five texture analysis methods and found the co-occurrence matrix outperformed the other methods.

The co-occurrence matrix is constructed from an image by estimating the pairwise statistics of pixel intensity. In order to (i) provide perceptual intuitive results and (ii) tackle the computational burden, intensity was quantized into an arbitrary number of clusters of intensity values, which we will name: gray values.

The co-occurrence matrix $C_{\bar{d}}(i, j)$ counts the co-occurrence of pixels with gray values $i$ and $j$ at a given distance $\bar{d}$. The distance $\bar{d}$ is defined in polar coordinates $(\bar{d}, \alpha)$, with discrete length and orientation. In practice, $\alpha$ takes the values $0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ, 135^\circ, 180^\circ, 225^\circ, 270^\circ$, and $315^\circ$. The co-occurrence matrix $C_{\bar{d}}(i, j)$ can now be defined as follows:

$$C_{\bar{d}}(i, j) = \Pr(I(p_1) = i \land I(p_2) = j \mid |p_1 - p_2| = \bar{d}),$$

(9.1)

where $\Pr$ is probability, and $p_1$ and $p_2$ are positions in the gray-scale image $I$.

The algorithm yields a symmetric matrix, which has the advantage that only angles up to $180^\circ$ need to be considered. A single co-occurrence matrix can be defined for each distance $(\bar{d})$ by averaging four co-occurrence matrices of different angles (i.e., $0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ$, and $135^\circ$).

Let $N$ be the number of gray-values in the image, then the dimension of the co-occurrence matrix $C_{\bar{d}}(i, j)$ will be $N \times N$. So, the computational complexity of the co-occurrence matrix depends quadratically on the number of gray-scales used for quantization.

Because of the high dimensionality of the matrix, the individual elements of the co-occurrence matrix are rarely used directly for texture anal-
ysis. Instead, a large number of textural features can be derived from the matrix, such as: energy, entropy, correlation, inverse difference moment, inertia, Haralick’s correlation [95], cluster shade, and cluster prominence [51]. These features characterize the content of the image.

Note that in order to apply the co-occurrence matrix on color images, these images have to be converted to gray-value images. This conversion is described in Section 2.3, for several color spaces.

9.4 Colorful texture

For gray-scale image analysis multiple algorithms available, for color images this is not yet the case. However, new algorithms for color texture analysis are increasingly explored as color analysis becomes feasible [237]. One of the approaches that has been proposed several times is the so called color correlogram [102, 103, 237]. The color correlogram is an extension of the co-occurrence matrix to color images and was first proposed by Huang et al. [102].

Alternative methods have also been proposed in literature, the most important is the color histogram. The color histogram is extremely easy to compute and insensitive to small changes in viewing positions and partial occlusion. However, due to the lack of any spatial information, the histogram is liable to false positives [102].

Huang et al. [102, 103] used the color correlogram as a feature for image indexing and supervised learning. They found that the color correlogram performed better than well known methods like the color histogram. Therefore, in this research the color correlogram is used as a color texture descriptor.

The color correlogram is the colorful equivalent of the co-occurrence matrix. The color correlogram \( C_d(i, j) \) counts the co-occurrence of colors \( i \) and \( j \) at a given distance \( d \). So, for the color correlogram, not the intensity is quantized, but a color space is quantized. In Equation 9.1, \( i \) and \( j \) denote two gray-values. Subsequently, the color correlogram can be defined by Equation 9.1, with \( i \) and \( j \) being two color values.
9.5 Using texture

Texture analysis can be used for many applications. There are six categories of utilizations of texture analysis, these are texture segmentation, texture classification, texture synthesis and shape from texture [268]. A brief description of these different utilizations is given below.

1. **Texture segmentation** is the problem of trying to find different textures in one image. This is a difficult problem because usually one does not know how many different textures there are in an image, and what kind of textures, etc. But this knowledge is not necessary if there is a way to tell that two textures are different.

2. **Shape extraction from texture** can be applied next to texture segmentation. Based on local differences in color/intensity and texture shapes can be extracted from images.

3. **Texture classification** involves deciding in which texture category a given texture belongs. In order to do this, the different texture categories need to be known; e.g., rock, grass, fabric, clouds. Pattern recognition classifiers, like neural networks or Bayesian classifiers, can be used to classify the textures.

4. **Shape from texture.** Various visual cues are used by humans to recover 3D information from 2D images. One such cue is the distortion of textures due to the projection of the 3D world onto a 2D image plane. This distortion can be used to recover shape from texture.

5. **Texture synthesis** is the problem of synthesizing a new texture, from a given texture, that, when perceived by a human observer, appears to be generated by the same underlying stochastic process. Image synthesis can, for example, be used for image de-noising and image compression.

6. **Motion-from-texture** is the least frequently used application of texture. However, Werkhoven, Sperling, and Chubb [290] showed that drifting spatiotemporal modulations of texture can induce vivid motion percepts.

In this study, texture will be used for the first three utilizations: segmentation, shape extraction, and classification.
9.6 Three classifiers

The classification of texture can be done with different classifiers. Based on initial pilot experiments, in which different classifiers were compared, three classifiers were chosen:

1. **The statistic classifier** is based on discriminant analysis with linear discriminant functions $y_k$ that decides on class membership. An input vector $x$ is assigned to a class $C_k$ if $y_k(x) > y_j(x)$, for all $j \neq k$.

2. **The probabilistic neural network** approximates the probability density function of the training examples presented. It consists of three layers after the input layer: the pattern layer, the summation layer, and the output layer. The outcome is a classification decision in binary form.

3. **The K-nearest neighbor classifier** works with the following algorithm: suppose the data set contains $N_k$ data points in class $C_k$ and $N$ points in total, so that $\sum_k N_k = N$. The classifier then works by drawing a hypersphere around the point to classify, $x$, which encompasses $K$ points. To minimize the probability of misclassifying $x$, $x$ is assigned to the class $C_k$ for which the ratio $K_k / K$ is largest, where $K_k$ is the number of points from class $C_k$.

They were combined using the technique of majority voting [130]: when at least two of the three classifiers agree on the class label of a sample texture, this label is given else the label reject is given. An explanation for the choice to use them separately or to combine them is provided in the chapters where the classifiers are applied. The same holds for the parameter settings.

9.7 The exploratory gray-level study

A pilot study was done to explore the possibilities of the gray-level co-occurrence matrix as described in Section 9.3. In this study, a classification task on the MeasTex gray-scale texture database [242] is performed to determine the optimal set of textural features to be derived from the co-occurrence matrix (see Section 9.3). In addition, an attempt is made to describe what these features represent for humans.
9.7 The exploratory gray-level study

9.7.1 The features

As described in Section 9.3, features can be extracted from the co-occurrence matrix to reduce feature space dimensionality and so, reduce the computational complexity. Figures 9.1 and 9.2 visualize the relation between the features energy and entropy and between inertia (or contrast) and Inverse Difference Moment (IDM). In the next section, a textual description is provided of each of these features. This section provides the formal definitions of eight features from the co-occurrence matrix.

Energy
\[ \text{Energy} = \sum_{i,j} C(i, j)^2 \]

Entropy
\[ \text{Entropy} = -\sum_{i,j} C(i, j) \log C(i, j) \]

Inverse Difference Moment
\[ \text{Inverse Difference Moment} = \sum_{i,j} \frac{1}{1+(i-j)^2} C(i, j) \]

Inertia (or contrast)
\[ \text{Inertia} = \sum_{i,j} (i - j)^2 C(i, j) \]

Cluster Shade
\[ \text{Cluster Shade} = \sum_{i,j} ((i - \mu_i) + (j - \mu_j))^3 C(i, j) \]

Cluster Prominence
\[ \text{Cluster Prominence} = \sum_{i,j} ((i - \mu_i) + (j - \mu_j))^4 C(i, j) \]

Correlation
\[ \text{Correlation} = \sum_{i,j} \frac{(i-\mu_i)(j-\mu_j)C(i,j)}{\sigma_i\sigma_j} \]

Haralick’s correlation
\[ \text{Haralick’s correlation} = \frac{\sum_{i,j}(i\mu_x, j\mu_y, C(i,j))}{\sigma_x\sigma_y} \]

Notation
- \( C(i, j) \) the \((i, j)\)th entry in a co-occurrence matrix \( C \)
- \( \sum_i \) defined as: \( \sum_{i=1}^{M} \) where \( M \) is the number of rows.
- \( \sum_j \) defined as: \( \sum_{j=1}^{N} \) where \( N \) is the number of columns.
- \( \sum_{i,j} \) means \( \sum_i \sum_j \)
- \( \mu_i \) defined as: \( \mu_i = \sum_i \sum_j C(i, j) \)
- \( \mu_j \) defined as: \( \mu_j = \sum_j \sum_i C(i, j) \)
- \( \sigma_i \) defined as: \( \sigma_i = \sum_i (i - \mu_i)^2 \sum_j C(i, j) \)
- \( \sigma_j \) defined as: \( \sigma_j = \sum_j (j - \mu_j)^2 \sum_i C(i, j) \)
- \( \mu_x, \mu_y \) the mean of row and column sums respectively.
- \( \sigma_x, \sigma_y \) the standard deviation of row and column sums respectively.
Figure 9.1: The relation between energy and entropy: (a) energy low and entropy high and (b) energy high and entropy low.

Figure 9.2: The relation between inertia (or contrast) and Inverse Difference Moment (IDM): (a) inertia low and IDM high and (b) inertia high and IDM low.
9.7 The exploratory gray-level study

9.7.2 The features describing texture

In the latter section, the formal definitions of eight features were given. In the current section, the intuitive descriptions of these definitions, are given.

**Energy:** describes the uniformity of the texture. In a homogeneous image, there are very few dominant gray-tone transitions, hence the co-occurrence matrix of this image will have fewer entries of large magnitude. So, the energy of an image is high when the image is homogeneous.

**Entropy:** measures the randomness of the elements in the matrix, when all elements of the matrix are maximally random, entropy has its highest value. So, a homogeneous image has a lower entropy than an inhomogeneous image. In fact, when energy gets higher, entropy should get lower.

**Inverse difference moment:** has a relatively high value when the high values of the matrix are near the main diagonal. This is because the squared difference $(i - j)^2$ is smaller near the main diagonal, which increases the value of $\frac{1}{1+(i-j)^2}$.

**Inertia (or contrast):** gives the opposite effect compared to the inverse difference moment, when the high values of the matrix are further away from the main diagonal, the value of inertia (or contrast) becomes higher. So, inertia and the inverse difference moment are measures for the distribution of gray-scales in the image. Also, when inertia is high, there will be small regions in the texture with the same gray-scale, for inverse difference moment, the opposite is true.

**Cluster shade and Cluster prominence:** are measures of the skewness of the matrix, in other words the lack of symmetry. When cluster shade and cluster prominence are high, the image is not symmetric. In addition, when cluster prominence is low, there is a peak in the co-occurrence matrix around the mean values, for the image this means that there is little variation in gray-scales.

**Correlation:** measures the correlation between the elements of the matrix. When correlation is high the image will be more complex than when correlation is low.
Haralick’s correlation: is a measure of gray level linear dependence between the pixels at the specified positions relative to each other. Compared to normal correlation, Haralick’s correlation reacts stronger to the complexity of an image.

9.7.3 The implementation of the co-occurrence matrix

A new, efficient algorithm for calculating the co-occurrence matrix is developed. A straightforward way to calculate the co-occurrence matrix would be to consider each pixel \( p_i \) of gray-level \( i \) and count all \( p_j \) of gray-level \( j \) at an arbitrary distance \( \vec{d} = (d, \alpha) \), with \( |p_i - p_j| = \vec{d} \), for all possible \( i \) and \( j \). This would take \( O(nmb[d]) \) to compute, where \( n \times m \) denote the image size, \( b \) is the number of gray levels distinguished, and \( [\vec{d}] \) is the number of distances used, in our case four.

Our algorithm makes use of the definition of the co-occurrence matrix, instead of considering each gray-scale sequentially; it counts the co-occurrence of pixels with gray-values \( i \) and \( j \) at distance \( \vec{d} \). The image is only scanned once, where the straightforward algorithm goes through the image \( b[\vec{d}] \) times. For each pixel in the image, the pixels at the four distances \( \vec{d} \) are considered. This is directly stored in the co-occurrence matrix in one iteration:

Let \( I \) denote a gray-scale image and \( (\delta i, \delta j) \) be the displacement vector in the image \( I \) to obtain the pixel at distance \( \vec{d} = (1, \alpha) \) from pixel \( I[i][j] \). Let \( C \) be the co-occurrence matrix for all four angels (i.e., \( 0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ, \) and \( 135^\circ \)) as described in Equation 9.1, which is initialized by setting all entrances to zero. Then, our algorithm is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{for (i = 0; i < image\_width; i++)} \\
\quad \text{for (j=0; j < image\_height; j++)} \\
\quad \quad \text{foreach } \alpha \in \{0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ, \text{ and } 135^\circ\} \\
\quad \quad \quad C[I[i][j]][I[i + \delta i_\alpha ][j + \delta j_\alpha ]] + = 1;
\end{align*}
\]

This algorithm takes \( O(nm) \) time to compute.
9.7.4 Design

The co-occurrence matrix and the eight features were implemented as defined in Equation 9.1 and Equation 9.2. The intensity values were quantized in 64 bins using the RGB color space. The co-occurrence matrix was only calculated with distance 1, this is a common thing to do [95, 102]. As a database, the MeasTex gray-scale texture database [242] was used.

The MeasTex texture database is divided in five groups: asphalt, concrete, grass, misc, and rock. For this pilot study, only the groups concrete (12 images), grass (18 images), and rock (25 images) are used because the groups asphalt (4 images) and misc (9 images) are too small. The images did have a size of 512 \times 512 pixels.

In order to determine the optimal set of features for the co-occurrence matrix, a classification task was performed using a statistic classifier, as described in Section 9.6. Classification was applied using different combinations of the features. The classifier used is the discriminant analysis classifier from the statistic toolbox in Matlab, this classifier is used because it is thoroughly tested and has a good reputation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Textural features</th>
<th>Angle</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia (or contrast)</td>
<td>6.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>4.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inverse Difference Moment</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster Shade</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster Prominence</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haralick’s Correlation</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.7.5 Results

To illustrate the texture analysis, in Figure 9.3 a visual rendering of the co-occurrence matrix of an image in the MeasTex database is given. In Table 9.1,
Figure 9.3: (a) shows an image from which a co-occurrence matrix and features are calculated. In (b) a visual rendering is plotted of the co-occurrence matrix of image (a).

the features for this image are given.

The classification task was performed by the linear discriminant analysis classifier, using all 255 (i.e., \(8 \times 8 - 1\)) possible combinations of features. Four of the eight features used are found to be the strongest describers of a texture. These are entropy, inverse difference moment, cluster prominence, and Haralick’s correlation. When these features were used, 100% of the data was classified correct. When all the features were used, only 66% of the data classified correct. There is no risk of overfitting because a linear discriminant function was used to classify the data. A complete description of the results can be found in Van Rikxoort and Van den Broek [203].

9.7.6 Conclusion

The entropy, inverse difference moment, cluster prominence, and Haralick’s correlation were found to be a good descriptors of a gray-scale texture. In addition, an efficient way of implementing the co-occurrence matrix is presented. Now, it is interesting to look at colorful textures, using the color cor-
Huang et al. [102, 103] used the color correlogram in a whole as a feature. Like the co-occurrence matrix, this is a very high dimensional feature. Hence, it is desirable to reduce the dimension. Extracting features from the color correlogram is a method of reducing this dimension [185]. The features used for the gray-level co-occurrence matrix can be expanded to deal with the color correlogram [237].

Alternatively, color images can be read and converted to gray-scale images before calculating the features. This conversion can, using the RGB color space, be made by the following formula [78]:

\[ I = \frac{R + G + B}{3}, \]  

where \( I \) denotes Intensity or gray-value. The conversion from color to gray-scale for other color spaces is given in Section 2.3.

When analyzing colorful texture, the color space used will be quantized. However, it is not known how many different colors exactly influence the appearance of a texture to humans. There has been some research that suggests that only a few different colors are important to human color perception [64].

Finally, it seems a good idea to test the effect of using different color spaces for representing colorful texture. Sing et al. [237] used 11 different color spaces and found that all gave good results for texture analysis. However, there were very different classification performances observed, using the same texture features and the same experimental data, depending on which color space was used.

### 9.8 Exploring colorful texture

In this study, the color correlogram and co-occurrence matrix are used for the same colorful texture classification task. Hence, the performance of the color-correlogram is compared to the co-occurrence matrix. Huang et al. [103] quantized the image in 64 different colors using the RGB color space. In the current research, a number of different quantizations were used. They were initially compared using the RGB color space. In a later stage of the project, other color spaces will be tested too.
9.8.1 Design

To implement the color correlogram, the efficient implementation of the co-occurrence matrix (Section 9.7.3) was used. Huang et al. [102] propose another algorithm to implement the color correlogram efficiently. Their algorithm also takes $O(mn)$ (where $m \times n$ are the image geometries) time to compute. Although the algorithm proposed by Huang et al. is equally efficient to the algorithm as introduced in Section 9.7.3, the latter is preferred because it is more intuitive.

In this study, the performance of the co-occurrence matrix on colorful textures is compared to the performance of the color correlogram. In order to apply the co-occurrence matrix on the colorful textures, the textures are converted to gray-scale using the RGB color space, as described in Section 9.7.6.

For both the co-occurrence matrix and the color correlogram, the four features performing best in the gray-scale pilot study are extracted. As a database, the VisTex colorful texture database [159] is used. The VisTex database consists of 19 labeled classes, the classes that contain less than 10 images were not used in this study, which results in four classes: bark (13 images), food (12 images), fabric (20 images), and leaves (17 images).

A classification task is performed, using the three classifiers described in Section 9.6. The training and test-set for the classifiers are determined using random picking, with the prerequisite that each class had an equal amount of training data. As a statistic classifier, the statistic classifier from the Matlab “statistic toolbox” is used. The Probabilistic neural network used in this study is implemented in the “neural network toolbox” from Matlab. The K-nearest neighbor classifier is obtained from the Matlab Central File Exchange [261]. There is an optimum for the value of $K$ specific for each dataset. For this study, a value of $K = 2$ is chosen because of the small number of images.

9.8.2 Results

In Table 9.2 and 9.3, for both the co-occurrence matrix and the color correlogram, the percentages of correct classification are given for each of the three classifiers and for their combination. The classifiers were combined using the technique of majority voting, as described in Section 9.6. Combining the clas-
9.8 Exploring colorful texture

Classifiers provides better results than using either of the classifiers separately. The results indicate that the quantization scheme used is important for texture analysis. The color correlogram performs better than the co-occurrence matrix when a coarse quantization is used.

Table 9.2: The percentages of correct classification for each classifier and their combination, for the co-occurrence matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Gray levels</th>
<th>statistic</th>
<th>PNN</th>
<th>Knn</th>
<th>combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.3: The percentages of correct classification for each classifier and their combination, for the color correlogram.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Levels of color</th>
<th>statistic</th>
<th>PNN</th>
<th>Knn</th>
<th>combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>77%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9.8.3 Discussion

The color correlogram was compared to the co-occurrence matrix, using several quantization schemes on the RGB color space. The color correlogram performed better than the co-occurrence matrix. Hence, the color of a texture is important for its classification. Recently, Palm [185] came to the same conclusion when studying colorful texture. This result can be explained by the fact that when the co-occurrence matrix is used, only the intensity of the color is taken into account; hence, no differentiation is possible between two colors when their intensity values are equal.

Note that the best classification results are obtained using coarse quantization schemes, both with the color correlogram and the co-occurrence matrix.
This is consistent with earlier research where it was found that humans represent colors in just a few color categories, usually eleven [24, 64]. The images in the VisTex image database are classified by humans, so it is plausible that they are classified using those color categories or at least into a limited number of color categories. In addition, coarse color quantizations are computationally cheap. This, in contrast with the quantization schemes proposed by Mäenpää and Pietikäinen [153], who used quantization schemes with up to 32768 color bins.

When the classifiers are combined, the results are better than when the three different classifiers are used separately. This agrees with the results found by Schiele that using multiple classifiers increases classification performance [220]. Therefore, in the remainder of this thesis, only the classification results of the classifier combination are given.

In the next chapter, we will continue our exploration of color-based texture analysis. Several color spaces, quantization schemes, and texture analysis techniques are explored. Moreover, a new method for combining color analysis and texture analysis is introduced.
Parallel-Sequential Texture Analysis
Abstract

In this chapter, colorful texture analysis is explored, using two texture analysis techniques: the co-occurrence matrix and the color correlogram as well as color histograms. Several quantization schemes for six color spaces and the very efficient, human-based 11 color quantization scheme have been applied. The VisTex texture database was used as test bed. A new colorful texture analysis approach is introduced: the parallel-sequential approach; i.e., the color correlogram combined with the color histogram. This new approach was found to be highly successful (up to 96% correct classification). Moreover, the 11 color quantization scheme performed excellent (94% correct classification) and should therefore be incorporated for real-time image analysis. In general, the results emphasize the importance of the utilization of color for texture analysis and of color as global image feature. Moreover, it illustrates the complementary character of both features.

This chapter is almost identical to:
E. L. van den Broek and E. M. van Rikxoort. Parallel-Sequential Texture Analysis. [submitted]
10.1 Introduction

There is more with colors than one would think at a first glance. The influence of color in our everyday life and the ease humans use color are in strong contrast with the complexity of the phenomenon color, topic of research in numerous fields of science (e.g., physics, biology, psychology, computer science). Despite their distinct views on color, scientists of all fields agree that color is of the utmost importance in image processing, both by humans and by computers. However, the use of color analysis increases the computational complexity for image analysis algorithms, since instead of one dimension, three dimensions are present. Therefore, color images are often converted to grayscale images, when texture analysis has to be done. Not surprisingly, with this conversion texture information is lost; e.g., using a standard conversion, red, green, and blue can result in the same gray-scale. Nevertheless, as Palm [185] already denoted: “The integration of color and texture is still exceptional”. The three approaches that can be found in literature that combine color and texture are the parallel, sequential, and integrative approach [185]. In the parallel approach, color and gray-scale texture are evaluated separately. Sequential approaches use color analysis as a first step of the process chain: After the color space is quantized, gray-scale texture methods are applied. The integrative method uses the different color channels of an image and performs the gray-scale texture analysis methods on each channel separately.

Palm [185] used an integrative method to test classification results on colorful textures and found that the use of color improved classification performance significantly. Drimbarean and Whelan [67] used three texture analysis methods on five different color spaces, with one (coarse) color quantization scheme in an integrative method to test classification results. The use of color improved performance, but no single color space outperformed the others. The results presented in the previous chapter confirm the additional value of color for texture analysis of color images. Māenpää and Pietikäinen [153] used five different color spaces and two texture analysis techniques to determine whether color and texture should be used in parallel or sequential. They concluded that combining color and texture gave only minimal performance improvement, and that, when combining color and texture, the sequential approach should be preferred.
However, no reports are present that combine studies toward the influence of varying the color space, the quantization scheme, and the way color and texture are combined, for either the parallel approach, the sequential approach, or a combined approach. In this chapter, each of these variations are applied. Moreover, the new parallel-sequential approach is introduced: the color correlogram combined with the color histogram.

In the next section, the color spaces and the quantization schemes applied on them are described together with the color and texture analysis techniques (i.e., the co-occurrence matrix, the color histogram, and the color correlogram), the texture database, and the classifiers used. As baselines, the co-occurrence matrix, the color histogram, and the color correlogram are applied, in Section 10.3. Next (in Section 10.4), the new parallel-sequential approach is introduced and directly compared with the parallel approach. We end this chapter with a conclusion (Section 10.5).

10.2 Method

Texture can be analyzed, using a simple color to gray-scale conversion or a color quantization scheme, as discussed in the previous chapter. Several texture analysis techniques have been developed, both for general and for specific purposes. One of the more intuitive texture descriptors is the co-occurrence matrix [95], which was developed for intensity based texture analysis. However, it can also be applied for colorful texture analysis; then it is denoted as the color correlogram [102], a sequential colorful texture analysis method: first, color is quantized and second, texture is analyzed. In Chapter 9, we determined which feature-distance combinations, derived from the co-occurrence matrix or color correlogram, perform best. A 100% classification was found for a combination of four features: entropy, inverse difference moment, cluster prominence, and Haralick’s correlation, with $d = 1$. Subsequently, this configuration was also chosen for the current line of research.

For both the co-occurrence matrix and the color correlogram, the color spaces RGB, HSV, YIQ, YUV, XYZ, and LUV were used (see also Chapter 2). In addition, the color correlogram was combined with the human-based 11 color categories [64]. A complete overview of the schemes applied is presented in
10.3 Three baselines

As a first baseline, standard, intensity-based texture analysis is performed using the co-occurrence matrix. The six best results are presented in Table 10.2. The CIE LUV quantized in 8 bins and the HSV color space quantized in 32 bins performed best with a classification performance of 58%. Overall, the performances between different color spaces were not very distinct. Hence, for intensity-based texture analysis the choice of color space is not essential. The quantization scheme chosen is important, usually a lower number of bins performs better: In no instance, the largest number of bins used gave the best results.

Next to texture, the color distribution within an image is frequently used as feature for image classification and image retrieval. Therefore, as a second
Table 10.1: The quantization schemes applied on the six color spaces and on the 11 color categories, for each texture descriptor. Note that YUV* is sampled for the color correlogram (see Section 2.3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color space</th>
<th>Co-occurrence matrix</th>
<th>Color histogram / Color correlogram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>8, 16, 32, 64, 128</td>
<td>8, 64, 216, 512, 4096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV</td>
<td>8, 16, 32, 64, 128</td>
<td>27, 54, 108, 162, 324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YIQ, YUV*, XYZ, LUV</td>
<td>8, 16, 32, 64, 128</td>
<td>8, 27, 64, 125, 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 colors</td>
<td></td>
<td>11, 27, 36, 70, 225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10.2: The best classification results (%) of the color histogram, the co-occurrence matrix, and the color correlogram, for several color space - quantization scheme (#bins) combination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color space</th>
<th>Color histogram</th>
<th>Co-occurrence matrix</th>
<th>Color correlogram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>#bins</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>#bins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YIQ</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YUV 4:4:4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XYZ</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUV</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 colors</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

baseline, we conducted an image classification experiment using color solely. In Table 10.2, the best four classification results are presented. The complete results are available online. Classification by use of quantizations of the RGB color space results in a low performance (i.e., ranging from 19-48%), except for the 4096 bin quantization scheme (as used in QBIC [71, 91, 174, 175]). However, the latter suffers from an unacceptable computational burden, especially for real-time image analysis applications (e.g., content-based image retrieval). Therefore, the RGB color space is not suitable for color-based image classification. The classification using the most coarse LUV quantization (8 bins) did have a poor performance. All other quantizations using the LUV color space resulted in high classification performance. The color-based texture classifi-
Parallel-sequential texture analysis: color histogram & color correlogram

In the previous sections, we have discussed the classification of the VisTex images using intensity-based texture features (i.e., the co-occurrence matrix), color histograms, and a sequential combination of color and texture: the color correlogram. However, when these methods are combined higher classification results can be achieved.

In the current section, a new colorful texture analysis approach is introduced: the parallel-sequential approach, which combines the color correlogram and the color histogram. This new approach is compared with the parallel texture analysis approach: the co-occurrence matrix combined with the color histogram.

First, the color histogram data and texture features were concatenated. The six best color histograms were used in combination with both the two
best quantizations schemes of each color space (for the color correlogram) and with the best intensity quantization scheme (for the co-occurrence matrix). The RGB color histogram was excluded from image classification based on color since it only performed well with a computationally too expensive quantization, see Section 10.3.

In the left column of Table 10.3 the results of the parallel approach (i.e., combination of color histogram and co-occurrence matrix) are provided. In general, the color histogram based on the HSV 162 bins quantization scheme performed best (91 – 92%). However, the computationally much cheaper 11 color quantization scheme did also have a high performance (88%), when combined with the, on HSV 32 bins based, co-occurrence matrix, see Table 10.3. Therefore, the latter combination should be taken into account for systems that need to work real-time, using color and texture analysis.

In the right column of Table 10.3, the results of the new parallel-sequential approach (i.e., the color histogram and the color correlogram combined) are provided. The lowest percentage of correct classification was 84%, the highest was 96%. So, the combination color histogram with color correlogram improved the classification performance significantly, compared to either of them separately (cf. Table 10.2 and 10.3).

The configurations using coarse color quantizations for the definition of the color correlogram, outperformed the more precise color quantizations for all color spaces. The 11 color categories color quantization, using 27 bins for the color correlogram, performed best on average (92.6%), followed by the HSV-27 bins configuration (91.0%). Concerning the color histogram configurations, the highest average correct classification was provided by the HSV-162 bins color histogram (92.8%), followed by the 11 color categories color histogram with 91.2%.
Table 10.3: The classification results of the best combinations of color histograms with co-occurrence matrices (the parallel approach) and with color correlograms (the parallel-sequential approach), determined using several different quantizations of color spaces.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color histogram</th>
<th>Co-occurrence matrix</th>
<th>Color correlogram</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSV-32</td>
<td>LUV-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 colors</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV-27</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV-162</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUV-64</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUV-125</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The best color correlogram - color histogram combinations were: the 11 colors, 27 bins correlogram & 11 colors histogram, the 11 colors, 27 bins correlogram & HSV-162 color histogram, and the XYZ, 27 bins correlogram & LUV-125 color histogram (the percentages are denoted bold in Table 10.3). When considering the computational complexity of these combinations, the first combination should be preferred, with its feature-vector of size 15: 11 colors + 4 features derived from the 11 colors 27 bins color correlogram.

10.5 Conclusion

Determining the optimal configuration for colorful texture analysis is very important since the success of image classification and image retrieval systems depends on this configuration. Therefore, in this chapter, a line of experiments was presented exploring a variety of aspects concerning colorful texture analysis. The color histogram, the co-occurrence matrix, the color correlogram, and their combinations (i.e., the parallel and sequential approach) were compared with each other, using several color spaces and quantization schemes. A new texture analysis method: the parallel-sequential approach, was introduced.

The worst classification results were obtained when only intensity-based texture analysis (i.e., the co-occurrence matrix) was taken into account, the best classification performance in this setting was 58% for the HSV and CIE LUV color spaces. Including color sequentially using the color correlogram gave better results (74%). The parallel approach (i.e., color histogram combined with the co-occurrence matrix) improved the performance substantially (see Table 10.3). However, the best classification results, by far, were obtained using the new parallel-sequential approach (i.e., color histogram and color correlogram combined), a performance of 96% correct classification was obtained using the HSV 162 bins color histogram in combination with the color correlogram for the 11 color categories with 27 bins. These results indicate that the use of color for image analysis is very important, classification performance was improved by 38%, compared with the most widely used, intensity-based, co-occurrence matrix.

The success of the parallel-sequential approach emphasizes the impor-
10.5 Conclusion

tance of both the global color distribution in images, as identified by the color histogram and the importance of the utilization of color with the analysis of texture. As is shown, ignoring color in either texture analysis or as global feature impairs the recognition of image material substantially. Moreover, the complementary character of global color and colorful texture analysis is illustrated.

Follow-up research should challenge the parallel-sequential approach, by exploring and comparing different texture analysis methods with the parallel-sequential approach launched in this chapter. Moreover, the use of combining texture analysis methods should be investigated since it might provide the means to increase classification results [231].

Regardless of texture analysis methods, note that the computationally cheap and high performing 11 color categories are human-based. In the further work, we aim at investigating whether the texture analysis techniques discussed in the current chapter can mimic human texture classification. This is of the utmost importance since human use and judge the systems in which texture analysis techniques are incorporated; e.g., computer/robot vision, content-based image retrieval [240].
10 Parallel-Sequential Texture Analysis
Mimicking human texture classification
Abstract

An attempt was made to mimic human (colorful) texture classification by a clustering algorithm. Three lines of research have been encountered. As test set, 180 texture images (both their color and gray-scale equivalent) were drawn from the OuTex and VisTex databases. First, a k-means algorithm was applied with three feature vectors, based on color/gray values, four texture features, and their combination. Second, 18 participants clustered the images, using a newly developed card sorting program. The mutual agreement between the participants was 57% and 56% and between the algorithm and the participants it was 47% and 45%, for resp. color and gray-scale texture images. Third, in a benchmark, 30 participants judged the algorithms’ clusters with gray-scale textures as more homogeneous than those with colored textures. However, a high interpersonal variability was present for both the color and the gray-scale clusters. So, despite the promising results, it is questionable whether average human texture classification can be mimicked (if it exists at all).

This chapter is almost identical to:
11.1 Introduction

Most computer vision (CV) and content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems [26, 108, 174, 189, 240] rely on the analysis of features such as color, texture, shape, and spatial characteristics. Some of these CV and CBIR systems are partly founded on principles known from human perception. However, these systems are seldomly validated with experiments where humans judge their artificial counterparts. This, despite the mismatch that is present between user needs and current image retrieval techniques [101]. The current chapter discusses the process of such a validation for the artificial analysis of texture; i.e., mimicking human texture classification. In addition, the influence of color on texture classification is a topic of this research.

As feature for the human visual system, texture reveals scene depth and surface orientation; moreover, it describes properties like the smoothness, coarseness, and regularity of a region (cf. Rao and Lohse [199], Battiato, Gallo, and Nicotra [8], Koenderink et al. [131], Pont and Koenderink [195], and Van Rikxoort and Van den Broek [203]). Texture is efficiently encoded by the human visual system; as Bergen and Adelson [13] stated: “… simple filtering processes operating directly on the image intensities can sometimes have surprisingly good explanatory power.” Inspired by human texture processing, artificial texture analysis techniques describe similar properties as human perception does. However, direct comparisons between human and artificial texture processing are seldomly made.

In 2000, Payne, Hepplewhite, and Stonham [187] presented research toward mimicking human texture classification. Given a target image, they asked 30 humans to classify textures. Next, they compared these classifications with the classifications done by several texture analysis techniques. They concluded that, where the human visual system works well for many different textures, most texture analysis techniques do not. For only 20%-25% of the textures, a match was found between artificial and human classification.

The research of Payne et al. [187] concerned gray-scale texture analysis, as most research in CV and CBIR. This, despite that most image material is in color. As Palm [185] already denoted: “The integration of color and texture is still exceptional.” From a scientific point of view, one can argue that since neither texture nor color is fully understood, the influence on each other is simply
too unpredictable to do research in, at least outside a controlled experimental environment.

Color on its own, already is a complex phenomenon, as is texture. The perception of color is influenced by both environmental issues (e.g., position of the light source and properties of material) and internal processes present in the observer (e.g., color constancy [298]). However, concerning color classification or categorization, evidence is present for the existence of 11 color categories [15, 21, 24, 64, 255]: black, white, red, green, yellow, blue, brown, purple, pink, orange, and gray, used by human memory (see Chapters 3–10). Recently, this concept was embraced and utilized for the development of color-based image retrieval, as discussed in Chapters 7 and 8.

Our approach to mimicking human (colorful) texture classification is different from the approach used by Payne et al. [187] First, we let a k-means algorithm cluster the whole dataset using different feature vectors (Section 11.3). Next, in Section 11.4, we let humans cluster the whole dataset and in Section 11.5, we determine to which extend our k-means clusterings mimic the human clustering. As a follow up study, we let humans judge the clusters generated by the artificial clustering techniques (Section 11.6). We conclude with a discussion in Section 11.7.

11.2 Experimental setup

In this section, general specifications are provided, which hold for all three experiments: automatic clustering, human clustering, and humans judging the automatic clustering. As data, a collection of 180 colorful texture images were drawn from the OuTex [179] and VisTex [159] databases. Two criteria were used when selecting the images: (i) there had to be images from at least fifteen different categories and (ii), when a class was extremely large compared to the other classes, only a subset of the class is used. Moreover, the images were resized in order to fit on one screen. This was needed to facilitate an optimal and pleasant execution of the experiment. Figure 11.1 provides an overview of all the 180 images.
Figure 11.1: An overview of all 180 images (the color version) used in the clustering experiments with both human participants and the automatic classifier.
In both the first and the second line of research, two experiments were conducted: one with the original color images and one with gray versions of the same images. To obtain the latter, the set of 180 images was converted to gray-scale ($I$) images (i.e., $I = (R + G + B)/3$). Now, two identical sets of images were present, except for presence versus absence of color information.

Clustering of images can be seen as sorting the images in a number of categories or stacks. So, the clustering of texture images can be treated as a card sorting task [170]. In such a task, the participant is asked to sort cards (e.g., images) and put them on separate stacks. As a consequence, only the top image on each stack is visible. So, participants have to memorize a representation of each of the stacks they defined. However, during the task the number of images on the stacks will increase and the content of the stack will change. Therefore, also the representation of the stacks needs to be updated, for which the human visual Short Term Memory (vSTM) [40] has to be taken into account.

Human vSTM can contain four [295] to fourteen [200] items. The number of clusters made by humans needs to be within this range. To be able to compare the clusters of textures made by the participants, they all had to define the same number of clusters. Moreover, the automatic clustering also had to result in the same number of clusters in order to be able to compare it with its human counterparts.

To determine this number of clusters, we asked five experts to cluster the images in an arbitrary number of clusters, with an upper limit of fourteen. The mean number of clusters produced by the experts is taken as the number of clusters to be produced. The experts determined the optimal number of clusters for this dataset, on both the gray-value and colorful images, to be six.

### 11.3 Automatic texture clustering

Automatic texture clustering is done in three steps, for both sets of images: (1) defining a suitable feature space, (2) calculate the feature vector of each image, such that each image is represented by a point in the feature space, (3) find groups or clusters of points in the feature space.
11.3 Automatic texture clustering

11.3.1 Clustering techniques

Many approaches have been developed for clustering points in feature space; see Mitchel [111] and Berkhin [14] for recent surveys. These approaches can be divided in two groups from the perspective whether or not additional information on data points is available.

Supervised approaches need, at least for a representative sample of the data points, information to which cluster each data point belongs. In our case this would mean dividing the data set provided by the human clustering into two or three parts: a part used for training a supervised method, a part for evaluating the parameters used during training (this is often not done as the available supervised data set is usually small), and a part for evaluating the final result of the clustering. In our case, the data set is too small to allow splitting it into parts.

Unsupervised methods do not need labeling of the data points. But usually they require the number of clusters as additional input. Either they use it as a fixed a priori number needed to start the clustering process, or they use it as a termination condition, otherwise they would continue until each data point is its own cluster. In our case, the number of intrinsic clusters, was determined by experts (Section 11.2), who determined the output to be six clusters. This enables us to compare the automatic clustering to the human clustering.

Since we did not have any information on the distribution of the points in our feature space, we evaluated two general applicable and often used methods: hierarchical clustering and k-means clustering. Evaluation of these two methods on an early available subset of our data did not show a preference for one of the two: the results were comparable. For this chapter, we chose to use the k-means method as it has somewhat more possibilities to tune certain parameters.

11.3.2 Feature vectors

In this research, three distinct feature vectors are used for the k-means algorithm. In Chapter 10, we determined the optimal configurations for both colorful and gray-scale texture classification. The optimal configuration for colorful texture analysis turned out to be our new parallel-sequential approach,
using four texture features (i.e., entropy, inverse difference moment, cluster prominence, and Haralick’s correlation), from the color correlogram [102] based on the 11 color categories [15, 21, 24, 64, 255] combined with the 11 color histogram. For gray-scale texture analysis, the parallel approach performed best, in which the four texture features from the co-occurrence matrix [95, 231, 269] based on the HSV color space using 32 bins, are combined with a histogram from the HSV color space quantized in 27 bins.

In this experiment, for both color and gray-scale, k-means clustering was applied using three different feature vector configurations consisting of: (i) color or gray-scale information; i.e., the histogram, (ii) textural information; i.e., the four texture features, and (iii) both color and texture information; i.e., the histogram and the four texture features.

For each of the six vectors used in the k-means clustering, six clusters of images resulted. In Table 11.1, the size of each of the clusters is shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature vector</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Gray-scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Texture features</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color/gray-scale features</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined features</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11.4 Human texture clustering

11.4.1 Method

Eighteen subjects with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no color deficiencies participated. They all participated on a voluntary basis. Their age ranged from 16 to 60. Half of them were male and half of them were female. All participants were naive with respect to the goal of the research. In addition, neither of them was specialized in color or texture perception.

The experiments were executed on multiple PCs. In all cases the screen of the PC was set on a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels. Moreover, we assured that the experiment was conducted in an average office lighting. We chose
for this loosely controlled setup of apparatus, since it represented an average office situation and our opinion is that good algorithms mimicking human perception should be generally applicable and robust enough to handle images, which are taken and viewed under various circumstances. To put it in a nutshell, we consider the world as our experimental environment.

Two experiments were conducted. They differed only with respect to the stimuli; i.e., the texture images (see Section 11.2 and Figure 11.1). In one of the experiments color images were presented; in the other experiment their grayscale equivalents were presented (see also Section 11.2). In order to control for possible order effects, half of the participants executed the experiments in the one order and the other half in the other order.

As discussed in Section 11.2, clustering of images can be represented as a card sorting task. However, in order to control and automate the sorting task as much as possible, a Tcl/Tk program was used that fully operationalized the desktop metaphor. A canvas (i.e., window) was presented on a computer screen in which the images can be moved and stacked on each other, just like on a regular desktop [38, 85].

At the start of the experiments, the images are shown as a pile on the canvas. To tackle possible effects in sorting due to the order of presentation of the images, the images were placed in random order on the pile. So, at the start of the experiment, the canvas presented one pile of 180 randomly sorted images, as is shown in Figure 11.2.

The participants were able to drag the images by way of a mouse. They were allowed to drag the images all over the screen and drop them on any position wanted. During the experiment, all images were free to be positioned otherwise and, so, it was possible to change, merge, or divide already defined stacks. The only restriction was that the six resulting stacks were placed clearly separately from each other in order to tackle possible overlap between stacks. An example of such a final cluster is provided in Figure 11.2.

The participants were not instructed what features to use for the classification. This loose instruction guaranteed an unbiased human texture classification. The latter was of the utmost importance since we wanted to mimic human texture classification and were not primarily interested in the underlying (un)conscious decision making process.
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Figure 11.2: Above: The start condition of the experiment: one pile of 180 images. Below: An example of a final result of an experiment: six clusters of images.
After a definite choice of clusters was determined, the result was saved (by pressing the save button). For each image, its coordinates as well as its name were saved. Hence, the stacks could be reproduced, visualized, and analyzed easily.

### 11.4.2 Data analysis

For both experiments, the same data analysis was applied. In this section, the data analysis is described; in the next section, the results are presented.

For each of the 153 \((18!/(16! \cdot 2!))\) unique pairs of participants \((p_i, p_j)\), a consensus matrix \((M_{(p_i, p_j)})\) of size \(6 \times 6\) was determined, which contains for each pair of clusters, the number of images that match. Non-unique pairs of clusters were chosen since one cluster of participant \(i\) can encapsulate the images assigned to two separate clusters by a participant \(j\) and vice versa. From the set of confusion matrices, two data were derived: (i) the average consensus on the clustering between participants and (ii) the most prototypical set of clusters; in other words, the most prototypical participant.

The average consensus in the clustering between participants was determined as follows: For each pair of participants \((p_i, p_j)\), the consensus \(C_{(p_i, p_j)}\) is determined by summing the highest value of each of the six rows of the consensus matrix \(M_{(p_i, p_j)}\), where each of the six values of each of the rows denotes the intersection (or consensus) between two clusters of \(p_i\) and \(p_j\). So, \(C_{(p_i, p_j)} = \sum_{i=1}^{6} \max\{\text{row}_i\}\). Now, the overall consensus can be determined by: \(\frac{1}{153} \sum_{p_i, p_j} C_{(p_i, p_j)}\).

Of particular interest is the most prototypical set of clusters since it describes the most prototypical human (clustering); i.e., the highest average consensus to all other participants. The average consensus \(A\) of participant \(p_i\) is defined by: \(A_{p_i} = \frac{1}{17} \sum_{j=1}^{17} C_{(p_i, p_j)}\). Subsequently, the most prototypical participant (or the most prototypical set of clusters) is defined as: \(C_{\text{ave}} = \max\{A_{p_i}\}\).
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11.4.3 Results of colorful texture clustering

The average consensus between the participants with respect to colorful textures was 57%, ranging from 39% to 87%. The consensus matrix describing the consensus between all pairs of participants (Table 11.2, the numbers in a normal font), illustrates the variance present between the participants, in the clusterings. Please note, for color-based similarity judgments of images, participants also vary strongly, as described in Chapter 8.

In order to establish the most prototypical set of clusters, we determined a set of core images, based on the consensus matrices. For each consensus matrix (of two persons), for each cluster of \( p_i \) is determined which cluster of \( p_j \) matches best. Now, the core images are determined as follows: For each image is determined how often it is in the intersection of two clusters (of two distinct persons). Note, this interval ranges between 0 and 153. An image is labeled to be a core image when at least 45% (of 153 pairs) of the participants agreed that it is in a certain cluster. This approach is adopted from Payne et al. [187]. The threshold of 45% was chosen because the clustering is probably a fuzzy one and with this treshold, images can be assigned to two different clusters and still be a core image. For the colorful textures, this resulted in a set of 88 (out of 180) core images. The overall, average consensus between the participants on the core images was 70%.

Based on the set of core images, it was possible to determine the most prototypical participant. The participant with the highest average consensus with all other participants on these core images is the most prototypical participant. One participant did have an average consensus of 82% with all other participants; hence, the clusters of this participant are labeled as prototypical clusters.

The prototypical clusters as identified are now used to determine the base images for all prototypical clusters. An image is said to be a base image for a particular cluster if it is assigned to the cluster by at least \( 8((18/2) - 1) \) participants. The clusters can be described by respectively, 37, 26, 14, 37, 37, and 45 base images. Moreover, 24 images appeared to be a base image for more than one cluster. The mean frequency of the base images in the clusters is 11.74.
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Table 11.2: The consensus on the clustering between the 18 participants (p).

The numbers in a normal font denote the colorful images; the numbers in the italic font denote the gray-scale images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p01</th>
<th>p02</th>
<th>p03</th>
<th>p04</th>
<th>p05</th>
<th>p06</th>
<th>p07</th>
<th>p08</th>
<th>p09</th>
<th>p10</th>
<th>p11</th>
<th>p12</th>
<th>p13</th>
<th>p14</th>
<th>p15</th>
<th>p16</th>
<th>p17</th>
<th>p18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p02</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p03</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p04</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p05</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p06</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p07</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p08</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p09</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p10</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p11</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p12</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p13</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p14</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p15</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p16</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p17</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p18</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11.4.4 Results of gray-value texture clustering

The average consensus between the participants with respect to gray-value textures was 56%, ranging from 36% to 78%. In Table 11.2, the numbers in an italic font, provide the consensus between all pairs of participants. As Table 11.2 illustrates, a considerable amount of variance is present in the consensus between the participants on the clustering of gray-scale textures.

For the determination of the core images, again a threshold of 45% was chosen. This resulted in a set of 95(out of 180) core images, which is slightly more than with the color textures. In contrast, the average consensus between the participants on the gray-value images was slightly less (65%) than with the color textures. The participant assigned as prototypical, did have an average
consensus of 73% to all other participants.

The clusters can be described by respectively, 32, 21, 32, 44, 24, and 46 base images. Moreover, 42 images appeared to be a base image for more than one cluster. The mean frequency of the base images in the clusters is 12.01.

11.5 Automatic versus human texture clustering

Since the goal of this research is to mimic human texture classification, we want to compare the automatically generated clusters to the clusters generated by the human participants. For this purpose, the same analysis is applied for the colorful textures and the gray-scale textures. For both the clusters of color and gray-scale images, each of the 54(18 - 3) unique pairs of participant-automatic clusterings, a consensus matrix was constructed, using the base images (see Section 11.4.3). The base images were used since they describe the human clusters. Two types of similarity were derived from these matrices: (i) the overall consensus between the automatic clusterings and the human clusterings and (ii) the consensus based on the clusters defined by their base images (see also Section 11.4.3).

11.5.1 Data analysis

The consensus between the automatic and the human clusterings was determined as described in Section 11.4.2 with \((p_i, p_j)\) being a pair of participant-automatic clustering, instead of a pair of participants. Next to the average consensus, the consensus on the prototypical clustering (as described in Section 11.4.3) is of interest. For this purpose, we will now define: a binary measure and a weighted measure.

11.5.1.A Binary measure of agreement

The binary measure of agreement assigns one cluster \((c)\) to each image \((I)\) by means of the frequency of assignment by the participants (see Section 11.4.3). The cluster with the highest frequency of assignment is assigned to the image \((I_c)\). This clustering is compared to the automatic clusterings for each image.
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Let $\phi$ be the binary value assigned to each image. Then, for each image $I$, $\phi$ is 1 when $I_c = I_a$ and $\phi$ is 0 when $I_c \neq I_a$. The total binary agreement is now defined by $\sum_{\phi}$. Last, the binary agreement for each cluster $x$ is defined by $\sum_{\phi} |c = x$. The total binary agreement is normalized by dividing it by the number of images.

11.5.1.B Weighted measure of agreement

The weighted measure of agreement weights the agreement on the clustering and is based on the frequencies of assignment to a cluster by humans. The frequencies are divided into four categories, the first category has a frequency of at least 15, the second category has a frequency of at least 11, the third category has a frequency of at least 7, and finally the fourth category has a frequency less than 7.

Let $\theta$ be the weighted measurement value for each image. Then, for each image $I$, $\theta$ is 3 when $I_a$ is in the first category, $\theta$ is 2 when $I_a$ is in the second category, $\theta$ is 1 when $I_a$ is in the third category, and $\theta$ is 0 when $I_a$ is in the last category. The total weighted agreement is now defined by $\sum_{\theta}$. The weighted agreement for each cluster $x$ is defined by $\sum_{\theta} |c = x$. The weighted agreement is normalized by dividing it by the total weighted agreement of the most optimal clustering.

The weighted measure is used next to the binary (standard) measure because the human clustering is a fuzzy one and is only defined by the frequencies of assignment. In the binary measure, no use is made of these frequencies.

11.5.2 Results

11.5.2.A Colorful textures

For the colorful textures, three configurations (i.e., feature vectors) for k-means clustering were used (see Section 11.3): (i) the 11 color histogram, (ii) the four texture features, and (iii) a combination of the color and texture features, resulting in a feature vector of length 15.
Table 11.3: The percentages of agreement between human and automatic clustering in classification of the colorful images, for each cluster and for the whole dataset, using the binary measure and the weighted measure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>binary measure</th>
<th>weighted measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>color</td>
<td>texture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0%*</td>
<td>0%*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All images</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each of the three feature vectors, its average consensus with the participants’ clusters was determined, as described in Section 11.4. The average consensus between human and automatic clustering using only color information was 45%, using only texture information it was 46%, and using both color and texture information it was 47%.

In Table 11.3, the results from the binary and weighted measures of agreement, between human and automatic clustering are given. It is possible that no images are assigned to a particular human cluster because we adopted the same approach for the calculation of the consensus as described in Section 11.4: non-unique mapping of the clusters. So, when one human cluster is matched twice by the artificial classifier, another cluster is not matched. The percentages marked with a * in Table 11.3 are the result of the fact that no images were assigned to the particular cluster by the specific automatic clustering.

For the binary measure, there are two clusters on which one of the feature vectors had a percentage of more than 50%. For the weighted measure, four clusters present a consensus of more than 50% between human and artificial clusterings (see also Table 11.3).
Table 11.4: The percentages of agreement between human and automatic clustering in classification of the gray-scale images, for each cluster and for the whole dataset, using the binary measure and the weighted measure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>binary measure</th>
<th>weighted measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>gray</td>
<td>texture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All images</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11.5.2.B Gray-scale textures

For the gray-scale textures, three configurations (i.e., feature vectors) for k-means clustering were used (see Section 11.3): (i) the 32 bins HSV gray-scale histogram, (ii) the four texture features, and (iii) a combination of the histogram and texture features, resulting in a feature vector of length 36.

For each configuration of automatic clustering, its average consensus with the participants’ clusters was determined, as described in Section 11.4. The average consensus on the automatic clustering, using only gray-scale information was 44%, using only texture information it was 45%, and using gray-scale and texture information it was 42%.

In Table 11.4, the results from the binary and weighted measures of agreement, between human and automatic clustering are given. For the binary measure, there are four clusters on which one of the automatic classifiers had a percentage of more than 50%. For the weighted measure, five clusters present a consensus of more than 50% between human and artificial clustering.
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As a follow up experiment, humans were asked to judge the clusters generated by the automatic clustering algorithm. For both color and texture, the clusters of the automatic clustering algorithm with the best average performance were chosen. For color, the k-means algorithm, using color and texture features was selected. For gray-scale, the k-means algorithm, using only texture features was selected.

For this experiment, the benchmark was used as was introduced in Chapter 6. It allowed users to judge each individual cluster for its homogeneity and correctness. The benchmark showed all images of a cluster in one screen, at the bottom of the screen a mark between 1 and 10 can be given for the homogeneity of the cluster shown. All users are presented with 12 screens: 6 containing gray-scale images and 6 containing colorful images. A screen dump from the benchmark is shown in Figure 11.3.

In this experiment, 36 subjects, with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no color deficiencies participated. Their participation was on a voluntary basis and they were naive with respect to the goal of the research. The age of the participants varied from 18 to 60, half of the participants were male and half of them were female.

The experiment ran online. The participants were instructed to judge the clusters on their homogeneity. They were not informed about the clusters being produced by artificial classifiers.

For both the colorful and the gray-scale texture clusters, we determined the average rating given for the homogeneity of the results. The average rating for the gray-scale clusters was 6.1, with a standard deviation of 3.1; the average rating for the colorful clusters was 5.2, also with a standard deviation of 3.1. The gray-scale clusters were judged significantly better than the colorful clusters ($p < .0069$). The high standard deviations of the ratings denote a high variation between the participants in judging the clusters.
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Figure 11.3: An example screen from the benchmark used to let users judge the automatic clusters.
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11.7 Discussion

In the present research, first a set of 180 texture images were clustered by a k-means clustering algorithm, using three different feature vectors for both color and gray-scale. Next, 18 humans were asked to cluster the set of texture images both in gray-scale and color. Using the clusterings of all participants, a set of base images for each cluster was derived, which describe the clusters. The automatic clusterings were compared to the human clustering using two measures of agreement (i.e., binary and weighted). In addition, the influence of color compared to gray-scale was investigated. Last, a benchmark was executed in which 36 participants judged the automatic clustering results.

Note that in artificial versus human texture classification, a gap is present between the low-level textural features and human texture perception. By mimicking human texture classification, we aim at mimicking the outcome of human texture classification, we do not claim that our method mimics the process of human texture classification. To be able to truly mimic this process, fundamental research should be conducted, as was done for the development of the human-based, 11 color categories (see Chapter 3).

There is little literature available on human texture classification and the literature that is available uses gray-scale images and reports poor results [187]. One of the exceptions is the research of Rao and Lohse [199] who developed a texture naming system by asking humans to judge the properties of a set of textures. They concluded that there are three main characteristics of texture that are important in human texture vision: repetitivity, contrast, and coarseness. However, only 56 gray-scale textures were used in their research. To bridge the gap between the low-level textural features and human texture perception, such research should be extended to color and be conducted with a larger database, as was done in the current chapter.

For both the colorful and gray-scale textures, little consensus was present between the participants. Although all participants reported more trouble clustering the gray-scale images, the consensus between the participants was almost the same on the colorful textures and the gray-scale textures (57% vs 56%). The low consensus between the participants indicates that the task of clustering the textures selected was not a trivial one, as was our aim in selecting the images (see Section 11.4).
The overall success in comparing the automatic classifier to the human classifications was the same for the colorful textures and the gray-scale textures (45% – 47% versus 42% – 45%). However, when inspecting the results for the separate clusters, more success is shown on the gray-scale clusters. For the gray-scale textures, using the binary measure of agreement, for four clusters more than 50% of the images were classified correct. The weighted measure for the gray-scale images gives a good result on five of the clusters. The mean percentages of correct classification for the clusters, which are matched well, are 76% and 95% for the binary and weighted measure respectively.

For the colorful textures, there are respectively two and four clusters that match well. For the clusters which are matched well, the mean percentages of correct classification are 65% and 80%, for the binary and weighted measure respectively. So, the match in clustering between humans and the k-means algorithm is more convincing for the gray-scale images than for the colorful images. This effect of overall performance versus cluster-performance is caused by the non-unique mappings we used to determine the consensus between clusters. For gray-scale, there are six instances in which no images are assigned to a particular cluster (see Table 11.4) which impairs the results over the overall dataset. Moreover, for the clusters to which images are assigned, good to excellent results are obtained. For the colorful images, there are only three instances in which no images are assigned to a particular cluster, where the results for the other clusters are not convincing either.

An inspection of the images itself revealed that the clusters that are mimicked well by the automatic classifiers, show little variation in color/gray-scale and texture. So, all images in a well mimicked cluster, have the same texture properties like randomness, directionality, and coarseness, and show little variation in color/gray-scale. For both gray-scale and color, the cluster to which no images were matched by the automatic classifiers, seem to be a ‘garbage group’, in which the human participants put all images they were unable to label. Such a ‘garbage group’ was mentioned by all participants. This group should be excluded from further analysis since the participants judged that the images in this group show no overlap in texture, color, or semantics.

That the gray-scale images are better mimicked by the automatic clustering methods can partly be explained by the trouble humans reported in clustering the gray-scale images. These difficulties in clustering were mainly
caused by the fact that on the gray-scale images less semantic information is visible, due to the absence of color. So, on the gray-scale images humans use more pattern and gray-scale based clustering than semantic based clustering. In contrast, on the colorful images, most humans used semantic features for clustering.

Although human gray-scale texture clustering was better mimicked by automatic clustering, the results on colorful texture clustering were also satisfying since the mean correct classification is twice as high as the classification reported by Payne et al. [187]. So, despite the low percentages of consensus between humans and the clustering algorithm, the results should be considered as promising. With that, this research presents a successful first attempt to mimic human colorful texture classification.

In future research, however, a four step approach should be adopted: (i) Let a group of participants cluster the images. (ii) Based on the clusters of this first group, a set of core images on which all participants agree to some extend can be determined. (iii) Last, a second group of participants should cluster this group of core-images. (iv) The resulting clusters should be compared with results from automatic clustering algorithms. Such an approach can, on the one hand, help in determining generic characteristics of human texture analysis and, on the other hand, a functional model can be generated, which mimics human texture classification.

Research toward human texture analysis and classification has just started. The current chapter did discuss one of the few attempts done so far in mimicking human texture classification. However, we have established an optimal configuration for automatic texture classification, as determined in Chapter 10 and showed that it is also successful in mimicking human texture classification. The next chapters will illustrate its use for applications like CBIR. Since the results of CBIR engines are judged by humans, better results can be expected from human-based techniques. In the next chapter, we will present the development of an Object-based Image Retrieval (OBIR) engine, which makes use of the optimal configuration for texture analysis to perform image segmentation and image retrieval.
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Abstract

The development of a new object-based image retrieval (OBIR) engine is discussed. Its goal was to yield intuitive results for users by using human-based techniques. The engine utilizes a unique and efficient set of 15 features: 11 color categories and 4 texture features, derived from the color correlogram. These features were calculated for the center object of the images, which was determined by agglomerative merging. Subsequently, OBIR was applied, using the color and texture features of the center objects on the images. The final OBIR engine, as well as all intermediate versions, were evaluated in a CBIR benchmark, consisting of the engine, the Corel image database, and an interface module. The texture features proved to be useful in combination with the 11 color categories. In general, the engine proved to be fast and yields intuitive results for users.

This chapter is almost identical to:
12.1 Introduction

Humans differ in all imaginable aspects. This is no different for the characteristics of human vision. However, “the variance of human vision characteristics is much smaller than the gap between the characteristics of human vision and computer vision [234]”. The latter is frequently called the semantic gap in computer vision and content-based image retrieval (CBIR) [27].

In order to bridge this semantic gap, the usage of appropriate prior knowledge is very important [212]. Ontologies, user preference profiles, and relevance feedback techniques were developed to utilize such knowledge [100, 215, 283]. However, such methods require an enormous effort and consequently can only be applied in a limited domain [304]. We address the semantic gap from another angle, since we aim at developing techniques that are human-based and may lead to generic methods that was applied in an unlimited domain.

Our approach to improve the performance of CBIR systems is twofold: (i) we utilize knowledge concerning human cognition and (ii) we exploit the strength of image processing techniques. From this perspective, we aim to develop new image processing, classification, and retrieval techniques, which have low computational costs and provide intuitive results for users [167].

These techniques were inspired by human visual short-term memory (vSTM). Human vSTM can encode multiple features only when these features are integrated into a single object, defined by the same coherent boundary. Moreover, it has a storage limit between four items [295] and (at least) fourteen items [200]. Intrigued by the efficiency of human vSTM, we adopted a similar approach for our image analysis techniques.

In sharp contrast with human vSTM, in CBIR the features color and texture are most often analyzed over the complete images, as was also done in the previous chapters. However, such an average description of images goes with a loss of information; i.e., characteristics of parts of images (e.g., objects) are lost. Moreover, most CBIR image processing schemes use large feature vectors; e.g., PBIR-MM (144 features: 108 color and 36 texture related) [138] and ImageRover (768 features) [229]. Since we aim to yield intuitive results for users [167] using computationally cheap methods, we mimicked the characteristics of the vSTM. Subsequently, we do not utilize complex shapes but ap-
plied a coarse segmentation algorithm, based on agglomerative merging \cite{180}, as described in Section 12.2. The content of the selected segments of images are compared with each other, using the 11 color quantization scheme (see Chapter 5) and the color correlogram (see Chapter 9). This setup was tested in CBIR benchmark (see Section 12.3 and Chapter 6) and adapted (see Section 12.4), resulting in a new CBIR engine. The performance of the final engine was measured (see Sections 12.5 and 12.6). Finally, in Section 12.7, a brief discussion can be found.

### 12.2 Image segmentation

The purpose of image segmentation is to divide an image into segments or regions that are useful for further processing the image. Many segmentation methods have been developed for gray level images and were later extended to color images; see Cheng, Jiang, Sung, and Wang \cite{45} for an overview of them.

#### 12.2.1 Segmentation by agglomerative merging

Segmentation was applied by agglomerative merging, as described by Ojala and Pietikäinen \cite{180}. Their algorithm is a gray-scale image algorithm but was extended to color images using a color texture descriptor. The algorithm was applied using the color correlogram as texture descriptor that was based on the 11 color quantization scheme.

At the initial state of the agglomerative merging algorithm, the images were divided in sub blocks of size $16 \times 16$ pixels. At each stage of the merging phase, the pair of blocks with the lowest merger importance ($MI$) was merged, as is illustrated in Figure 12.1. This merger importance is defined as follows:

\[
MI = p \times L, \tag{12.1}
\]

where $p$ is the number of pixels in the smaller of the two regions and $L$ is defined as:
Figure 12.1: The segmentation process. (a) The original image. (b) Division of the image in blocks of size $16 \times 16$. (c) The regions after 800 iterations of agglomerative merging. (d) The final segments.
\[ L = |I - I'| = \sum_{i,j=0}^{m-1} |C^d_{i,j}(I) - C^d_{i,j}(I')|, \]  

(12.2)

where \( m \) is the number of bins used and \( C^d_{i,j}(I) \) is the color correlogram of image \( I \) (see Equation 13.1 in Section 9.3 and Section 9.4 of Chapter 9, and \( \tilde{d} \) is set to 1 (again, see Chapter 9). The closer \( L \) is to zero, the more similar the texture regions are. The agglomerative merging phase continues until the experimentally determined stopping criterion (\( Y \)), given in Equation 13.3 is met:

\[ \frac{MI_{\text{stop}}}{MI_{\text{max}}} < Y, \]  

(12.3)

where \( MI_{\text{cur}} \) is the merger importance for the current best merge, \( MI_{\text{max}} \) is the largest merger importance of all preceding merges. The agglomerative merging phase is illustrated in Figure 12.1.

### 12.2.2 Parameter determination

In order to use the segmentation algorithm, the parameter \( Y \) from Equation 13.3 had to be determined. This was done using a small test set of texture mosaics. In addition, three variations of the Merger Importance (\( MI \)), as given by Equation 12.1, were evaluated: (i) the form as given in Equation 12.1, (ii) \( \sqrt{p} \) instead of \( p \) in calculating the \( MI \) value, and (iii) not using the number of pixels at all. The third variant showed to work best. In Figure 12.2 the behavior of the \( MI_{\text{stop}} \) value for the three merger importances (\( MI \)) are visualized. Using a sample set, the threshold \( Y \) (see Equation 13.3) was experimentally set on 0.6000.

With the introduction of the segmentation algorithm, all ingredients for an image description are defined: the color correlogram (see Section 9.4 of Chapter 9), the 11 color categories (see Chapters 2 and 5), and coarse image segmentation. Next, we will discuss the CBIR benchmark, which includes the CBIR engine, which uses the image description.
Figure 12.2: The $MI_{stop}$ value (see Equation 13.3) for the merger importance: (a) $MI = p \times L$ (see Equation 12.1), (b) $MI = \sqrt{p} \times L$, and (c) $MI = L$, of the agglomerative merging phase, where $p$ is the number of pixels in the smaller of the two regions and $L$ is a distance measure.
12.3 CBIR benchmark

In order to perform image retrieval using the image features discussed in the previous sections, the newly developed benchmark was used (see Chapter 6). For the present research, we have chosen as main settings: the intersection distance measure, the Corel image database, which is a reference database in the field of CBIR, and a presentation of the top 15 images retrieved in a $5 \times 3$ matrix, randomly ordered (see Figure 12.3 and 12.7).

The histogram intersection distance ($D$) of Swain and Ballard [256] is used to calculate the difference between a query image ($q$) and a target image ($t$):

$$D_{q,t} = \sum_{m=0}^{M-1} | h_q(m) - h_t(m) |,$$

where $M$ is the total number of bins, $h_q$ is the normalized query histogram, and $h_t$ is the normalized target histogram. This distance measure is developed for histograms but also works for texture feature vectors [299].

Three different feature vectors were used: (i) the histogram of the 11 color categories (see Chapters 2 and 5), (ii) the 4 texture features (see Chapter 9), and (iii) the color categories and texture features combined, resulting in a vector of length 15.

12.4 Phases of development of the CBIR engine

The final CBIR engine was developed in four phases. The final version of each of these phases can be found online; see Table 12.1 for the web-address of each of the 13 benchmarks, including the final benchmark. The results of each benchmark (in each phase) were judged by two experts, who each judged 50 random chosen queries on the quality of the retrieved images.

12.4.1 Phase 1

In the first phase of the development of the CBIR engine, the Corel image database (consisting of 60,000 images) was used as a test set. The segmenta-
### Table 12.1: The addresses of the 13 different benchmarks, using either color, texture, or a combination of both features. The * stands for [http://eidetic.ai.ru.nl/egon/](http://eidetic.ai.ru.nl/egon/). The final benchmark is indicated bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Texture</th>
<th>Color and Texture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>*/JASP1</td>
<td>*/JASP2</td>
<td>*/JASP12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>*/JASP19c</td>
<td>*/JASP19t</td>
<td>*/JASP19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>*/JASP29c</td>
<td>*/JASP29t</td>
<td>*/JASP29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>*/JASP8catsC</td>
<td>*/JASP8catsCT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>*/JASP8catsC-center</td>
<td>*/JASP-final</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The segmentation algorithm, described in Section 12.2, was applied on each image in the database. Resulting segments were used for the CBIR engine if its area was more than or equal to 20% of the total area of the image; smaller ones were discarded.

People are, in most cases, interested in objects on the image [224]. Multiple objects can be present, not necessary semantically closely related (e.g., a person standing next to his car). So, one image can satisfy two unrelated queries (e.g., persons and cars). Hence, we have chosen to use each segment separately in searching the database of images.

In previous research on using texture based segmentation for CBIR, only one type of feature vector was chosen for the matching phase [299]. In a first attempt to apprehend the influence of texture in color image retrieval, three CBIR-engines were developed: a color-based, a texture-based, and a color&texture-based engine. With this approach we aim to evaluate the influence of texture features on the retrieval results.

Let us briefly summarize the results, as judged by the experts. The retrieval results of the color and of the color&texture-based engine were judged as being on an acceptable level. The results of the texture-based engine were very poor. The inspection of the results revealed two problems: (i) The areas that exceeded the threshold of 20% did frequently from the background of the scene presented on the image and (ii) Frequently, no area exceeded the threshold of 20%. These two problems indicate that often we were not able to detect objects in the images. Therefore, in Phase 2, we will try an alternative method for segmentation.
Figure 12.3: A query image with retrieval results when using color and texture features for matching.
12.4 Phases of development of the CBIR engine

12.4.2 Phase 2

The making of most photos is initiated by the interest in certain objects. Therefore, the photographer will take care that an adequate presentation of the object(s) is present within the frame of the photo. In most cases, this means the object of interest is placed central in the photo. Thus, the central position of the image is of the utmost importance. This also holds for non-photo material: Imagine an image of a painting, of a sculpture, or of a cartoon. Also for this image material both the photographer as well as the artist who made the original, will place the object(s) in the center of the image.

Most images will present an object; but what to do with those images that present a scene (e.g., the sunrise on a photo or a landscape on a painting)? In such a case, the center of the image will not hold the object of interest but will hold a sample of the scene of interest. So, in one way or the other, the center of the image contains the most important information.

In order to investigate this hypothesis, we conducted a new research toward CBIR without image segmentation. We simply selected the center of the image. In order to do this, a grid of $3 \times 3$ grid cells was placed over the image. The center of the image was defined in two ways: (a) the center grid cell (see Figure 12.5b) and (b) both the center grid cell ans the cell below the center grid cell (see Figure 12.5c).

We were still interested in the influence of color, texture, and their combination (see Section 12.3). Hence, for each of the center definitions, three CBIR engines were developed, making a total of six CBIR engines developed in this phase (see also Table 12.1). The six engines retrieved their images from the complete Corel image database.

Similar to Phase 1, the engines relying on texture features solely performed poor. With that, the evidence was strengthened that texture solely is not useful for CBIR. Hence, in the next phases of development, texture features on its own will no longer be used. For the color and color&texture-based engines, the center image approach proved to be successful. According to the experts, the $\frac{1}{2}$ approach performed slightly better than the $\frac{2}{5}$ approach. However, the results were still far from satisfying.
Figure 12.4: Segmentation of images with several parameters: (a) The correct parameter for its class (0.700). (b) The generic parameter as used in phase 1 (0.600). (c) The parameter of the class cats (0.800). (d) The parameters of the class dinos (0.500).
12.4 Phases of development of the CBIR engine

12.4.3 Phase 3

In this Phase, we aim to tackle the problems of segmentation, due to the variety of images in image classes. In order to tune the segmentation algorithm, the parameter $Y$ (see Equation 13.3) had to be set separately for each class of images used. Except from tuning the parameters, the segmentation is similar to the segmentation in Phase 1. In this phase, similarity based on color and a combination of color and texture were used. Both engines were applied on seven classes of the Corel image database (i.e., cats, dogs, food, flowers, women, waterfall, and dinos), resulting in a database of 900 images. For each of these seven classes, the segmentation algorithm was applied using its own parameter.

As expected, tuning the segmentation algorithm for each class separately improved the retrieval performance substantially. The effect of tuning the segmentation algorithm for each class separate is illustrated in Figure 12.4. Furthermore, including texture features in the engine, improved the retrieval, compared to the retrieval results of the engine using color solely. However, the results were still not fully satisfactory; therefore, in phase 4, a combination of phase 2 and phase 3 is applied.

12.4.4 Phase 4: The final CBIR engine

Since both Phase 2 and Phase 3 provided promising results, we chose to combine both approaches: both the selection of the center of the image and the tuning of the segmentation for each class of images are utilized.

The procedure is as follows: (i) the image is segmented, (ii) the center grid cell is selected, and (iii) the region with the largest area within the segmented center grid cell is selected for analysis. So, for each image only one region represents the complete image. We assume that this region represents the object, which is the subject of the image, as illustrated in Figure 12.6.

The results of both the color and the color&texture-based engine were promising. The color&texture-based engine performed better than the engine based on color solely. So, finally a successful setup was found and the final CBIR-engine was defined. In order to validate the success of the engines, we wanted to conduct a more thorough analysis of the retrieval results. This pro-
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12.5 Measuring performance

12.5.1 Recall and precision

Two methods of validation can be applied in CBIR; both adopted from the field of Information Retrieval. Given a classified database with labeled images, recall and precision of the retrieval results can be determined. Recall signifies the percentage of relevant images in the database that are retrieved in response to the query. Precision is the proportion of the retrieved images that is relevant to the query.

In this experiment, it is not possible to determine recall of the system because the number of relevant image are not known beforehand. A similar problem is present when querying the Internet. However, in both cases the precision of the system can still be determined.
12.5 Measuring performance

Figure 12.6: (a) The original image. (b) The segments in the image. (c) The grid. (d) The final region.
In most CBIR research, precision is determined automatically, provided a well annotated database. However, with such an approach a problem arises with the Corel image database as it is used. The classification is done with only one keyword. As a result separate categories (i.e., categories labeled by different keywords) can have considerable overlap.

In order to tackle this problem with automatic determination of precision, we utilized a manual determination of precision. Recently, this approach was successfully applied [27, 167]. Users were asked to judge the retrieved images as either related to the query image or as not related.

To facilitate the manual determination of precision, the benchmark was utilized. The users were asked to judge the images retrieved by comparing them to the query image. The judgment was binary: either an image was judged as appropriate and selected, or an image was judged as inappropriate and not selected. For each query, the top 15 images, as determined by the CBIR engine, were presented to the users. To facilitate a rapid judgment of the query results, the query images were pre-defined; i.e., the user did not have to search for and select a query image, a random selection of query images was already taken from the database. For each query, we can then define the precision of the presented images. The number of 15 retrieved images is a compromise. It is low enough to allow all images of a query to be presented on one screen in a size that is suitable for judgment. This optimizes the speed of judgment and thus maximizes the number of queries that can be judged.

12.5.2 Semantic and feature precision

In everyday life, search-engines are judged on their semantic precision [101]; i.e., do the results have the same meaning as the query? However, two possible problems arise: (i) the query is ill defined or (ii) the search engine’s algorithm are not able to interpret the query correct. The interest in this distinction lays in whether the user or the engine can be blamed.

In CBIR the same problems arise. However, since the field of CBIR is young relative to that of (text-based) Information Retrieval and its techniques are not fully grown, the problems have a larger impact on the judged semantic precision. However, it is not yet possible to search on semantics; it is done through the features that correlate strongly with semantic categories.
12.6 Results

Frequently, users do not understand the results a CBIR query provides, when they are naive to the techniques behind the CBIR engine. For example, the query image can contain a dog with brown hair. The CBIR engine can return other dogs with brown hair (e.g., see Figure 12.3), but also cats with a brown coat and women with much brown hair. From a semantic point of view, the latter two results are incorrect; however, from a feature point of view, one can perfectly understand them.

We asked a group of eight users, who participated in judging the two CBIR engines, to judge the engines twice: once on semantic precision and once on precision based on features. In the next section, we will discuss the results of both of these judgments, for both engines, in general and for each class separately.

12.6 Results

In Section 12.4.4, the final color and color&texture-based engines were introduced. They use 11 color and 4 texture features of the center segment of each image. Since one of our main interests was whether or not texture features contribute to the correct classification and retrieval of images, both engines had to be judged by users.

In addition, in the previous section we have explained our interest in the difference between semantic precision and feature-based precision. For the latter judgments, the eight participating users were instructed to judge the retrieved images on the similarity with the query image, based on the patterns present (e.g., grass, hair, clouds) and on the color distributions.

These two differentiations result in four different situations in which precision of retrieval had to be determined. In total, the eight users judged 640 queries (20 per person per situation) and so provided a manually determined precision. The precision was determined over the top 15 matches of the queries, by selecting the images that are considered to be correctly retrieved (see also Section 12.5.1).

For each situation we determined the average number of selected images and with that the precision of the engine for each situation (see Table 12.2). Both the precision on feature level ($p < 0.0286$) and the precision on semantic
level \((p < 0.0675)\) is higher for the color&texture-based engine (feature: 8.51; semantic: 6.91) than for the color-based engine (feature: 7.39; semantic: 6.14).

In other words, no matter from which perspective the engines were judged, texture increased the precision of the retrieval performance. In addition, note that when the engines were judged on semantics significantly less images were selected then when judged on image features (color: \(p < 0.0036\) and color&texture: \(p < 0.0016\); see Table 12.2).

A large variance becomes apparent both within and between the seven classes, for each of the four situations. The average number of images selected, for the seven classes, in the four situations, ranges from 2.20 (food; color-based, semantic) to 11.89 (dinos; color&texture-based, feature). Additionally, within most classes a considerable variance is present, as indicated by the standard deviations presented in Table 12.3.

Please note that all classes used are object-classes, except the class food. This class represents a concept on another level of semantics. The class food contained, for example, images of: plates with food on it, a champagne glass, people eating, and a picnic setting with a boat in a lake as background.

A class as heterogeneous as food, is impossible to classify with a high semantic precision. This is sustained by the poor results: 2.20 (color) and 2.85 (color&texture) images selected per query. In addition, the class food was the only class for which the use of texture substantially reduced the precision of retrieval. For the class flowers texture did decrease the precision of retrieval as well, but to a lower extent. For all other classes texture proved to be a useful feature for CBIR.

Table 12.2: The average number of images selected when judging feature and semantic precision. The \(p\) values (determined by a two-tailed Student’s \(t\)-test) indicate the difference between using only color features and using color and texture features as well as the difference between when judging feature-based or on semantic precision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>color</th>
<th>color-texture</th>
<th>(p) value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>feature</td>
<td>7.39</td>
<td>8.51</td>
<td>0.0286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>semantic</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>0.0675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(p) value</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 12.3: The average number of images selected (i.e., indicating the precision) and the standard deviation (between brackets), for both engines (color and color&texture) on both feature and semantic precision.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Color-based Feature</th>
<th>Color-based Semantic</th>
<th>Color&amp;Texture-based Feature</th>
<th>Color&amp;Texture-based Semantic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dinos</td>
<td>10.14 (5.04)</td>
<td>8.90 (4.99)</td>
<td>11.89 (4.11)</td>
<td>11.30 (4.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flowers</td>
<td>7.14 (3.92)</td>
<td>4.75 (2.12)</td>
<td>7.05 (5.08)</td>
<td>4.05 (2.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>food</td>
<td>6.81 (3.11)</td>
<td>2.20 (2.14)</td>
<td>5.56 (4.57)</td>
<td>2.85 (3.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>women</td>
<td>6.31 (4.16)</td>
<td>5.20 (2.98)</td>
<td>8.40 (5.24)</td>
<td>5.60 (2.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waterfall</td>
<td>11.27 (2.64)</td>
<td>7.05 (1.76)</td>
<td>11.46 (2.75)</td>
<td>7.90 (2.22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cats</td>
<td>6.10 (4.03)</td>
<td>8.10 (3.39)</td>
<td>8.80 (4.94)</td>
<td>8.85 (3.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dogs</td>
<td>5.66 (2.54)</td>
<td>6.48 (2.50)</td>
<td>7.45 (5.06)</td>
<td>7.35 (2.57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, for most classes an acceptable precision was achieved; for some queries even excellent (e.g., see Figure 12.3 and 12.7). However, the performance differed considerably between the classes and between the queries within these classes.

12.7 Discussion

The present chapter provided an overview of the development cycle of new object-based CBIR techniques. These were evaluated in a CBIR benchmark, which provided the Corel image database and an interface module, for the engines developed. In order to provide intuitive results for users based on computationally cheap generic techniques, we mimicked human visual processing characteristics, utilizing the 11 color categories, four texture features derived from the color correlogram, and image segmentation by agglomerative merging. A central region from the image was chosen, such that it had a high probability to represent the object, which is the subject of the image. With a feature vector of 15 elements (i.e., the 11 colors + 4 texture features) and a segmentation algorithm based on the 11 color categories, the techniques introduced are very cheap.
Figure 12.7: A query image with retrieval results when using color and texture features for matching.
The final color&texture-based engine proved to have a good precision. However, the engine is not generic applicable since it needs to be fine-tuned for different classes of images. This is due to the different background scenes against which the images in the Corel image database are photographed. So, the amount to which the objects differ in texture from their background is variable. This variability in texture differences between classes is the reason the parameters have to be fine-tuned for each object class.

In Section 12.5.2, we discussed the difference between feature and semantic precision. This is of interest since often the claim is made that a CBIR engine retrieves images based on semantic properties, while actually retrieval is based on image features that correlate with semantic categories. Feature precision was significantly higher than semantic precision for both the color-based engine and the color&texture-based engine. These results indicate that, when the retrieval results were not semantically relevant, they were still intuitive to the users. Especially, heterogeneous image classes proved to be a problem for semantic precision, which was illustrated by the class food. We do not expect that images of such classes can be adequately classified or retrieved from a database using an object-based approach.

This chapter describes the development of an efficient OBIR engine that provides good retrieval results. Its efficiency is founded on principles inspired by human perception. Moreover, it provides intuitive results for its users. Hence, an important step is made toward bridging the semantic gap present in CBIR.

In this chapter, OBIR was conducted. However, the objects’ shape could not be utilized, since only coarse segments were extracted. Subsequently, matching was performed by color and texture features. In the next chapter, a shape extraction method is introduced and shape-matching will be conducted. OBIR will be conducted, using color, texture and shape features. Moreover, a solution concerning the problem of parameter tuning will be presented.
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Abstract

A new object-based image retrieval (OBIR) scheme is introduced. The images are analyzed using the recently developed, human-based 11 colors quantization scheme and the color correlogram. Their output served as input for the image segmentation algorithm: agglomerative merging, which is extended to color images. From the resulting coarse segments, boundaries are extracted by pixelwise classification, which are smoothed by erosion and dilation operators. The resulting features of the extracted shapes, completed the data for a \textit{<color, texture, shape>-vector}. Combined with the intersection distance measure, this vector is used for OBIR, as are its components. Although shape matching solely provides good results, the complete vector outperforms its components, with up to 80% precision. Hence, an unique, excellent performing, fast, on human perception based, OBIR scheme is launched.

This chapter is an adapted version of:
13.1 Introduction

More and more, the world wide web, databases, and private collections are searched for audio, video, and image material. Subsequently, the need for efficient user-friendly multimedia retrieval and indexing techniques is eminent. However, where speech and handwriting recognition algorithms are generally applicable, image and video retrieval systems are only successful in a closed domain. What these techniques have in common is their computational burden and results judged as non-intuitive by its users [101].

In this paper, these drawbacks are tackled, for the field of content-based image retrieval (CBIR). An object-based approach on CBIR is employed: object-based image retrieval (OBIR), inspired by the findings of Schomaker, Vuurpijl, and De Leau [224], who showed that 72% of the people are interested in objects when searching images. Moreover, a human-centered approach is chosen, based on the 11 color categories used by humans in color processing, as described in Section 13.2. These 11 color categories are also utilized for texture analysis, as discussed in Section 13.2.1, and for image segmentation, done by agglomerative merging (see Section 13.3.1). From the resulting, coarse image segments, the shape of the object is derived using pixelwise classification (Section 13.3.2). Next, erosion and dilation operations are applied on the boundary in order to smooth it, as described in Section 13.3.3. OBIR is conducted using four query schemes (see Section 13.5): two of them are based on color and texture, one on the object boundaries, and one on their combination. The results are presented in Section 13.6 followed by a discussion in Section B.5.

13.2 Color and Texture in 11 categories

As mentioned by Forsyth and Ponse [72]: “It is surprisingly difficult to predict what colors a human will see in a complex scene.” However, it is known that humans use 11 color categories (red, green, blue, yellow, orange, brown, pink, purple, black, white, and gray) with processing color. These 11 color categories are considered as being universal and as being optimal [15, 64]. These categories should, therefore, be: (i) generic, (ii) computationally cheap, and (iii) can be expected to yield results that are intuitive for users. This triplet
of advantages supports the aim to tackle the computational burden of CBIR and to provide intuitive results for the users. Therefore, we adopted the 11 color quantization scheme [32]: a unique color space segmentation, based on data gathered through experiments in which subjects categorized colors into the 11 color categories. So, the color distribution of images is characterized by a color vector with 11 color values.

Next to color, texture is an important feature for the human visual system [74]. Texture analysis can be done based on intensity differences, but nevertheless, color is important in texture recognition of colorful image material. With respect to color representation, Fujii, Sugo, and Ando [74] stated that “considering the effective computational strategy in our visual system, it is quite possible that not all the information carried out by the high-dimensional sensory representation is preserved for rapid judgments of natural textures.” Taken this into account, the 11 color category quantization scheme should perfectly fit the job, and is, therefore, applied for colorful texture analysis.

For the analysis of texture, various methods are available, such as: statistical methods (e.g., co-occurrence matrices and autocorrelation features), geometrical methods (e.g., Voronoi tessellation features and structural methods), model based methods (e.g., random field models and fractals), and signal processing methods (e.g., spatial domain filters, Fourier domain filtering, Gabor models, and Wavelet models). Originally, they are developed for gray-value images but some of them are recently adapted to fit texture analysis on color images.

13.2.1 The color correlogram

For the current research, one of the most intuitive texture analysis methods is applied: the color correlogram, as suggested by Huang, Kumar, Mitra, Zhu, and Zabih [102], which is constructed from an image by estimating the pairwise statistics of pixel color. In order to (i) provide perceptual intuitive results and (ii) tackle the computational burden, the 11 color scheme for quantization of color is chosen.

The color correlogram \( C_d(i, j) \) counts the co-occurrence of pixels with colors \( i \) and \( j \) at a given distance \( d \). The distance \( d \) is defined in polar coordinates \((d, \alpha)\), with discrete length and orientation. In practice, \( \alpha \) takes the...
values 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, and 315°. The color correlogram $C_d(i, j)$ can now be defined as follows:

$$C_{i,j}^d(I) = \Pr(I(p_1) = i \land I(p_2) = j \mid |p_1 - p_2| = d),$$

(13.1)

where $\Pr$ is probability and $p_1$ and $p_2$ are positions in the color image $I$. Let $N$ be the number of colors in the image, then the dimension of the color correlogram $C_d(i, j)$ will be $N \times N$, which is in our scheme $11 \times 11$. This algorithm yields a symmetric matrix. Hence, only angles up to 180° need to be considered. One direction insensitive color correlogram can be defined for each distance ($d$) by averaging the four color correlograms of the different angles (i.e., 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°).

From the color correlogram, a large number of textural features can be derived, such as: energy, entropy, correlation, inverse difference moment, inertia, Haralick’s correlation, cluster shade, and cluster prominence, which characterize the content of the image. Based on previous research [29], the combination of entropy, inverse difference moment, cluster prominence, and Haralick’s correlation, with distance $d = 1$ is used, resulting in a vector of four texture features.

### 13.3 Shape extraction

The shape extraction phase is divided in three stages: (i) coarse image segmentation, (ii) pixelwise classification, and (iii) smoothing. The coarse image segmentation uses only texture information to segment the image in texture regions. In the pixelwise classification phase, only color information is used because the regions are too small for our texture descriptor to be informative. The complete process of shape extraction is illustrated in Figure 13.4.

#### 13.3.1 Segmentation by agglomerative merging

Segmentation is applied by agglomerative merging, as described by Ojala and Pietikäinen [180]. Their algorithm is a gray-scale image algorithm but is extended to color images, using a color texture descriptor. The algorithm is applied using the color correlogram as texture descriptor based on the 11 color quantization scheme.
At the initial state of the agglomerative merging algorithm, the images are divided in sub blocks of size $16 \times 16$ pixels. At each stage of the merging phase, the pair of blocks with the lowest merger importance ($MI$) is merged. This merger importance is defined by the similarity measure $L_1$ [102]. For two images $I$ and $I'$, the $L_1$ distance measure is defined as follows:

$$L_1 = |I - I'| = \sum_{i,j=0}^{m-1} |C_{i,j}^{d}(I) - C_{i,j}^{d}(I')|,$$

where $m$ is the number of bins used and $C_{i,j}^{d}(I)$ is the color correlogram of image $I$ (see Equation 13.1), and $d$ is set to 1 (see Section 13.2.1). The closer $L_1$ is to zero, the more similar the texture regions are. When two regions are merged, the $MI$-values between this region and all adjacent regions are computed. The agglomerative merging phase continues until the experimentally determined stopping criterion ($Y$), given in Equation 13.3 is met:

$$MI_{stop} = \frac{MI_{cur}}{MI_{max}} < Y,$$

where $MI_{cur}$ is the merger importance for the current best merge, $MI_{max}$ is the largest merger importance of all preceding merges. For the current dataset, $Y$ is determined to be 0.700.

When the coarse segmentation phase is complete, the center segment of the image is selected to be the object of interest for OBIR.

### 13.3.2 Pixelwise classification based on the 11 colors

After the center object is identified in the coarse segmentation phase, pixelwise classification [180] is applied to improve localization of the boundaries of the object. In pixelwise classification, each pixel on the boundary of the center object is examined. A disk with radius $r$ is placed over the pixel and the 11 color histogram is calculated for this disk and all adjacent segments. Next, the color-distance between the disk and the adjacent segments is calculated, using the intersection distance measure [32] based on the 11 color histogram. The pixel is relabeled if the label of the nearest segment is different from the current label of the pixel. This process is repeated as long as there are pixels that are relabeled.

The radius $r$ of the disk used determines how smooth the resulting
boundaries are: a small radius will produce ragged regions, a larger radius will produce smoother boundaries but may fail in locating the boundaries accurately. In order to tackle these problems we used a two-step approach: in the first iterations, a relatively small radius of 5 is used, in order to locate the boundaries correctly, secondly a radius of 11 is used to produce more stable segments.

Figure 13.1: The process of pixelwise classification illustrated. A pixel at the boundary is selected (marked with a black dot). Next, the color histogram over this marker is calculated as well as the histograms of the center segment and the background. The histogram over the marker is compared to the other histograms, and the pixel is relabeled if the label of the area with the most similar histogram is different from the current label of the pixel.
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Figure 13.2: The process of dilation illustrated. The left figure is the original shape $A$. The square in the middle is the dilation marker $B$ (dot is the center). The middle of the marker runs over the boundary of $A$. The result of dilation of $A$ by $B$ ($A \oplus B$) is given by the solid shape on the right, in which the inner square projects the original object $A$.

13.3.3 Smoothing

Although the pixelwise classification phase produces correct object boundaries, the shapes are smoothed to optimize for the shape matching phase. Smoothing is done using two fundamental operations: dilation and erosion.

Given two sets $A$ and $B$ in $\mathbb{Z}^2$, the dilation of $A$ by $B$ is defined as:

$$A \oplus B = \{ x \mid (B)_x \cap A \neq \emptyset \},$$

(13.4)

where $(B)_x$ denotes the translation of $B$ by $x = (x_1, x_2)$ defined as:

$$(B)_x = \{ c \mid c = b + x, \text{for some } b \in B \}$$

(13.5)

Thus, $A \oplus B$ expands $A$ if the origin is contained in $B$, as is usually the case.

The erosion of $A$ by $B$, denoted $A \ominus B$, is the set of all $x$ such that $B$ translated by $x$ is completely contained in $A$, defined as

$$A \ominus B = \{ x \mid (B)_x \subseteq A \}$$

(13.6)

Thus, $A \ominus B$ decreases $A$.

The smoothing is performed by two iterations of erosion with a square erosion marker $(B)$ of size $3 \times 3$ pixels, followed by two iterations of dilation with the same marker.
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13.4 Shape matching

Shape matching has been approached in various ways. A few of the frequently applied techniques are tree pruning, the generalized Hough transform, geometric hashing [297], the alignment method, various statistics, deformable templates, relaxation labeling, Fourier and wavelet transform, curvature scale space, and classifiers such as neural networks [3].

Recently, Andreou and Sgouros [3] discussed their: “turning function difference”, as a part of their G Computer Vision library. It promises to be an efficient and effective shape matching method. However, a similar approach was launched five years before by Schomaker et al. [224]. In the current research, the latter, original approach has been adopted. This “outline pattern recognition”, as the authors call it, is based on three feature vectors containing: (i) \( x \) and \( y \) coordinates, normalized using the center of gravity of the shape and the standard deviation of all radii, (ii) the running angle (\( \theta \)) along the edge of the segment \((\cos(\theta), \sin(\theta))\), which contains more information on the local changes of direction, and (iii) the histogram of angels in the shape: the probability distribution \( p(\theta) \) [224].

The algorithm was proven to be translation, scale, and rotation invariant. Based on this algorithm, the outline-based image retrieval system Vind(X)\(^1\) was developed and has been used successfully since then. Vind(X) relies on

\(^1\)http://unipen.nici.ru.nl/vindx/ [Last accessed on April 20, 2005]
Figure 13.4: (a) The original image (b) The coarse segmentation (c) The object after pixelwise classification (d) The object after erosion (e) The object after dilation (f) The final shape.
13.5 Method

In Sections 13.2 and 13.3, color, texture, and shape features are defined. They are combined and used in four distinct query schemes for object matching, using four vectors:

1. color and texture, for object versus complete images
2. color and texture
3. shape
4. color, texture, and shape combined

Feature-based and shape-based image retrieval was employed by two separate retrieval engines, connected to the same database, both using the intersection distance measure for ranking their results. For both engines, the number of retrieved images \( n \) could be chosen by the user. All query schemes performed an object-object comparison, except scheme 1 for which object features are matched with the features of the complete images in the database. For query scheme 4, for each image its ranks on both engines are summed and divided by two.

The data consisted of 1000 images from the Corel image database, a reference database for CBIR applications. Since we are interested in objects, the six categories chosen represented objects: cats, leaves, revolvers, motorbikes, pyramids, and dinosaurs; see Figure 13.5 for an example image from each
Adapted from the field of Information Retrieval, the performance of CBIR systems can be determined by the measures recall and precision. Recall signifies the percentage of relevant images retrieved from the database in response to the query. Precision is the proportion of retrieved images that is relevant to the query.

13.6 Retrieval results

Recall and precision are calculated for each of the four different query schemes, as defined in Section 13.5, using a variable number of images retrieved. The precision of the retrieval results for the four schemes are plotted in Figure 13.6, for 5-25 images retrieved. The recall of the retrieval results for the four schemes are plotted in Figure 13.7, for the complete dataset.
13.7 Discussion

The rationale of the CBIR approach presented in this chapter is that it is human centered. This is founded on two principles: (i) CBIR should be object-based and (ii) it should utilize the 11 color categories, as used by humans in color processing. Both principles contribute to efficient CBIR, providing intuitive results for users.

It was shown that the 11 color categories work well for describing color distributions (see Chapter 2), for the extraction of texture descriptors (see Chapter 9), and for object segmentation (see the previous chapter). Moreover,
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Figure 13.6: Average precision of retrieval, with global and local color&texture features, outline of extracted objects from images, and their combination.

All four schemes performed good; see Figure 13.6 and 13.7. However, note that with the combined approach, four of the top five images are relevant (see Figure 13.6); i.e., an average Precision of 80% was achieved. Moreover, the recall achieved with the combined approach converges much faster to 100% than with one of the other approaches (see Figure 13.7).
the recall and precision of the retrieval results emphasize the importance of an object-based approach in CBIR. When only shape features were used, better results were obtained than with using color and texture features. However, when shape features were combined with the color and texture features, even better results were obtained. This confirms the claim made in the Introduction of this chapter: Combining color, texture, and shape provides feature vectors with much higher discriminative power than each one separately.

Incorporating shape features also improved retrieval results compared to using coarse segmentation. In Chapter 12, a precision of 46% was obtained using color and texture features of the coarse object segments. A similar precision: 44%, was obtained, using color and texture features within the exact shapes. Hence, for these features a coarse segmentation is of sufficient detail and the computationally expensive shape extraction does not have to be executed.

A substantially higher precision was achieved, with the incorporation of shape features. A precision of 54% is obtained using a combination of color, texture, and shape features.
The images in our dataset (see Figure 13.5) all contain images of objects against a rather uniform background. One can argue that these images are not representative for images that are found on the world wide web or in a photo database. However, state of the art CBIR is not yet able to handle such real-world images.

In comparable, recent work of Gevers and Stokman [80], object images, lacking a background, were used to perform CBIR. The CBIR project of the Columbia University [171], uses the COIL-100 dataset. This dataset is frequently used for the development CBIR engines. It also contains only object images; in this case, against a black background. Figure 13.8 provides four images from the COIL-100 dataset.

Despite the success of the current approach on real world images, it also knows some drawbacks. First, it should be noted that the number of categories and its members were limited and follow-up research should be conducted with a larger database, incorporating a large number of categories. Second, in further developing the engine, the segmentation parameter should be set dynamically; i.e., setting the parameter to a minimum value and resetting it dynamically during the merging phase, based on the texture differences between the remaining blocks. This would tackle the current dependency on a good pre-defined parameter setting. Third, the ultimate goal would be to identify all objects in an image, instead of one such as is currently the case. Fourth, the complete image should be searched for objects, instead of merely its center. Fifth, we expect that the use of artificial classifiers can improve the results, compared to the uses of a simple distance measure, such as the intersection distance. Currently, we are working on these five topics. When this work is finished, the resulting CBIR engine can be applied on real-world images instead of only on object-classes.

That the engine presented is highly successful in matching the 2D outlines of segmented objects with each other, despite the five limitations just mentioned, is striking. However, this can, at least partly, be explained by the fact that “photographers generate a limited number of ‘canonical views’ on objects, according to perceptual and artistic rules [224]”. Moreover, please note that most recently published work, such as that of Shih and Tseng [233] in the journal of ‘Image and Vision Computing’, still apply gray-scale techniques. So, where the state of the art shape-extraction methods are still de-
developed for gray-scale images. In contrast, we are able to extract shapes from colorful images. This very important, since most of the image material available on the world wide web and other databases is colorful.

So, a highly efficient scheme for the extraction of color, texture, and shape features is introduced. It is unique in its ability to extract shapes from images by utilizing a limited set of color features. Combined with the intersection distance measure, it formed the basis of an unique, very good performing, fast object-based CBIR (OBIR) engine, which provides results intuitive for its users.
Epilogue
This chapter is partly based on fragments of:
As a result of the expanding amount of digital image material, the need for content-based image retrieval (CBIR) emerged. However, in developing CBIR-techniques seldomly the user and his characteristics were taken into account and, subsequently, limitations of mere technical solutions became apparent (see Chapter 1). On the other hand, the importance of these technical solutions is eminent since we have still a long way to travel before understanding man (i.e., the user). This thesis made an attempt to exploit knowledge concerning human color perception in image processing algorithms and, in parallel, improve the existing image processing algorithms. Hereby, the human was constantly taken into the loop.

We started with fundamental research toward human color processing (see Chapter 3). This resulted in a unique color space segmentation, driven by experimental data concerning the 11 color categories, known to be used by humans since half a century [32, 33]. For the computation of the color categories, the Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transform was introduced (see Chapter 4 and 5 and Appendix B). This color space segmentation can function as a highly efficient, human-based, color quantization scheme, as was illustrated in Chapters 7 and 8.

With respect to texture analysis techniques, mostly color is ignored [29, 30]. Subsequently, problems can arise since two distinct colors can have the same intensity. When an image consisting such colors is converted to a grayscale image, compounds of the image will merge (e.g., object and background can become one). After a comparison of several texture analysis techniques, we developed a new, parallel-sequential texture analysis approach, with up to 96% correct classification performance (see Chapter 10). Moreover, in the research "mimicking human texture classification", artificial and human texture classification were compared with each other (see Chapter 11).

Using the 11 color categories and the texture analysis scheme developed, coarse image segmentation was conducted (Chapter 12) and subsequently, exact shapes were extracted by pixelwise classification, followed by smoothing operators (Chapter 13). The shapes extracted were analyzed using the Vind(X) engine. With that, for all three features (i.e., color, texture, and shape), human-based techniques have been developed to extract them from unannotated image material. Moreover, the segmentation and shape extraction enabled us to conduct object-based image retrieval (see Chapters 12 and 13).
During several phases of the research, the feature extraction techniques were tested in a newly developed online CBIR benchmark (Chapters 6, 7, and 8). Object-based image retrieval, exploiting color, texture, and shape features, resulted in a high retrieval precision of up to 80% (Chapter 13). Hence, the first human-based, computationally very efficient, object-based image retrieval engine was launched.

Each chapter was equipped with its own discussion concerning the research presented in that chapter. Therefore, this epilogue provides three general issues concerning CBIR and sketches follow-up research, before closing with a general conclusion. We discuss three topics only touched or even ignored so far: (i) intelligent CBIR or “when and why CBIR”, concerning the (dis)use of CBIR, (ii) issues concerning user interfaces (UIs) for CBIR systems; the research conducted with respect to this topic was omitted from this thesis for reasons of conciseness, and (iii) gray-scale image retrieval.

14.1 Intelligent Content-Based Image Retrieval

In the general introduction (Chapter 1), we have defined intelligent CBIR as CBIR that utilizes knowledge concerning human cognitive abilities. On the one hand, this should facilitate in providing intuitive results for users and, on the other hand, this should result in efficient image analysis schemes.

However, intelligent CBIR can also be approached from another point of view: the integration of Information Retrieval (IR) and CBIR techniques. From this moment on, we will denote the integration of IR and CBIR as iCBIR, where the ‘i’ is derived from intelligent.

Modern search engines like Google illustrate that “Classic IR methods are fast and reliable when images are well-named or annotated. [34]” However, “keywords have become a serious constraint in searching non-textual media. Search engines that provide facilities to search pictures (e.g., AltaVista and Google) usually link to specialized, closed, image databases. The results, however, are in no way parallel to the success of text retrieval [99].” Moreover, it is evident that they are incapable of searching in unannotated image collections. CBIR [213, 240] methods are capable of searching in such collections. [34]
14.1 Intelligent Content-Based Image Retrieval

14.1.1 Levels of image queries

Three levels of abstraction can be distinguished with image queries [101]:

1. Primitive features; i.e., color, texture, and shape
2. Derived features:
   (a) type of objects
   (b) individual objects / persons
3. Abstract attributes:
   (a) names of events or types of activity
   (b) emotional or religious significance

The higher the level of abstraction, the more problems CBIR systems will encounter in satisfying the user needs.

In general, CBIR techniques excel in deriving primitive features from image material. However, since not all techniques applied are intuitive for humans, the results achieved with them are not either. Nevertheless, most CBIR systems fully rely on image retrieval using primitive features.

Types or classes of objects are defined as such because they share common characteristics. Often these characteristics can be pinpointed, using primitive features. However, more often problems emerge in defining the features of a prototype of a certain type (e.g., Ferrari, politicians). More general types of objects, can be defined by prototypes; e.g., cars, humans. In contrast, more specific types of objects (e.g., Ferrari F40, Balkenende) are impossible to describe using primitive features. Only up to a restricted level of complexity object search can be done; e.g., face recognition [12, 16, 135, 192]. In general, with such queries one still relies on text-based methods. For example, when searching for photos of particular objects (e.g., the “Kronenburger Park, Nijmegen, The Netherlands”) by keywords, or to search for photos of a particular class of objects (e.g., vegetables), by browsing catalogs. In contrast, with general object or scene queries (e.g., when searching photos of “sunsets”, “landscapes”, and “red cars”) one can conveniently rely on CBIR methods.

The highest level of abstraction is found with names of events or types of activity and with emotional or religious significance. It is easily imaginable that such categories of photos are not suitable for CBIR methods. For instance,
impressionist or abstract paintings are hard to classify. More important than color, texture, and shape characteristics of the painting, is a painting’s expression and how it is experienced by its viewers. For now, such a description is far out of the reach of CBIR techniques.

What can be done using primitive image features is deriving the style of paintings (e.g., the period in which they were made) [68, 272], determine the painter who made them [68, 272], and verify whether or not they are original works [63, 252, 274]. Then, based on these characteristics of the content of art objects, these objects can be classified. These classifications can even be connected to emotional expressions accompanying the classes of paintings. Using relevance feedback and intelligent (learning) algorithms (e.g., artificial neural networks), such classes can be annotated.

In general, on the one hand, one can state that text-based image retrieval methods can be used to overcome the limitations of CBIR methods. On the other hand, CBIR methods can assist human annotators in their task of annotating image databases. For example, first, automatic catalogs of image databases can be generated, using CBIR methods; second, users can refine the coarse classification made by the CBIR methods.

So far, we held out a prospect of the combination of both CBIR and text-based image retrieval. This is in line with the suggestions of Lai, Chang, Chang, Cheng, and Crandell [138]: “For most users, articulating a content-based query using these low-level features can be non-intuitive and difficult. Many users prefer to using keywords to conduct searches. We believe that a keyword- and content-based combined approach can benefit from the strengths of these two paradigms.” Currently, the NWO ToKeN-project VindIT employs the exploration of this combination [300]. The VindIT project aims to extract additional information coming forth from the combination of text and content-based features, instead of merely combining both features. At the end of the 90s, the first results of such an approach already yielded promising results [41]. Hence, with a successful combination of IR and CBIR, truly intelligent CBIR can be conducted. However, an even higher increase in performance may be gained by facilitating a proper human-computer interaction. Since the intermediate between user and system is the user interface (UI), these UIs should be a topic of research on their own, within the field of CBIR.
14.2 CBIR User Interfaces (UIs)

A CBIR system can be described by three compounds: (i) a query definition interface, (ii) a search engine (and database), and (iii) the presentation of the retrieval results. For both the first component and the third component, a proper UI is of the utmost importance. Van den Broek, Vuurpijl, Kisters, and Von Schmid [34] were the first “to conduct a review on ten online CBIR engines, emphasizing interface aspects and judging human-computer interaction.” Two years later, Van den Broek, Kisters, and Vuurpijl [25] still had to conclude that “no extensive review on user-interfaces of CBIR systems is present today.” Existing CBIR reviews, such as that of Gevers and Smeulders [79], Venters and Cooper [281], Veltman and Tanase [279], and Veltkamp, Burkhardt, and Kriegel [278], emphasize the various image retrieval techniques, but not their interfaces. Others, such as Steiner [253], only briefly discuss the usability of 36 freely available web based color selectors, in a non-CBIR setting.

14.2.1 CBIR color selectors

Most CBIR color selectors evolved from copies of interfaces in graphics applications. Color selectors in the graphics industry were present, years before the first CBIR engine was born. However, color selectors for the graphics industry do have other demands than those for CBIR [34]; e.g., subtle level crossings do not have to be made for CBIR, but are custom in graphics design. [25]

Van den Broek, Kisters, and Vuurpijl [25] mentioned three considerations in the design of a CBIR color-selection UIs:

1. Human color memory is poor, it stores color in only 11 categories.
2. The more colors are present, the harder the selection is: both from perceptual and motor point of view.
3. Color-selectors for graphic design and CBIR systems cannot be interchanged.

Based on these considerations, a prototype CBIR color selector was developed [25, 34]. It was combined with a sketchpad for shape-based image retrieval [224], taken from the Vind(x) system [284].
14.2.2 Defining texture

Color can be selected from a color palette. How to design such a palette is far from trivial but is possible, as is shown in many applications available today. However, an even more challenging issue is how users should define texture. As Celebi and Alpkoc¸ak [42] already noted: “In forming an expressive query for texture, it is quite unrealistic to expect the user to draw the texture (s)he wants.”

An alternative for drawing texture would be a textual explanation of the texture wanted. Perhaps this would be possible when using a set of restricted keywords with which textures can be described. The descriptions would be subject to subjective judgments and the limitations of human cognition. So, texture description for CBIR query-by-memory purposes is hard, if possible at all.

14.2.3 Sketching

Shape definition by sketching is used in the Vind(X) system and demonstrated to be useful. However, drawing with a mouse is very hard. Making drawings by use of pen and tablet is easier but, for untrained users, still very hard. Moreover, the query-by-sketch paradigm is not used outside a limited database. Therefore, it is questionable in how far such sketches are useful in a less restricted domain.

As shown in Vuurpijl, Schomaker, and Van den Broek [284], the quality of drawings, and with that their usability, differs substantially. Moreover, most users are not equipped with sufficient drawing techniques to draw canonical views of images. Figure 14.1 presents drawings of users as collected and presented in [284], which are all drawings of objects (i.e., humans, horse, table, and tree) as seen from their front or side. Since most photographers take photos of objects from a canonical view [17, 18, 223, 224, 260], this limits the mapping between segmented shapes from photos and the sketches as provided by users.

To summarize, the use of color for query-by-memory seems feasible. Texture can probably not be employed in query-by-memory settings. Sketch (or shape) based retrieval can be executed. However, its use has not been
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demonstrated on a large database, with various types of images.

14.2.4 Shape and color

In the field of CBIR, the relation between color and shape has received little attention [34]; this was no different for the current thesis. However, this thesis has shown that this relation is present and is of importance. In Chapters 9–11, it was proved that color (C) defines texture (T); subsequently, in Chapters 12–13, texture (T) on its turn is exploited for image segmentation purposes and for shape (S) extraction. Hence, formally \( C \rightarrow T, T \rightarrow S \) implies \( C \rightarrow S \), where \( \rightarrow \) is defined as: “is used to extract”. This section discusses this direct relation between color and shape.

Color and shape features were combined in the design of a query-by-memory CBIR interface (see [34]; this research was not included in this thesis). This combination was based on findings, which state that shape and color influence each other. Their relation is twofold: (i) color influences human object recognition and (ii) the ‘shape category’ of an object may influence the perceived color of it. The influence of color perception on object recognition is described by Goldstone [82]. In his article “Effects of categorization on color perception”, he states that: “high-level cognitive processes do not simply operate on fixed perceptual inputs; high level processes may also create lower level percepts”.

The relation between shape and perceived color is also observed by Sacks [216] who describes the horror people experience when perceiving objects, after they lost their ability to see color. Meadow [161] described the disabilities his patients had in distinguishing between objects, due to the loss of the ability of seeing color. He further notes that these problems are especially important for the recognition of those objects that rely on color as a distinguishing mark (cf. an orange and a grapefruit). So, in both the design of CBIR engines as well as for the CBIR query interfaces, this relation should be taken into account.

In order to conduct research toward (CBIR) UI design, recently an experimental environment was developed in which UIs can be tested. This experimental environment provides the means for recording all user behavior for multiple user interfaces and stimuli, within an experimentally controlled de-
Figure 14.1: A selection of sketches drawn, as presented in Vuurpijl, Schomaker, and Van den Broek [284]. Participants were asked to draw humans, horses, tables, and trees. Note that, these sketches provide the frontal or side view of the objects.
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sign. Currently, two large scale experiments are prepared in which five color selection user interfaces will be tested (Color-Selection User Interface Testing (C-SUIT)), part of the project Scientific User Interface Testing (SUIT) [28].

14.2.5 Presentation of CBIR results

Not only for query definition purposes but also for the presentation of the CBIR retrieval results an UI is needed. This is of the utmost importance since people visually browse through these results [271]. However, until now there is a lack of fundamental research concerning the presentation of the results of a CBIR query. Van Montfort, De Greef, and Van Eijk [277] are an exception with their research toward “Visually searching a large image database”. They found that “manual browsing was more effective but less efficient than computer controlled browsing. [271]” “A grid of 9 images per screen was found optimal for visualizing an image collection. In addition, they found that a difference in size between the (real-size) image (e.g., a painting) that was seen and its thumbnail version, as it is available in the image database, does not hinder recognition. [271]

Please note that these findings were fully utilized within the CBIR benchmark, as introduced in Chapter 6. With the design of a UI that presents the query results of the CBIR engine (running within the framework of the benchmark), the advice of Montfort et al. [277] was respected. We choose for manual browsing, used scaled images, and presented only 15 retrieved images per screen. Despite these first guidelines, the complexity of the design of a UI is that it has to be both functional and eye-appealing remains challenging [34].

14.3 What to do without color?
Gray-scale image retrieval

This research pursues CBIR methods for color images. However, a second category exists, that of gray-scale images. Although in this thesis only briefly touched for texture analysis, this category of images is also worth our attention. Gray-scale images are used in a range of professional settings; e.g., medical applications (see Section 1.3.2.B in Chapter 1), fingerprints [135, 155], op-
tical character recognition (OCR), and handwriting recognition [225].

Two types of gray-scale images should be distinguished: (i) Original black-and-white photos and (ii) Color images that are transformed to gray-scale images. An example of the first type is the Early Photography 1893–1960 collection [262] of The Rijksmuseum, the Leiden Print Room, and other Dutch, public collections. The second type occurs, for example, to reduce publishing costs (e.g., as is done for this thesis).

In order to determine the amount of lost information (if any) with the transform, Wang and Bovik [287] even introduced a numerical measure for gray-scale images: the “universal image quality index”. Recently, Wang, Bovik, Sheikh, and Simonelli [288] generalized the measure to the “structural similarity index”.

Next to old black-and-white images, up till now, professional photographers make black-and-white images. They usually apply filters on gray (or brown) level photos to enhance their contrast; most used are orange and red filters (e.g., they can produce dramatically darkened skies). Subsequently, their quantized gray level representation is adapted. This emphasizes that, when applying CBIR methods on collections of gray-scale images, this issue should not be ignored. Hence, specialized gray level CBIR methods should be developed for this category of images. This was already proposed by Niblack et al. [175] in their “Updates to the QBIC system”. However, their paper does not discuss the details of their work.

14.4 Future work

The CBIR techniques, as presented in this thesis, should be plugged into a general framework from which an online CBIR system can be developed. The benchmark, as introduced in Chapter 6, provides an excellent foundation for the envisioned CBIR system. It should be extended with a query definition interface, both for query-by-memory and query-by-example. In addition, its engine should be adapted so that it can incorporate several image processing schemes, which can be combined in any way preferred. Moreover, gray-scale image processing schemes should be developed and included in the CBIR system.
In a second phase of research, IR techniques should be incorporated. The combined force of IR and CBIR techniques would make the system usable in large an possibly even unrestricted domains. Only such a system can, in potential, be exploited in a commercial setting for image retrieval on the WWW. A CBIR system solely can be used in several professional settings as well as for managing photo-albums of customers.

The research as done within the project SUIT [28] will (in time) provide the guidelines to improve the UI for both the definition of the query as for the presentation of its results. However, the CBIR system can be further adapted to the individual user, by making use of relevance feedback [283]. Already in the 90s, a few researchers suggested to use relevance feedback in CBIR [54, 215, 250]. In the last five years, this advice was reinforced by multiple researchers [47, 81, 128, 137, 152, 303]. As was shown in the present research, users indeed vary considerably in their judgments of retrieval results; hence, relevance feedback could indeed increase user satisfaction substantially.

Next to images, video material can be retrieved based on its content [4, 105, 108, 109, 173, 191, 247, 278, 280]. For this purpose, frequently, so called key frames are selected, which can be analyzed as images. Henceforth, CBIR techniques can be utilized. Note that where with CBIR only one image is present, in content-based video retrieval a set of images describes a part of the video. In addition, note that, even more than with CBIR, content-based video retrieval suffers from time, computational, and storage (or space) complexity. Therefore, the techniques presented in this thesis may be considered, since they provide a computational inexpensive and effective alternative.

CBIR and IR techniques can also be applied in a multimedia context. Then, the computational load of the processing schemes is even more important. True multimedia systems should, for example, also incorporate speech recognition as well as other speech analysis techniques [23]. Moreover, advanced schemes for human-computer interaction are needed to facilitate the communication between user and system [270, 283]. Frequently, agent technology is suggested for the latter purpose [22, 117, 270]. Communication between (software) agents, which represent their owner, is envisioned [115]. However, to satisfy this aim, users have to trust their (software) agents [114]. This can only be accomplished when these agents have a high enough level
of autonomy and are able to reason by assumption [116]. When all these premises are satisfied then and then only, a first step is made toward true artificial vision and subsequently, intelligent CBIR, as meant in Chapter 1.

14.5 Conclusions

Most CBIR research focuses on the utilization of advanced algorithms. An important constraint for CBIR is the complexity of the algorithm chosen. The principles based on which humans process images are mostly ignored. On the one hand, this thesis did discuss and improve algorithms. On the other hand, human cognition was its foundation. Moreover, since humans are the users of CBIR systems and with that judge them, their (dis)abilities should be taken into account [101].

Each of the three features used for CBIR (i.e., color, texture, and shape), was developed from a human-centered perspective, where in parallel improvements to algorithms were an issue. The 11 color categories, as used by humans in processing color, function as the fundament for color analysis but also for texture and shape analysis. The texture analysis method developed, utilizes two intuitive features: the color histogram and the color correlogram. In addition, human and artificial texture classification were compared experimentally. The coarse segmentation and the subsequent shape extraction were founded on the 11 color categories and the intuitive texture descriptors.

The utilization of color, texture, and shape enabled us to perform object-based image retrieval (OBIR). This brings us to the concept on which the Vind(X) system was founded, which utilizes outline-outline matching. Where Vind(X) fully relied on its database of manually annotated outlines, the techniques introduced in this thesis provide the means to extract these automatically.

So, all ingredients for a human-centered, computationally efficient CBIR engine are developed. Moreover, a newly developed online CBIR benchmark is introduced, which provides the means for the evaluation of CBIR techniques by its users.
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Color LookUp Table (CLUT) markers
Table A.1: Markpoints for a Color LookUp Table (CLUT) independent of the underlying cognitive task and the points that were different categorized in the color discrimination experiment and in the color memory experiment. Note that this table is spread over five pages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color name</th>
<th>According to Discrimination and Memory experiment</th>
<th>Discrimination Markers</th>
<th>Memory Markers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>blue</td>
<td>000,000,051 000,001,002 000,001,053 000,001,204 000,001,255</td>
<td>051,204,153</td>
<td>051,051,051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>000,051,102 000,051,153 000,051,204 000,051,255</td>
<td>153,000,255</td>
<td>051,000,051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>000,102,153 000,102,204 000,102,255 000,153,153 000,153,255</td>
<td>153,051,255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>000,153,255 000,204,204 000,204,255 000,255,204 000,255,255</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>051,000,102 051,000,153 051,000,204 051,000,255</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>051,051,153 051,102,204 051,102,255 051,153,204 051,153,255</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>051,204,204 051,204,255 051,255,204 051,255,255 102,000,204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102,000,255 102,051,255 102,102,255 102,102,204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102,102,255 102,153,153 102,153,204 102,153,255 102,204,204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102,204,204 102,204,255 102,255,204 102,255,255 153,102,255</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>153,153,255 153,204,204 153,204,255 153,255,204 153,255,255</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204,204,255 204,255,255</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color name</td>
<td>According to Discrimination and Memory experiment</td>
<td>Discrimination</td>
<td>Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>051,000,000 102,000,000 102,051,000 102,051,051</td>
<td>102,000,051</td>
<td>102,102,051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>153,051,000 153,051,051 153,102,000 153,102,051</td>
<td>153,051,051</td>
<td>153,153,051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204,000,051 204,051,000 204,102,000 204,102,051</td>
<td>204,102,051</td>
<td>204,153,051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204,153,102</td>
<td>204,153,102</td>
<td>204,204,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yellow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>153,153,000 153,153,051 204,204,000 204,204,051</td>
<td>153,153,102</td>
<td>204,153,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204,204,051 204,204,102 204,204,153 204,255,000</td>
<td>204,255,000</td>
<td>204,255,051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204,255,102 204,255,153 255,204,000 255,204,051</td>
<td>255,204,051</td>
<td>255,204,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>255,255,000 255,255,051 255,255,102 255,255,153</td>
<td>255,255,102</td>
<td>255,255,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gray</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>000,051,051 051,051,051 102,102,102 102,153,102</td>
<td>102,153,102</td>
<td>153,204,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>153,153,153 153,153,204 153,204,204 204,204,153</td>
<td>153,204,153</td>
<td>204,204,204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>153,204,051</td>
<td>153,204,051</td>
<td>255,204,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>153,255,000</td>
<td>153,255,000</td>
<td>102,102,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>255,255,051</td>
<td>255,255,051</td>
<td>153,255,051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color name</td>
<td>According to Discrimination and Memory experiment</td>
<td>Discrimination</td>
<td>Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>green</td>
<td>000,051,000 000,051,051 000,102,000 000,102,051 000,102,102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>000,153,000 000,153,051 000,153,102 000,153,153 000,204,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>000,204,051 000,204,102 000,204,153 000,255,000 000,255,051</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>000,255,102 000,255,153 000,255,204 051,051,000 051,102,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>051,102,051 051,102,102 051,153,000 051,153,051 051,153,102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>051,153,153 051,204,000 051,204,051 051,204,102 051,204,153</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>051,255,000 051,255,051 051,255,102 051,255,153 051,255,204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102,102,000 102,102,051 102,153,000 102,153,051 102,153,102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102,153,153 102,204,000 102,204,051 102,204,102 102,204,153</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102,255,000 102,255,051 102,255,102 102,255,153 102,255,204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>153,153,000 153,153,051 153,153,102 153,204,000 153,204,051</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>153,204,102 153,204,153 153,255,000 153,255,051 153,255,102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>153,255,153 153,255,204 204,204,102 204,204,153 204,255,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204,255,051 204,255,102 204,255,153 204,255,204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>orange</td>
<td>153,102,000 204,051,000 204,102,000 204,102,051 204,153,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204,153,051 204,153,102 255,102,000 255,102,051 255,153,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>255,153,051 255,153,102 255,204,000 255,204,051 255,204,102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>255,204,153</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color name</td>
<td>According to Discrimination and Memory experiment</td>
<td>Discrimination</td>
<td>Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>purple</td>
<td>000,000,051 051,000,051 051,000,102 102,000,051 102,000,102</td>
<td>000,000,102</td>
<td>051,000,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102,000,153 102,000,204 102,051,102 102,051,153 102,051,204</td>
<td>051,051,102</td>
<td>051,051,102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>102,102,153 153,000,051 153,000,102 153,000,153 153,000,204</td>
<td>153,051,204</td>
<td>153,051,255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>153,102,153 153,102,204 153,102,255 153,153,204 153,153,255</td>
<td>153,102,204</td>
<td>153,102,255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204,000,102 204,000,153 204,000,204 204,000,255 204,051,102</td>
<td>204,051,102</td>
<td>255,051,102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204,051,153 204,051,204 204,051,255 204,102,153 204,102,204</td>
<td>204,102,204</td>
<td>255,204,255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204,102,255 204,153,204 204,204,255 255,000,102 255,051,153</td>
<td>255,051,102</td>
<td>255,051,102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>255,000,153 255,000,204 255,000,255 255,051,153 255,051,204</td>
<td>255,051,102</td>
<td>255,051,102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>255,051,255 255,102,204 255,102,255 255,153,204 255,153,255</td>
<td>255,102,204</td>
<td>255,102,255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>red</td>
<td>153,000,000 153,000,051 204,000,000 204,000,051 204,051,000</td>
<td>204,000,102</td>
<td>102,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204,051,051 204,051,102 255,000,000 255,000,051 255,000,102</td>
<td>255,000,153</td>
<td>102,000,051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>255,051,000 255,051,051 255,051,102 255,051,204 255,102,102</td>
<td>255,102,051</td>
<td>153,102,102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>255,102,255 204,102,102 204,102,153 204,102,204 204,153,153</td>
<td>204,153,204</td>
<td>204,102,102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pink</td>
<td>153,102,102 204,000,102 204,000,153 204,051,102 204,051,153</td>
<td>204,153,255</td>
<td>153,102,102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204,051,204 204,102,102 204,102,153 204,102,204 204,153,153</td>
<td>204,153,255</td>
<td>153,102,102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>204,153,204 255,000,102 255,051,153 255,051,204 255,102,102</td>
<td>255,102,102</td>
<td>204,000,204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>255,102,153 255,102,204 255,102,255 255,153,102 255,153,153</td>
<td>255,153,153</td>
<td>204,051,051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>255,153,204 255,153,255 255,204,153 255,204,204 255,204,255</td>
<td>255,204,255</td>
<td>255,051,153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color name</td>
<td>According to Discrimination and Memory experiment</td>
<td>Discrimination</td>
<td>Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>204,204,153 204,204,204 204,255,204 204,255,255 255,255,204 153,204,204 153,255,204 153,255,255 204,204,255</td>
<td>153,204,204 153,255,204 153,255,255 204,204,255</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black</td>
<td>000,000,000 000,000,051 051,000,000 051,051,051</td>
<td>000,051,051 051,051,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transformation
Abstract

Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transformation is introduced, starting from the inverse of the distance transformation. The prohibitive computational cost of a naive implementation of traditional Euclidean Distance Transformation, is tackled by three operations: restriction of both the number of object pixels and the number of background pixels taken in consideration and pre-computation of the Euclidean distance. Compared to the Shih and Liu 4-scan method the FEED algorithm is often faster and is less memory consuming.

This chapter is identical to:
B.1 Introduction

A distance transformation [211] (DT) makes an image in which the value of each pixel is its distance to the set of object pixels O in the original image:

\[ D(p) = \min\{\text{dist}(p, q) ; q \in O\} \]  

(B.1)

Many algorithms to compute approximations of the Euclidean distance transformation (EDT) were proposed. Borgefors [19] proposed a chamfer DT using two raster scans on the image which produces a coarse approximation of the EDT. To get a result that is exact on most points but can produce small errors on some points, Danielsson [60] used four raster scans.

To obtain an exact EDT two step methods were proposed. Cuisenaire and Macq [56, 57] first calculated an approximate EDT using ordered propagation by bucket sorting. It produces a result similar to Danielsson’s. Then, this approximation is improved by using neighborhoods of increasing size. Shih and Liu [232] started with four scans on the image, producing a result similar to Danielsson. A look-up table is then constructed containing all possible locations where an exact result is not produced. Because during the scans the location of the closest object pixel is stored for each image pixel, the look-up table can be used to correct the errors. It is claimed that the number of error locations is small.

In contrast with these approaches, we have implemented the EDT starting directly from the definition in Equation B.1. Or rather its inverse: each object pixel feeds its distance to all non-object pixel.

B.2 Direct application

In principle for each pixel q in the set of object pixels (O) the Euclidean distance (ED) must be calculated to each background pixel p. The algorithm then becomes:

\[
\text{initialize } D(p) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } (p \in O) \\
\infty & \text{else}
\end{cases} \\
\text{foreach } q \in O \\
\text{foreach } p \notin O \\
\text{update : } D(p) = \min(D(p), ED(q, p))
\]
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However, this algorithm is extremely time consuming. In principle it can be speeded up by:

- restricting the number of object pixels that have to be considered
- pre-computation of $ED(q, p)$
- restricting the number of background pixels that have to be updated for each considered $p$

Only the “border” pixels of an object have to be considered. A border pixel is defined as an object pixel with at least one of its four 4-connected pixels in the background. It can then be easily proven that the minimal distance from any background pixel to an object, is the distance from that background pixel to a border pixel of that object.

As the ED is translation invariant, the EDs can be precomputed and stored in a matrix $M(x, y) = ED((x, y), 0)$. $ED(q, p)$ is then taken as $ED(q - p, 0)$ from the matrix. In principle the size of the matrix is twice the size of the image in each dimension. If the property $ED((x, y), 0) = ED((|x|, |y|), 0)$ is used in the updating of $D(p)$, only the positive quadrant of $M$ is needed. Thus the size of the matrix becomes equal to the image size. Its calculation can be speeded up using the the fact that ED is symmetric: $ED((x, y), 0) = ED((y, x), 0)$.

If an upper limit of the maximum value of $D(p)$ in an image is known a priori, the size of $M$ can be decreased to just contain that upper limit. This would increase the speed of the algorithm. For example, this could be done in a situation where there are fixed objects present. In addition, $D(p)$ can be calculated for the fixed objects only and can be updated in a later stage using only the pixels of the moving objects.

The size of the matrix $M$ can also be decreased if one is only interested in distances up to a certain maximum. For example, in a robot navigation problem where distances above the maximum give no navigation limitations.

Due to the definition of $D(p)$ the matrix $M$ can be filled with any non-decreasing function $f$ of ED: $f(D(p)) = \min(f(D(p)), f(ED(q, p)))$. For instance, the square of ED allowing the use of an integer matrix $M$ in the calculation. Or one can truncate the ED to integer values in $M$ if that is the format in which the final $D(p)$ is stored.
B.3 Reducing the number of pixels to update

The search for object pixels \( p \) is done on lines through the current border pixel \( B \) with certain \( m = p_y/p_x \) ratio's. Define \( m = m_1/m_2 \) with \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) being the threshold parameters for the line selection. For each \( m \) the line with a certain ratio is selected. On each line the object pixels are searched. If an object pixel \( p \) is found, the number of background pixels that have to be updated can be limited: only those that have an equal or smaller distance to the border pixel \( B \) than to an object pixel \( p \) (see Figure B.1). The equation of the bisection line is: \( p_y y + p_x x = (p_x^2 + p_y^2)/2 \).

Regarding the speed of the algorithm the problem is that not too much time should be spend on searching for other object pixels, on the administration of the bisection lines, or on determining which pixels to update. That is because the update operation is simply a test followed by one assignment, see the algorithm at the beginning of this section.

B.3 Reducing the number of pixels to update

The number of background pixels that have to be updated can be limited: only those that have an equal or smaller distance to the border pixel \( B \) than to an object pixel \( p \) (see Figure B.1). The equation of the bisection line is: \( p_y y + p_x x = (p_x^2 + p_y^2)/2 \).

Regarding the speed of the algorithm the problem is that not too much time should be spend on searching for other object pixels, on the administration of the bisection lines, or on determining which pixels to update. That is because the update operation is simply a test followed by one assignment, see the algorithm at the beginning of this section.
and $m_2$ the minimal integers, then the equation of the bisection becomes:
\[ 2(m_1m_2y + m_2^2x) = (m_1^2 + m_2^2)p_x. \]
This is of the form: $m_a y + m_b x = m_c p_x$ with $m_a$, $m_b$ and $m_c$ integers that depend only on $m$. For each quadrant for each $m$ only the object pixel closest to $B$ is relevant, searching along the line can be stopped as soon as one is found. The bisection line found is then identified with $p_x$ and the quadrant number.

To keep track of the update area, the maximum $x$ and $y$ values of each quadrant are updated (see Figure B.2). Only pixels inside each square need to be updated, but not all of them. A bisection line in a quadrant might update these maximum values in this and two neighboring quadrants, as is indicated with the open arrows in the figure. For example: $max_{y_1} = min(max_{y_1}, m_c p_x / m_a)$. The intersection point of two bisection lines in different quadrant might also give a new maximum value, as indicated with the arrow with the line on top. The maximum values can be calculated using integers.

The maximum values also determine the distance to search along each
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Figure B.2: Sizes of each update quadrant and changes due to a single bisection line and due to a crossing of two bisection lines.
B.3 Reducing the number of pixels to update

Figure B.3: The update process. On each scan line the bisection lines determine a range of pixels to update.

line m. For example, for a line in quadrant 1 at least one of the points \((\max x_1, \max y_1), (0, \max y_2),\) and \((\max x_4, 0)\) must be on or to the right of the bisection line. This gives a maximum value for \(p_x\) of \(\max (m_a \max y_1 + m_b \max x_1, m_a \max y_4, m_b \max x_4)/m_c\).

Bisection lines closer to the origin \(B\) have a larger effect than lines further away. Searching in circular patterns the closest lines are found first, thus less points are checked than using a radial search. But it requires a more time consuming checking of reaching of limit values and further bookkeeping than when using a radial search.

Since in general a number of object points from the same object are close to \(B\), the radial search is splitted. In a small area around \(B\) all the points on a number of radial lines are checked. If the remaining area \(\left(\sum_{i=1}^{4} \max x_i \max y_i\right)\) is too large, all the radial lines are checked completely. To increase the speed, not all points on them are checked but a certain stepping is used.

The final selection of pixels to update is made in the update process (see
Figure B.3). For each scan line in a quadrant bisection lines in that and neighboring quadrants determine start and end points, as is indicated with the lines with arrows on both sides. The maximum values in a quadrant can be at several locations, depending on whether crossing of bisection lines was taken into account. The crossing of a bisection line in a quadrant with a bisection line in the next quadrant is found when the minimum value of a scan line is larger than the maximum value. In that case no further scan lines in that quadrant have to be considered.

A further remark is that points exactly on a bisection line, have only to be updated once. For this quadrants 1 and 2 are chosen. This can simply be achieved by decreasing $m_c p_x$ by 1 for quadrants 3 and 4.

B.4 Test results

As comparison algorithm the four scan method of Shih [232] was chosen (except for their look-up table correction).

For our FEED method test lines with m’s of 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 1, 4/3, 3/2, 2, 3 and 4 and both the vertical and horizontal lines were chosen. The small test area around each border pixel was set to a square of 17 by 17 pixels and for the larger area a stepping of 8 pixels was used. This was skipped if the update area was already reduced to less than 200 pixels.

Results are presented on four 4096 by 4096 images and their negatives. Two are tests suggested by Cuisenaire and Macq [56, 57], an image containing a circle with a radius of 2000 pixels and one filled with a line under 20°. The other two images are filled with a large number of objects, one of them with situations in which errors in the implementation would likely show up.

Our implementation was checked on the small images given in reference [56, 57] and [232] that gives errors in ED in the first steps of the methods in the references, and was found to give correct results. The results on the test images using the algorithm in Section B.2 without any speed optimization, provided references for checking the correct implementation of the optimizations.

In Table B.1 the execution times on a SUN machine are given for the Shih
Table B.1: Timing results on eight images, for the Shih and Liu four scans method [232] and for the Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>image</th>
<th>Shih and Liu</th>
<th>FEED</th>
<th>reduced $M$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>line</td>
<td>29.46 s</td>
<td>13.84 s</td>
<td>11.94 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circle</td>
<td>22.86 s</td>
<td>17.42 s</td>
<td>15.77 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test-obj</td>
<td>21.84 s</td>
<td>10.47 s</td>
<td>6.72 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objects</td>
<td>23.39 s</td>
<td>8.15 s</td>
<td>5.52 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neg line</td>
<td>5.26 s</td>
<td>5.01 s</td>
<td>4.07 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neg circle</td>
<td>10.85 s</td>
<td>6.15 s</td>
<td>3.84 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neg test-obj</td>
<td>9.96 s</td>
<td>7.14 s</td>
<td>4.00 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neg objects</td>
<td>8.51 s</td>
<td>6.11 s</td>
<td>3.80 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and Liu method and for our FEED method with a full size matrix $M$ and with the size of $M$ reduced to the maximum distance in the image. FEED is up to a factor 3 faster than the Shih and Liu method and becomes even faster when the maximum distance in the image is known in advance.

Table B.2 shows some statistics gathered during the execution of our method. It shows the number of object and border pixels, the average number of tested pixels per border pixel and the average number of updates per background pixel. Together with Table B.1 it shows that although the execution time of the Shih and Liu method is proportional to the number of pixels in the image, in images of given size the execution time is about proportional to the number of background pixels. That is caused by the fact that during the four scans over the image, more work is performed on background pixels than on object pixels.

As noted by Cuisenaire and Macq [56, 57] comparing the complexity and computational costs of EDT algorithms is a complex task. FEED shows a factor 2 less variation in execution time over the images than the Shih and Liu method, which needs further investigation. Somehow, the work done in the various parts of FEED averages out better than in the Shih and Liu method.

Shih and Liu argue that the number of pixels with a wrong ED after their four scans over the image is very small, less than 1%. We found for the circle image that 8.32% and for the line image that 68.8% of the pixels were wrong. In
Table B.2: Image statistics: The number of tests done per border pixel and the number of updates done per background pixel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>image</th>
<th>object pixels</th>
<th>border pixels</th>
<th>tests / border p.</th>
<th>updates / backgr p.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>line</td>
<td>16756554</td>
<td>4282</td>
<td>5010.6</td>
<td>8.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>circle</td>
<td>12579510</td>
<td>12770</td>
<td>2851.4</td>
<td>13.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test-obj</td>
<td>13232644</td>
<td>115908</td>
<td>339.5</td>
<td>10.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objects</td>
<td>14140711</td>
<td>74299</td>
<td>421.5</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neg line</td>
<td>4282</td>
<td>8188</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neg circle</td>
<td>418136</td>
<td>12766</td>
<td>430.0</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neg test-obj</td>
<td>3528192</td>
<td>127728</td>
<td>110.4</td>
<td>1.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neg objects</td>
<td>2620125</td>
<td>74586</td>
<td>131.7</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the line under 20 ° image the conditions under which the four-scans produce a wrong result, occur very often.

B.5 Discussion

We have developed a Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transformation, starting from the inverse of the distance transformation: each object pixel feeds its distance to all background pixels. The prohibitive computational cost of a naive implementation of traditional EDT, is tackled by three operations: restriction of both the number of object pixels and the number of background pixels taken into consideration and pre-computation of the Euclidean Distance.

The FEED algorithm was tested on 4 images and their negatives. It proved to be up to 3 times faster than the Shih and Liu 4-scan method. The difference is even larger if an upper bound on the maximum distance is known or if one is not interested in distances larger than a given maximum. In addition, was measured that the processing time of FEED is less variable than that of the 4-scan algorithm. Last, FEED needs less memory than the 4-scan method since it does not have to consider the image matrix twice.

Further research will focus on boosting FEED, design an parallel imple-
mentation (where each processor handles part of the border pixels, then joining of D(p)), and extend FEED to 3D or higher. So, with FEED no approximations of EDT are needed due to its computational burden, but both fast and exact EDT can be done. With that a new image processing algorithm is launched important for many applications in image analysis and pattern recognition.
B Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transformation
Summary
This summary accompanied:
Broek, E. L. van den, Rikxoort E. M. van, Kisters, P. M. F., Schouten, Th. E.,
Klöditz (Ed.), *Proceedings of fourth NWO ToKeN symposium*, p. 5. March 18, The
Netherlands - Eindhoven.
Digital media are rapidly replacing their analog counterparts. This development is accompanied by (i) the increasing amount of images present on the Internet, (ii) the availability of the Internet for an increasing number of people, (iii) a decline in digital storage costs, and (iv) the developments in personal digital video/photo camera's [26, 27, 109]. In anticipation of these developments, the fields of computer vision (CV) and content-based image retrieval (CBIR) evolved rapidly. Driven by a technology push, a range of CV/CBIR techniques were developed [108, 109]. However, seldomly the user and his characteristics were taken into account and subsequently, limitations of mere technical solutions became apparent [25, 26, 34].

The NWO ToKeN Eidetic project: Intelligent CBIR, aims to bridge the semantic gap present in the field of CV/CBIR, with the successful launch of the CBIR system Vind(X) as its foundation. However, the Vind(X) systems suffers from two drawbacks [31], it depends on: (i) the cooperative annotation of its users to fill its database of outlines [284] and on (ii) outline-outline (or shape) matching [31].

To enable a full analysis of image content (e.g., through object recognition), color and texture analysis has to be done as well as segmentation and shape extraction, to facilitate shape matching. Since each of these topics is essential for CV/CBIR, each of them was addressed in the Eidetic research line and will be discussed, before combining them.

Most images present on the Internet and in databases are color images. Moreover, the analysis of color in the image is not only used for the analysis of color distributions but is also used in texture analysis, image segmentation, and shape extraction. Hence, color analysis is of the utmost importance, for bridging the semantic gap [34], since color captures essential information about our environment [26, 27, 204]. Therefore, we started with fundamental research toward human color processing [24]. This resulted in a unique color space segmentation, driven by experimental data concerning the 11 color categories, known to be used by humans since half a century [32, 33]. This color space segmentation can function as a highly efficient, human-based, color quantization scheme [26, 32].

Texture is the second feature, widely used for image analysis, CV, and CBIR purposes. Most texture analysis techniques are intensity-based [29, 30]. However, multiple problems can arise with texture analysis of color images,
when their color is ignored (e.g., two distinct colors can have the same intensity). Therefore, intensity-based and colorful texture analysis were compared, using several color spaces and quantization schemes [29, 30]. This resulted in the new, parallel-sequential texture analysis approach with a 96% correct classification performance [30]. Moreover, in the research line “mimicking human texture classification”, various texture analysis techniques were compared with human texture classification [204].

Using the 11 color categories and the texture analysis scheme developed, coarse image segmentation was conducted, the first phase of shape extraction [205]. Next, the exact shapes were extracted from such coarse segments by pixelwise classification, followed by smoothing operators [31]. The shapes extracted were analyzed using the Vind(X) engine. With that, for all three features, human-based techniques have been developed to extract them from not annotated image material. Moreover, the segmentation and shape extraction enabled us to conduct object-based image retrieval (OBIR) [31].

In order to test the feature extraction techniques, an online CV/CBIR benchmark was developed [26, 27]. Retrieval was conducted utilizing: (i) color, (ii) texture, (iii) shape, (iv) color and texture combined, and (v) the three features combined. Object-based image retrieval, exploiting color, texture, and shape features, resulted in a retrieval precision up to 80% [31]. Hence, the first human-based, computationally very efficient, OBIR engine was launched.

In parallel to the research discussed so far, a research line in computational geometry emerged. Within this line of research the Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transform was developed [228]. FEED was used in [32] for the color space segmentation and exploited for the Weighted Distance Mapping paradigm [33]. Recently, a parallel implementation of FEED: timed FEED was launched [227] and 3D-FEED was developed [226], accompanied by a dimension independent definition of the algorithm.
Samenvatting
This is a translation of the summary that accompanied:
Digitale media vervangen hun analoge tegenhangers in een hoog tempo door:
(i) het toenemende aantal plaatjes op Internet, (ii) het gebruik van Internet door steeds meer mensen, (iii) het goedkoper worden van opslagruimte en (iv) de ontwikkelingen op het gebied van video en photo camera’s [26, 27, 109]. De noodzaak te kunnen zoeken naar plaatjes, die mogelijk niet zijn beschreven, werd zo geboren, hetgeen content-based image retrieval (CBIR) wordt genoemd [108, 109]. Hierbij wordt gezocht met behulp van karakteristieken van de plaatjes zelf, in plaats van met hun beschrijvingen. Gedreven door de snelle technologische ontwikkelingen werd een verscheidenheid aan CBIR technieken ontwikkeld. Hierbij werden zelden de gebruikers of hun karakteristieken in ogenschouw genomen. Ten gevolge hiervan kwamen de beperkingen van puur technische oplossingen naar voren [25, 26, 34].

Het NWO ToKeN Eidetic project: Intelligent CBIR, heeft als doel CBIR technieken te ontwikkelen vanuit het perspectief van haar gebruikers. Eidetic werd geïnitieerd door de succesvolle lancering van het CBIR systeem Vind(X). Helaas was Vind(X) beperkt doordat ze afhankelijk is van de medewerking van gebruikers om de database met outlines te vullen. Daarnaast wordt door Vind(X) enkel omlijningen (of vormen) van objecten met elkaar vergeleken [31, 284].

Voor volledige analyse van het beeldmateriaal dient kleur en textuur analyse te worden gedaan evenals segmentatie en vorm extractie ten behoeve van het vergelijken van vormen van objecten. Daar ieder van deze onderwerpen essentieel zijn voor CBIR, zullen ze allen worden behandeld binnen de Eidetic onderzoekslijn. We zullen ieder van deze onderwerpen behandelen alvorens hen te combineren.

De meeste plaatjes op het Internet en in databases zijn kleuren plaatjes. Bovendien wordt kleur analyse niet alleen gebruikt bij het bepalen van kleur distributies maar ook bij textuur analyse, beeld segmentatie en vorm extractie. Een goede kleur analyse is dus van groot belang [26, 27, 34, 204]; daarom is een fundamenteel onderzoek naar menselijke kleur verwerking opgezet [24]. Dit resulteerde in een unieke kleurruimte segmentatie, bepaald door de experimentele data betreffende de 11 kleur categorieën, zoals bekend sinds een halve eeuw [32, 33]. De kleurruimte segmentatie kan dienen als een zeer efficiënt, op de mens gebaseerd schema voor kleur kwantisatie [26, 32].

Textuur is het tweede beeld eigenschap die veel gebruikt wordt bij CBIR

Gebruikmakend van de 11 kleur categorieën en een textuur analyse die was ontwikkeld werd een grof beeld segmentatie bewerkstelligd, de eerste fase in het proces van vorm extractie [205]. Op basis van deze grofse segmenten werden vervolgens de exacte vormen bepaald door de classificatie van pixels, gevolgd door het afvlakken van de vormen [31].

De geëxtraheerde vormen werden geanalyseerd met behulp van Vind(X). Daarmee zijn voor alle drie de beeld kenmerken, op de mens gebaseerde technieken ontwikkeld. De segmentatie en vorm extractie maken bovendien objectgebaseerde zoeken naar plaatjes mogelijk (object-based image retrieval (OBIR)) [31].

Een CBIR benchmark werd ontwikkeld om de nieuwe ontwikkelde technieken te kunnen testen [26, 27]. In deze benchmark werden de beeld eigenschappen (i) kleur, (ii) textuur, (iii) vorm, (iv) de combinatie kleur en vorm evenals (v) de combinatie van kleur, textuur en vorm apart getest. Zo bleek dat OBIR, gebruikmakend van kleur, textuur en vorm, tot 80% correcte plaatjes ophaalde [31]. Hiermee is het eerste op de mens gebaseerde, computationeel zeer efficiënte, OBIR systeem gelanceerd.

Parallel aan het onderzoek besproken tot dusverre, is een onderzoekslijn in de computationele geometrie ontstaan. Binnen deze lijn van onderzoek is de “Fast Exact Euclidean Distance (FEED) transform” ontwikkeld [228]. FEED is in [32] gebruikt voor kleurruimte segmentatie en toegpast voor het “Weighted Distance Mapping” paradigma [33]. Recent is een parallele implementatie van FEED ontwikkeld [227] en was 3D-FEED ontwikkeld [226] te samen met een dimensie onafhankelijke definitie van het algoritme.
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